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The ACME

of Smooth Performance
Catapulted silently into the air, the
glider taking advantage of every tiny
air current soars noiselessly and gracefully up and down the air valleys
at the touch of the control stick.
It is the acme of smooth performance.
The modern radio receiver, if it is
CENTRALAB equipped, figuratively
speaking, rides the ether waves
smoothly and noiselessly.
For real adventure in radio
reception i n si s t on
CENTRALAB
volume control
equipment.
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Highest
effective

amplifieation
yet attained with a
Screened Grid Valve

Radio technicians lmow that it is useless to expect a
substantial stage gain from any Screened Grid
Valve-however good its other characteristicswhich has a high inter-electrode capacity. Cossor
engineers have been striving for months past to
reduce the self-capacity of Cossor Screened Grid
Valves to a negligible figure.
So successful have
they been in their efforts that the new Cossor 215 S.G.
has an inter-electrode capacity of the order of ·001
micro-microfarads-lower than that of any other
Screened Grid Valve on the market. As a result,
this new Cossor Valve permits a degree of effective
amplification which a year ago would have been
considered utterly impracticable. The use of this
Valve will considerably increase the efficiency of
your Receiver.

COSioR
215 S.G.
A. C. Cossor Ltd.,

Highbury Grove,
London, N.S.
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THE

EDITOR'S
CHAT
Settling Down After the Show-The New Sets-Improving Appearance-Where the Home-built
Set Scores.
the annual Radio Show over,
and the dealers well stocked
with the latest components,
thi;; month may be looked upon as the
time when the majority of experimenters begin work on their new sets
for the winter.

W

ITH

Not Extravagance
To the newcomer the building of a
new set each year, or frequently two
or three times a year, may appear, at
first sight, as an extravagance, but
when it is remembered that very
rarely is it that the experimenter needll
to buy anything new to make an entirely new design of set, it will be seen
that the extravagance is more apparent then real.
Indeed, we have known many cases
when a set has been entirelv modernised with only one or two "new components.
If, for example, your present set
has one stage of high-frequency, a
<letector and one low-frequency stage,
the high-frequency valve being of the
older type, then the change oYer to a
new circuit with a screened-grid valve
can be made with a great increase in
efficiency at a comparatively tritling
cost.

minals, removing the old transformer,
substituting the new one, and joining
up the four wires as before !
It is bv no means unusual for the
Rtrength to be nearly double for such
a change, while the improvement in
quality must be heard to be believed.
But even supposing you desire to
build an entirely new set, with more
Yalves than you have at present, and
with everything new. Study the designs which appear in this and other
issues of the \VIRELESS Col)STRUCTOR.

HIGH UP ON LOW WAVES

Variable Condensers
There are dozens of makes of valve
holders, but provided the particular
holder chosen is soundly designed, the
set will work just as well with this as
with any other. Variable condensers,
too, exist in vast numbers and in all
kinds of designs, but, again, mo~:~t. of
them are soundly designed, and the
change from one to another will show
no appreciable difference in electrical
efficiency, although the mechanical
convenience that appears on one may
be superior to that of another.
lVIany sets built within the last year
or two and still working excellently
can be vastly improved in appearance
by a new panel and new condensers of
the drum type with neat escutcheon
plates. You probably noticed when
visiting the Radio Show at Olympi>1
that the professional sets are more aml
more using the edgewise drum dial,
and that the old flat exterior dial is
rapidly dying out.

Your Set's Appearance

Improvements that Count
As another example, perhaps when
you built your .original set you felt
you could not go to the expense of a
first-grade low-frequency transformer,
and had to content yourself, for the
time being, with something of an
inferior quality.
In the great majority of cases the
connections to a good transformer are
precisely those to a poor one, so the
substitution of a good modern instrument for a present component may
consist merely in unscrewing four ter-

one of the great advantages of wireless
as a hobby that so much in the way of
components is standardised.

This is n slw•·t-wnve test witlt ne·roplanes,
tl1e " a•·mtnd " stntion being on tile roof
Oj (J. J\Tf!W

JTorl£

.tifky,fJC't'UpCr.

Turn to the lists of components and
with the aid of a convenient dealer's
catalogue work out the total costs of
the sets.
You will be very agreeably surprised
to find how cheaply firHt-class modern
home-construc.tor's designs can he
built. Notice, too, that you can strike
out of the list quite a number of items
which you already possess, for it is
3

Practically all the types of variable
eondensers utilised by manufacturers
of sets are available to the home constructor, and there is no reason
whatever nowadays why the homebuilt set should not look every bit as
'· professional " as that made in a
factory.
Indeed, I have seen quite a number
of the cheaper factory sets (of course,
I am not referring to those made by
the well-known manufacturers) in
which the workmanship and interior
appearance were much inferior to that
of a large number of home-built
receivers I have seen.
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l:'I{Jeak:Pr, absorb:-<. ron:-.idcrable power. The a.mrli·
tier baR, therefore, bC"Cll ronstructrd to g1ve a
distortionlrss ontput of somr 40 wattR, which i:-;
equil'alent to that of a full-sized talking film
installation.
In view of the high voltages employed, all
panel;o:; and points of aec·Pss to the set an~ prntreted by safetr switrhes, which disconnert the
high-tPnsion enrrent as soon as the glass doors an·
opPned. The apparatus is desigrwd to OJ'erat('
Yery Rimply and will Hormally bP in charge of n
)lmwum at.tPndant in the wireless gallery.

The Symphony Concerts

A

broa. dca.sting Rt.ation ".·m be
in operation ~hortly. The station. now

TEI.EVISION

in course of constnwtion near Heudou,
is licensed by the Postmaster-General
to employ two wave-lengths, and will be eontrolled
bv the Baircl eo.
·So far only a few houro' visual broadcasting
are av-ailable ·during each week for experimenten;
who have televisor~. and to increase the facilitieA
for experinwnters interested in television the
Baird Co. llave decided that }Jractically au all-day
service shall in future be put out from their
transmitter. vdlich will etnploy a twin wave, the
lengths allu(:atc<l by the Postmaster-General being
49! metres a11<l 15;) mt>tres. The power of the
station will be !WO watt~.

Television Transmissions
The transmi:-;sions from this new televhdon
tranBmit.ter will at first be only of an experimental
nature, both wave-lengths being nsed for the
radiation of vision. The two wave-lengths have
been granted to the company so that the Baird Co.
can determine the carrying propertJes of the two.
waves. Unless ~peeial pennission is given by
the P.M.G. it will be impos,ible for the transmissions to be of sinmltaut>ons sound and vision
as at present sent out irmn Brookmans Park, a~
the B.B.C. has the monopoly of transmitting
sound for entertainment lHlll)OSes in this country.
The Bainl transmissions ·will therefore be unaccompanied by speech or musir.
An oftieial of the Baird Company is reported in
the press to have expressed the hope that the
B.B.C. in the near future will grant permission
for the installation of a television transmitter in
the H.R.C. J,ondon studios; t.hen UcmH in tlw
J>rogrmnmes may be televised a• well as broadcast
by the ordinary means. .-\n altemative method,
suggested, would be for the items to be televised
iu the studios and the transmissions passed by
land line to the Baird station at Hendon and
broadcast from there.
We also understand that the Baird Co. hope
fadliti<'' will eventually be granted for them to
transrnit television from a stat.ion outside the
IAondon area, so that experimenters in other part?.
of the country may be brought within range.
The Dawntry station (:i X X) is unsuitable for
television owing to its long wave-length ; but
~imilar arrangements to those project<'d for the
London station could, it is suggesl<'d, be made at
one of the new twin-waye n'gional stations. This.
howcyer, we believe to he wry unlikely.

he

referener- fur judging the p('J'formrtnec of any
given radio outfit.
_

These objects would be defeated if the apparatus wrre used for the reception of difficult or
uncertain transn1issions, liable to be marred by
intrrferencc. Rec~ption will be confined thrrf'fore iu nornutl ('irrumstances to transmissions
originating within the London area, and the
apparatus will be pre-set, so that. either the
Nationa.l or the RPgional programme can be
selPetPd by the pushing or pulling of a :;inglc lever.
The loml-speakrr horn whkh Uw s.Pt employs
has been in JIOsition for :o;omc t.inw in the wirele~f!
gallery of the ;l[n<<'lllll. It is a straight logarithmic horn. 27 ft. long. with a mouth 7 ft. square.
nnd a lo\\;£'1' rut-off frP(jliCHf'Y of ;j2 c.vclrs a second.
The 55G \V unit comtectPcl with the horn is of
U1e :mme typp as is u~r1l in the largest thratre
eqni]Jmcnts for talking films, and the first 8 ft.
of the horn from this point is made of copper,
the remainder of sheet iron, leaded and eoatPd
with piteh and canvas.

Museum Music
The tone and quality developed by this output
unit are exceptionally good, and the construction
of the rerf'iYing apparatus is of considPrable
int<'rest. It contains no batteries at all, being
operated eut.irely from alt<'rnating eunent. mains
laid on to supplement the Museum's nonnal direct
current supply. 'fo maintain reception altE'rnatively with the National and Regional transmitters, a eommon deteetor and common lowfrrquency stages arc employed in conjunction
with separate high-frequency stages, t•ntirely
independent of one another.

J..~ow-tensiou

rnrrPnt

is first applierl to the filaments of the valves and a
time-switch allows 30 RecondR to <'lapse before the
high-tension cmrent is connected. The interval
permits the 1ndirectly-heatcd eathode valves to
warm up. The snpply taken from the main at
230 volts A.('. is transformed and rectified for the

Th~:~ H.B.C. announrr:-:. that twent,y-threr symphony .. roucerts will be givrn in the QuC'Cn'~ Hall
on \Y Cdllf'Sdays, at 8 ]1.111,. fiuring the J 9:30-31
:;.;.ea$011. The B.B.C. Symphony Orehe!:~-tra of 114
players, !ell by Arthur Catterall, will make .it'
first appparanee at full Rtn•ngth at the opemn[!
ronrrrt on Oct. 22, when Adrian Boult \Vill conduct. The ordw~tra will play throughout, thP
season and ('ach toncrrt vdll be broad east.
Condnetor~ at ntlwr conr<'rts. will inelwle F;ir
HPHQ·' "·oo<l, Sir Lamlon Ronald, ~<\drian Honlt.
.Allwrt._ Coatr:-:, grnest An~<'nnet., Oskar Frk1l.

an(l HermaJJn :o;clwrchen.

Bat'khaus. Bartok, Cort.ot, Dohnanyi, Oir~rkin~Z..
l\I:vra HeRi'\, Lamond, :\'loiseiwitsrh. Hubinstl'in.
~mmH'l, Solomon. and HtraYinsl(y arr ~lmong tht·
man~' einirwut pia.ni~ts who will he hC'anl during
the season. Solo Yiolinbt~ inehtde : Busrlt.
Catterall, Sammor1~, and Szigeti"; awl solo ·(~l'llists :
C'asals awl Huggia. Wanda l,andowska will ]•lay
the harpsichord.
The following vocalists han: aln•atly been
Pngaged: Isobel Baillie, May Busby, Gota
I.jungberg, }-!aria Olczewska, Dorothy ~ilk, ~tilC's
AIIen, Margaret Balfonr, Muriel Bmnskill, Astra
Dcsmond, Parry Jones. Frank Titterton, Waiter
Widdop. Nom1an Allin, Keith Falkner. Roy
Henderson, Horace Stevens, and Harol<l \Yilliams.
The Philharmonic Choir and the National Choms
will also take part..
l'nder a system whereby the public is enable<!
to pay a subsrription for groups of six roneerts
~IJI'ead over the whole season, it will be pos::-;ible to
obtain rcservrd srats for as low as 2s. Gd. a eoucert.

Harold Nieolson, who is now one
of the B.B.C.'s most popular microphone personalities, had a very
amusing article on " Behind the
Scenes with a Broadcaster " in the

AN ELEMENTARY TELEVISION RECEIVER

The present transmissions from
Brookmans Park still continue, and
reception has been noted in Glasgow.
But exactly how many televisors
have been so!J to date, and how many
television sets are in use in this
country, still remains a mystery. It
would be definitely useful and interesting if the Bair'cl Company would
throw some light on this question ;
the information would be welcome,
and 11·ould enable critics to ascertain,
with some degree of accuracy, the
prac:tical popularity of television
among '' listeners " as well as bona
fide experimenters.

A Very Special Set
A broadcast reecin·r of extraordinary power
has been clf•slgned and C'Onstnwted in the Science
.Museum, ~outh Kf'nsington, to take the pla.re of
the o!Ll demonstration set. The object of thP
new installation is to demonstrate the extent to
which it has now become possible to d<'tect am!
:tmplify without distortion speech and music
t mnsmitt~d by radio-telephony.
It is also intended to provide regular opportunities for listening to reproduction' of nearly
uniform quality. lliHl so establish a standarll of

Dmnonstrntinf} t/w principles of television ut tl<e Lontlon School oj' I<JconomiC's.

early -tage8 of ll>e 'et to +80 volts D.C. The outJHit, stage current is reetified by means of lwtM
cathode meremy-vapour rectifiers, and gives a
potential of 1,200 volts.
No part of the set i~ larger than is required
to give a satisfactory margin of safety between
the actual working conditions and tho~w \\"hielt
would give rise to slight distort.ion, but an equalising network, w!Iirh has been designed for me
in conjunction with the large horn type loud

4

'· Ennillg StandarJ " a few days
After the broadcasting of a
ago.
talk it appears many listeners are
still keen on " writing in." Here is
Harold Nicolson's description
(Conlhwed on page 04.)
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,1 nwgnificent •·eceiver e>nployinf} the new " lVireless Constructm· "siutple selectivity prin<'iple. lt is an easy-to-build, easy-to,.1,erate inexpensit·e set that qit•<'s u·omle••frd results. As tvell as its marvellous selectir•ity, it possesses eo/ossal power and is
'
·
untloubte<lly n tnost outstuuding desi[Jn.

By VICTOR KING.
the light of modern receiver
design one is rather apt to
consider wave-length tuning entirely in terms of variable condensers.
'l'he part played by the coils is often
completely overlooked, probably because they are usually right away
out of sight.

I

N

GOOD-BYE TO ALL THAT JAMMING!

H.T.

The Art of Tuning
Nevertheless, these inductances are
just as important, in connection with
tuning, as the condensers. The latter,
being the variable factors, are brought
more into prominence, but it is chiefly
a matter of convenience which of the
two shall be variable.
Tlte tln•ec " l~aratune ., etnnponent.,; are (If flte lcjt-hancl end of this theoreticctl eiJ~ctdf
Tuning is a function of two things, <liagr<rm. They are the intluefance L., the fi::eed contlenser C,, and the <-'Ontpression
inductance and capacity, and by fYJ>e ~·uriable condenser C,. Quite sinople cmnponents to p·t•oduee such nwrvellous
effects.
suitably adjusting these two we can
····························· ................................................................................................................................................................................................. .

YOUR "PARATUNE" SHOPPING LIST
1 Ebonite panel, 18 in. x 7 in. x i~·
in. or ! in. (Lissen, or Trolite,
Paxolin, etc.).
Cabinet to take above, with baseboard 10 in. deep (Picket!, or
Cameo, etc.).
1 ·0005 variable condenser (Lotus, or
Lissen, J.B., Polar, Ormond, Dubilier, Formo, Ready Radio, etc.).
1 Slow-motion dial, if condenser is of
plain type (Lissen, or lgranic, J.B.,
Ormond, Formo, Lotus, etc.).

1 ·0001-, ·00013-, or ·00015-mfd.
differential
reaction
con1enser
(Ready Radio, or Lotus, Lissen,
Dubilier, Magnum, Formo, Polar,
Wearite, Paroussi, etc.).
1 ·5-megohm potentiometer volume
control (lgranic, or Magnum, R.I.,
Gambrell, Varley, Wearite, Centralab,
etc.).

1 " Paratune " coil unit (Wearite, or
Ready Radio, Paroussi, Magnum,
etc.).
3 Shock-absorbing
valve
holders
(Benjamin, or W.B., lgranic, Lotus,
LisBen, Bulgin, Telsen, Dario,
Magnum, Junlt, Burton, etc.).
1 ·0001 max. compression type adjustable condenser (Formo, or Lissen,
R.l., Lewcos, Polar, etc.).
1 ·003-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen,
or T.C.C., MuUard, Igranic, Ediswan,
Dubilier, Ferranti, Goltone, etc.).
1 ·0003-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier, etc.),
2 2-mfd. fixed condensers (T .C.C. and
Ferranti in set, or Hydra, Lissen,
Dubilier, Mullard, etc.).
1 2-megohm grid leak and holder
(Graham Farish, or Ediswan, Dubilier,
Lissen, Ferranti, lgranic, etc.).
4 Single-coil holders (Bulgin, or Lotus,
Lissen, lgranie, Magnum, Red Diamond, Wearite, Bulgin, etc.).

........................................................................................................................
5

..

1 H.F. choke (Lewcos, or Varley,
Lissen, R.I., Lotus, Dubilier, Telsen,
Ready Radio, Watmel, Magnum,
etc.).
1 L.T. on-off switch (Red Diamond or
Lissen, Lotus, Igranic, Benjamin,
etc.)
1 4-pole change-over switch, with 3~
in. extension handle (Wearite, or
similar type).
1 25,000-ohm resistance and holder
(Ready Radio, or Ferranti, etc.).
2 L.F. transformers of normal ratio
(Lissen and R.I. in set, or Telsen,
Varley; Igranic, Ferranti, · Lotus,
Mullard, Lewcos, etc.).
1 Output choke (Varley, or Lissen,
Atlas, R.I., Ferranti, Wearite, Bulgin, Magnum, etc.),
1 Terminal strip, 18 in. x 1! in.
9 Indicating terminals (Belling and
Lee, or Igranic, Eelex, etc.).
1 Spring clip, battery plugs, wire,
screws, etc •
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The "Paratune" Three-continued
set a receiver to receive any particular wave-length we desire.
In
actual practice it is impossible to
limit our set to just one wave-length.
We have to put up with a band of
wave-lengths, and the sharper our
tuning the narrower is this band.
With sets which do not employ an
H.F. stage, the usual way of getting
a moderately narrow reception band
is by using what is called an aperiodic
aerial circuit.

the new "Paratune" system of
" simple selectivity."
This capability of the "Para tune"
of cutting out such interference is an
attribute quite apart from its remarkable selectivity on the medium broadcast band. But, in spite of this, it

DOZENS OF STATIONS-ON ONE DIAL

,~l-

Complete Cure
L"nfortunately, there is one very
big drawback to this otherwise ideal
arrangement. On long waves it often
happens that a medium-wave broa,lcasting station will spread over a
large part or, in some cases, the whole
of the tuning range.
'fhis interference cannot be tuned
out, and has been worrying set
designers for years. It appears to be
a puzzling combination of Rhock
excitation and the natural wavelength of the aerial circuit, or a part
of it.
Whatever the cause may be, I am
able to give you details of an absolutely eo m plete cure for it. You will
remember that this was hinted at
last month in the article introducing

I am only stating a concrete fact
when I tell you that nothing in any
way comparable with the" Para tune "
Three has ever been produced before.
Like the "Para tune" One, it is the
essence of "simple selectivity," and,
being a det. and 2 L.F. arrangement,

---11-P>l>IIIH

_
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A petjectly balancetl panel lauout is provide<l with the one luning condense•• dial in
the cent·re. The left-hand l<nob L 1 is the conh·ol j'or the" l'arutune" inductance, while

S

1

is the tvuve-cltange stvitcle and C}. f11e reaction eondenseJ•.

does not in any way affect its effectiveness on medium broadcast waves.
In designing the " Paratune "
Three, advantage has been taken of
both of these wonderful properties.
The result is a three-valve receiver
which represents the very latest
design and advance in simple circuits.

COULD ANY SET BE SIMPLER ?

it is also very sensitiYe and powerful.
Here you have a set which is .extremely easy to operate, both on the
long waves and the medium broadcast
band. On the long waves, once the
" Paratune " unit is set to remove the
unwanted interference the set is
operated ju~t like any ordinary
receiver.
The remarkable selectivity on the
medium band is obtained bv the addition of merely one small k~ob. This
knob adjusts a special inductance
which alters the aerial circuit so that
it ~nits the partieular wave-length
bei11g received. In this way there is
a gain in sensitivity accompanying
the great gain in ~electivity.

Wave-Change Switching

Apm•t j'rotn the .. l•aratune" coil (A), all inducfattccs m•e oj' the or<linary plug-ill tJJpe.
(B) indicales the taps which are used to cut out meditnn- wat•e interference wlwn worl<inu
on lonu waves. (C) and (D) arc the merlium-tvave reaction an<l tuned coil rcSJJcctively,
tfliiUe (E) aJUl (F) are the two l 0 ng-wave coils, of tfl1licll (F) is fhc one for reaction.

6

In spite of the remarkable nature
of the receiver, it has wave-change
S\Yitchi11g by mea11s of one control on
the panel. If you look at the theoretical circuit diagram you will be able
to follow the complete arrangement
employed.
The ordinary tuning inductanees
are " X " coils, L 4 being the lower wave
one, and L 2 the one for long waves.
Lr, and L 3 are the reaction coils,
which are coupled to the two tuning
inductances.
So far the scheme is quite normal.
The difference comes in connection
with the taps on the "X" coils. Instead of the aerial going direct to one
of these taps, it is connected via the
"Paratune" components.
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The " Paratune " Three-continued
These consist of the inductance Lv
the compression type variable condenser U3 , and the fixed condenser
C4• The condenser C3 provides a
means of varying the degree of selectivity on the medium waves, so that
once it is adjusted to suit a given set
of conditions it does not have to be
touched.
\Yhen working on medium waves
the "X "coil tap is connected up via
this condenser.
On long waves,
since the " Paratune " components
are used for a different purpose,
connection is made to them in a
different way.

Volume Control
The condenser C3 is no longer
employed, and the tap on the longwave "X" coil is joined to one of the
four tapR on the "Paratune" coil.
These taps are not, of course, used
on the medium wave-band.
The wave-change switch S1 changes
over the reaction coils and the grid
end of the tuning coils, and also
makes the necessary connection between the ·' Paratune " components
and the right "X " coil tap.
The two L.F. stages are transformercoupled, and you will iwte that a
volume COlJtrol is provided across
the ~eeondary of the first L.F.
tramlfornwr.
Other points worthy
of note are that differential reaction
is provided, and abo an output filter
eireuit.
A part from the " Para tune " coil,
all the components employed are
r·ommon ones which are in evervdav
use. The makes of the parts ar~ nC:t
critical, and in the complete list of
those required many suitable makes
are given.
\Vith regard to the " Paratune "
eoil, you can make this at home or
buy it ready-made. If you wi~h to
do the former you will find the
necessary details. in last month's

attached to the terminal, you must
make the taps at 10, 20, 30, and 40
turns.
To make the actual taps, first of all
gently prise up the right turns with
a screwdriver and slip pieces of matchstick under them. Then bare the
wire at these raised points aml
solder short pieces of Rt.ift wire to them.
Connection is made to the taps
by means of some sort of spring clip
on the end of a short piece of flex.
If vou make your ow11 coil, since
the 1letails give;l last month do not
include instructions for making the
tap~. vou mnRt follow those just
given . for treating a commercial
coil.

The constructional work, except
for that just described, is quite
conventional and will not be found
difficult. The sequence of the work
is as follows :
Drill the panel and prepare the
terminal strip, screw these two to
the baseboard, mount all components,
drill holes in baseboard through
which wires have to pass, and then
wire up.

Under the Baseboard
..\Inch of the wiring is carried out
below the baseboard, and for this
reason it is arranged so that its top
i~ 1! in. above the bottom of the panel.
Thi.~ enables the L.T. switch to be

THE WONDERFUL "PARATUNE" COIL

\VII\ELESS C'O:.'\STIH'CTOR,

The "Paratune" Coil
If you use a bought coil, you may
find that the four taps for use on
long waves have not been made.
If this is the ease with the one you
obtain, you should proceed to m"ake
them as follows :
You will find that one end of the
winding is joined to a terminal,
the other being left free with no
facilities for making connection to
it. Counting from the end which is

'l'ltis is tile aerial end of the set, "ntl tlw " l'a••atune " coil is clearly seen, with tlw
tvave-change switch to its left. The two s1nall components in front of this coil arc flw
"Paratune" condensers, one of wl1ich is of the cmnpression tYI'"·
7
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The " Paratune " Three-continued
mounte(l so that it is below the
baseboard, a position where it can
very conveniently be wired up.
There is also a 2-mfd. condenser
situated below the baseboard. This
is the condenser C7, which fornm
part of the output-filter circuit.
It is fixed in place by being screwed
to a small length of square-section
wood, "·hich is in turn screwed to the
nralerside of the baseboard.
The wave-change switch 8 1 has an
extension rod to which its actuating
knob is attached. The switch should
he arranged in such a position that
this rod just projects through the
panel far enough for the knob to be
conveniently fitted to it.

Another important point in c::onnection with the wiring is the way in
which the potentiometer is connected
up. If you use an Igranic volume
control such as was used in the
original set, take care that you join
up the red and blue terminals just
as shown in the wiring diagram.

Apart from the points I have dealt
with the \\·iring i~ all plain sailing.
The diagram of the wiring underneath the baseboard is shown as it
would appear if the baseboard were
transparent. 'rhis method of depicting it make~ it very eaRy to follow
out anv lead in its travel under the
basebo~rrl. The numbers against the
pointH in one diagram where wires
paHs through the baseboard correRpond with those on the other.
There iH no room for the grid-bias
battery on the baHeboard, so it
should be fixed to the inside of the
back of the cabinet,.

Wave-Change Connections
This particular potentiomcter \'Olumc control is graduated so that if
the connections arc wrong the control
will be quite sudden mHi confined to
a small movement of the potentiometer knob.
The contacts of the wave-change
switch are shown in plan form to
make them easier to follow. Do not
think because of this that the
wiring to this switch is difficult.
If you follow the diagram carefully
there is no reason for you to make a
wrong connection.
You should note that the centre
pairs of contacts (that is, the fiat ones)
are joined together in all four cases.

An Important Point
When screwing the coil holders in
place take care that you arrange the
pins and sockets in the same order
as that shown in the wiriug diagram.
Failure to do this may lead to a
lack of selectivity, and no reaction
effects.

Special Chart Provided
Nothing need be said here about the
accessories or voltages required aR
all the necessary information about
these is given in the special operating
chart, which should be cut out and
fixed to the lid of the cabinet of the
set. Here it will prove a handy
reference for all that is vital in connection with the "Paratune" Three.
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BASEBOARD WIRING.
W369

L.S

L.S. H.T.+2 H.T+I H.T.-

LT.- l.T.+

£.

Mucl1 of the wiring is aM'anged underneatl• t11e buseboar<l, a scheme tvhicll greatly si>nplifies 1viriny ltp antl keeps tl1e set
neat. In this diagram the under-baseboard wit•ing i:o shown as it tvord<l ap1>ear if the ba•efward were tran.~parent.
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The " Paratune " Three-continued
the flex lead for the taps on L 2 to the
larger tap on the coiL anrl put the
condenser C' 3 at its maximum. To
do this you screw the knob on it
down as far as it will go.
Some "X" coils are provided with
three taps, one of whic.h is a centretap. lf you haw thi~ type of coil
neglect the centre-tap and noc the
larger of the remaining two.
IIaving seen that' the volume
control is at its maximum, you can
proceed to tune in ~ome ,.;tations.

ln explaining the operation I will
deal with the adjustment of the !'et on
the medium wave-band first. Fir~t of
all you must insert the coils and valves,
and join up the batteries and aerial and
earth. Y on will find all the information needed for this in the special chart.

Operating the Set
The next step in receiving on the
lower wave-band is to turn the wa\·echange switch over to the left and
pull out the L.T. switch. Attach

The tuning condenser C1 and the
reaction condenser C2 are used in
the ordinary way.

Keep in Step
The slicler on the " ·Paratune "
coil has to be kept " in step " with
the tuning condenser; as the capacity
of the latter is increased, turn the
slicler knob in a clockwise direction,
and vice versa.
You will notice that as the
tuning condenser and "Paratune"

ONE-HUNDRED-PER-CENT EFFICIENCY

DIFFERENTIAL
REACT. CONOS 1?.

I"

2"

3"

I

I

l

·0001. ·00013
Of? ·00015 MFO.

F

14

/3

WIRING
711~

L..S.

l.S. H.T.+2 H.T.+I H:r-

L.T.-

L.T.f

DIAGRAM.

£.

A.

Here is the wiring abm.·e the basebotu•d. 'l'IIC numbers uguinst tlw points at u•l•iel• wires pass through the basebourd correspond wUh the nurnbers on U.e wiring diayt•am on flee OPI>Osite page, and enal)le the cmnplete wiring to be followed very easily.
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The " Paratune " Three-continued
coil are brought into step a little more
reaction will be required. This is
because as they become out of step
less reaction is required before the
oscillation point is reached. In practice you will find this a very useful
indication of when the tuning condenser and "Paratune" inductance
are in step.

Increasing Selectivity
If you find you need more selectivity, decrease the vah1e of 0 3 a little.
As a final adjustment try the other tap
on the "X " coil, and after adjusting
c3 again to give just enough
selectivity, note whether results are
louder. Then keep to the louder tap
for all stations.
For long-wave reception turn the
wave-change switch right over the

other 1nty, <Hl<l join the flex lead for
the taps ou L 4 to the larger tap on the
"X " coil. 'fh8 clip to the taps on L 1
should be.on the tail nearest to the
end of the coil which is joined to the
terminal.
If you now hear a low-wave
station jamming through, adjust the
slider on L 1 until. it disappears. The
position for the slider should be somewhere between the first tap and the
terminal end of the coil.
If you are unable to cut out the
interference completely, move the
clip to the next tap, and readjust the
coil slider. It is just possible in cases
of bad jamming that you will find it
necessarv to work on the third or
even th; fourth tap.
If you do not experience any
interference on the long waves from

medium-1\"it\·e station, keep
dip on the first tap and turn
slider to approximately halfway
tween thi~ tap and the terminal
of the coil.
<t

the
the
beend

Plenty of Stations
Once the slider and tapping clip
are adju,ted you simply have to tune
on the cl condenser in the ordinary
\Yay, llSing C2 to get reaction when
necessary.
Y on '~'ill be able to hear so many
stations on this set that I expect you
will han difficulty in identifying
some of them. In this connection
you ,,·ill find the " \Vorld's Programmes," a section in our contemporary, " .'\Ioclern \Vireless," devoted eYery month to transmis:>ion
details, '' great help.

THE "WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR" "PARA TUNE" THREE
(Circuit: Wave-change.

.~

OPERATION.

MEDIUM WAVES.

1st: H.F. or special detector type.
2nd : (bolder nearest panel) L.F, type.
3rd : Power or super-power type.
Valves may all be 2·volt, 4-volt or 6-volt.

VOLT AGES.
L. T. similar to that of valves.
H.T. + 1: 60 to 80 volts.
H·T. + 2: 120 or 150 volts, according to valve rating.
G.B.-1: 0 or 3 volts.
G.B.-2: To suit particular power valve used.

COILS.
The two coils nearer to the special inductance
are for medium waves, and the other two for
long waVes.
Medium...-wave holder nearer wave ... change switch
requires a No. 60X coil, and the other mediumwave holder a No. 30 or No. 50 ordinary coil,
In long .. wave holder nearer wave-change switch
use a No. 250X coil, and No. 100 or No. 150 in
other long•wave bolder.

********************'*

~

~A NARROW ESCAPE~
~ Unpleasant experience of a reader. ~
~~~~~*~~~~~$~~~~~~*~

Sir,-On page 202, column 1, of
the August, 1930, issue of the WIRELESS CONSTRT;CTOR you write of the
danger of mounting the grid bias.
battery within the cabinet. I should
like to give you an instance of the
danger of this that happened to me.
About a year ago I constructed a
straight four-valver for·a friend, and
the only convenient place which I
could find for the grid-bias battery
was to have it rest on the terminals
which were mounted on the terminal

Det., and 2 tran:;;former•coupled L.F., with special selectivity scheme.)

Pull knob at bottom of panel out to switch on set, and push in to switch off.
Tune on dial immediately above and adjust knob at left .. hand end of pane~ to keep in
step with tuning condenser.
The second knob from the left-band end is the wave-change switch. Turn this to the
· left (turn to the right for long waves).
Knob immediately to right of tuning condenser is for reaction adjustment, and remaining
knob is a volume control.
Use tap on X coil which gives louder resu!ts~ and adjust selectivity by means of the
compression type variable condenser mounted on the baseboard. (Keep this condenser as near maximum as possible.)

LONG WAVES.
Tune on variable condenser only, and adjust knob to left of panel to cut out interference
from any medium-wave stations Find best tap on specia1 inductan1:e by trial
Use tap on long-wave X coil wb!cb gives best results.
Variable condenser on baseboard is out of circuit.
Reaction, volume control and two switches are used as above.

NOTES.
Flex lead with clip on end goes to taps on special inductance.
Of the other two flex leads attached to wave-change switch, the one joined to the contac:
nearer the back of the set is joined to long-wave X coil. The other goes to the
medium ... wave X coil.
.$

strip. I thought this was quite safe ;
dry battery, etc., and no danger of
short- circuit. The receiver was
worked off 120-volt wet batteries. A
few weeks ago the owner asked me to
attach the accumulators, which he
had just had charged.

Really Dangerous
Within ten minutes of connecting
the H. T. I heard a peculiar hissing
noise within the set, and on raising
the lid flames quite two feet high
rushed upwards ! The grid-bias battery had become perforated and had
short-circuited most of the 120 volts
-large capacity wet cells!
Had the short occurred a few
minutes later, when the room might

·w

have been unoccupied, there would
certainly have been very serious
damage clone and every possibility of
the house being set on fire. This experience has taught me to mount the
grid bias either without the set or, at
any rate, to keep it free from all wires
if it must be mounted inside.
The WIRELESS CoNSTRUCTOR continues to give some fine " dope," and
I eagerly look forward to receiving
it each month.
I am,
Yours faithfully,
Co. Galway.
J. J. BEIRNE.
[The back of the cabinet, as mentioned in the description of the
"Paratune " Three, is one of the best
places for the G.B. battery.-Ed.)
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annual National Radio Exhibition is, of course, the mo!'t
important event of the year
for all classes of radio enthusiasts.
Mv visit to this vear's show, however.
has left me witi1 the impreRsion that
it is likely to prove even more memorable than any of its predPcessor~.
All my previous attendances at
Olympia have been rather brcathle~~
affairs.
In the past I have bN•n
accosted at the turnstiles by reprPsentatins of exhibitors issuing, h~
pamphlets and other propaganda.
vague sort~ of warning~ that I'd better
keep m~- eyes and mind open for
wonder~ to COJlll'.
And I usually did find that Ol~·mpia
was a hit of a shock. Thev used to
spring on unoffending nw.mbers of
the public such surprises as the A.C'.
valve, the screened-grid valvP, and
the pentode. And, since new valn•s
mean new circuits, and IH'W circuit::;
call for new components, the ke~·note
of Olympia has bcPn, in the past,
" Innovation."
HE

::!JIIIIill!illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~

;_:=

An i>npm·tiul rrilique of the rrcent
Nntionul Radio E;rltibition in
u·ltich tile tt•lwle slun.f~ i..t~ adn&irabl!J sunnned up for the benefit

=
-

oj' '' Constn1.ctor "readers.
;;ill!ll llllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliC

posl'ible to choose one's set or
components at the Exhibition with
reasonable assurance that the purchase will not have been revolntionarily ~upcrsrdecl before the lapse of a
couple of months.

Steady Progress
J\Iy inspection of the exhibits of
l\Ieso;rs. E. K. Cole, Ltd., afforded

A SLIGHT DIFFERENCE!

Speaker Demonstrations

Stabilisation
Visiting the Exhibition thi.s year
was a much more peaceful affair, and
the intelligent visitor soon discerned,
as I did. that the radio industry's
watchword for 1931 is" Stabilisatio;L"
Technical!\·, the exhibits this war
were not sta~tlingly novel. There. wa~
hardly a set or a component on show
which had not a verv close counterpart last year. Thcr~~ was, however,
every evidence of that sort of improvement in material which rrsults from
designers having had ample time to
develop familiar methods.
This state of affairs mn~t, I think,
afford the greatest possib!t- Ha tisfaction to everyone. It i~, at last,

ample indication of the manner in
which manufacturers have taken
advantage of a period of steady progress free from upsetting innovation.
This exhibitor has a range of
products which are, without exception, examples of well-tried practice
in all-electric radio. There was, however, on this stand a commendable
absence of any experimental atmosphere.
I felt that l\Ie~srs. E. K. Cole could
give me no greater assurance of their
confidence in the performance of their
instruments than that which was
implied by the manner of their presentation to public judgment.
Confidence in their ability to
satisfy the requirements of ·their
customers was, too, exemplified by
the Marconiphone Company's ingenious appeal for patronage staged in
their Demonstration Room in the
Gallery.

cllfiWUfJll

bofh

set.~

lU'C

tltrcc-vulver.«,

one t'osts si:rtu-sercn sllillings urul the
otlu·•· fortu-fit·e fJUifwas. The lacl!J is
lwld ina lite eheuper one !

11

This demonstration was given u
the form of a short play, and a
miniature theatre with comfortable
seating accommodation was provided.
A visit to a. Mr. and Mrs. Wise by a
Marconiphone agent was the " plot,"
and one gathered that there are few
more del-ightful experiences in life
than to be entertained in your own
home by a Marconiphone demonstrator. He brings his own cigarettes.
There were a number of these
demonstration rooms in the Gallery
in which leading manufacturers of sets
and loud. sp<'akers were enabled to
give thP public some idea of the
capabilities of their exhibits.
Unfortunatdy, however, for some
obscure rrason ';.ctual radio reception
was not permitted. Demonstrations
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My Visit to Olympia-continued
of oet8 were, therefore, limited to the
reproduction of gramophone records
in cases where the apparatus includes
provi~iou for this.
The merits of loud speakers, howPver, could be assessed, as the B. B. C.
distributed to all the stands aml
tlcmonstration rooms programmes
from Savoy Hill, aiHl, when these were
not available, electrically reproduced
gramophone music. The amplifying
a.ppa.ratus used for this formed the
major exhibit of the B.B.C. itself.
The Corporation also showed some
transmitting apparatus of historical
interest.

Better Reproduction
Although this arrangement is not,
of course, altogether satisfactory, it
is better than an entirely dumb show.
It is evident, though, that there has

previous years. There were quite as
many Rpeakers of this type to be seeu
as of the previously more common
·' moYing-iron " types.
Great ad\·ances have apparently
been made in moving-coil loud
speakers with permanent magnets,
and instruments of this nature can,
of cour~e, r<'place an existing cone
without any complications.
With the modern power valve a
permanent-magnet moving coil has
quite suHieient sensitivity. Many new
entries have been made into this field,
notably Messrs. Lissen, whose speakers
are very reasonably priced.
I think-but it's hard to be certain
-that I saw fewer portables at
Olyn1pia this year. There seemed to
be a tendency for the self-contained,
console style of receiver, all-mains
driven, to replace the portable.

BRITAIN'S FIRST BROADCASTER

Er:irJenfly h•ntl.sluittin(J pt·ncticc /;eep ..; pfu•e u.·itl1 J•eceiveJ• progJ•ess.

Tlte old ~llarconi

/louse transmitte•• (on lej't) requi>·ecl" l;oth luuuls to it," but tlte netv, lihe the nw<len•
•·eeeit•e••, has "one lmob" eonf•·ol. A B.B.C. ex·llibit at Olympia.

been a very nmrked improvement in
loud speakers, and from this it is safe
to infer that similar attention has
been paid to the problems of L.F.
a.mplification.
In fact, some of the reproduction
of gramophone records which could be
heard in the demonstration rooms was
a revelation.
The moving-coil loud speaker, ineidentallv, seems to be making a hid
for mor<; general a~optinn tfw•1 in

This impression may, however,
have been gathered because under
the prevailing conditions exhibitors
found it easier to demonstrate the big
set. Aftc·r all, a. portable which gives
volume adequate for home conditions
can hardly be expected to speak
up for itself ancl it~ designer at
Olympia.
The shO\~· did, though, strike me a;;
Leiug mth,!r too concerned in emphasConising th~: lllains-drivcn set.
12

siderably less than half the population
of Great Britain, I am told, has access
to electric maim<, and therefore the
large majority who wiii have to remain
faithfnl to ba.ttcrie.~ might have been
better catered for.
Like most of my reader,;, I have
never bought a complete recpiver,
and I don't suppo.se I C'Vrr shall.
I only write of and take interest in
Olymr>ia.'~ di:<pla.y of complete sets
so as to be aware of with what
standard I have to compete to nminta.in the home-constructor's cherished
ideal of always having a. set better
than you can buy.

Improved Components
Judging by the components seen
on such stands as, for instance,
.Messrs. Ready Radio, it i:-; going to be
quite easy for home construction to
maintain its supremacy.
·with components, as with sets,
I noticed no a.p11arent revolutions iu
design. At fir~t sight, as an example,
the stand of Messrs. The Telegraph
Condenser Co., Ltd., appeared no
different from previous years. A ff'w
inquiries, however, showed that ther;:
was more in the " green ca..~e " than
a mere Mansbridge COJl(lf'm;cr. Detail
imr1rovement~, I learnt, ha vc hrt•n
efferted so that at la:'t perfect
reliance can he placed in an H.F.
by-pass coml(•nser really allowing
H.F. to flow ·' through " it.
'l'ra.ndormers are, perhaps, the
eomponents which have hern most
improved.
HeYolutiona.ry chan)!:es
have been made in theRe owing to
the introduction of new materials for
the cores.
Ganged Condensers
The Teben pPople have improvctl
their range of transformers, which am
now enclosed in moulclccl bakelitc
cases with internal shroucling.
Tuning condensers, I noticed with
relief, still conform to the familiar
"laws." There were, though, some
beautiful examples of gauging to be
seen, especially on the stand of l\Ics:>rs.
J ackson Bros.
:M:y visit to Olympia. has shown me
wha.t high standards of performance
can be achieved by commercial sets,
and I have seen there an array of
components which ma.kes me inore
then ever anxious to show to what
high R~andards home construction
can aspnc.
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Exchange of ll'Iusie Dit•ecfl»'s-Lantl-line 'l'·rouble.~-" lrit•eless E.-rel.ange~; "-" 'I'Ite Jl'1essiah "-:1 GaiRsbm·ough Programnte
-Centralising l'arietu-Sir Hamilton Hartu and flw B.lJ.C.-The Wine-Cellat• Sllulio-Sir John Reifft's Holitlau-Captairt
Eckersley aml flw B.lJ.C.-Song-Pluggitlg L1gain-Tiw New Etnpire Serl'iee.

By OUR SPECIAL COMMISSIONERS.
Exchange of Music Directors

A

s the result of a suggestion front
Hilversmn, it is understood
that a regular scheme for the
exchange of .M:nH1c Directors is about
to be a:nnounced. Mr. de Groot. the
Music Director at the Hilversum
station, is to be a guest conductor at
some B.B.C. studio performance~,
and. in return, Dr. Adrian Boult will
visit Hilversmn and probahl y Rome
station::; in Germany as well.

Land-line Troubles
Remarkabh· clear relay~ from the
Continent, p;{rtieularly fr·,;m Salzburg.
haYe caused a good <leal of comnwnt
to the tlisadYantage of the Post Office.
whidt is responsible in thi:-; countrY
for the eflicieney of land-line arrang~
ruents.
The relav of the Tattoo from
Ticlworth tltis year was particularl_\bad. There were also many comphtinb
11.bout the "Diversion ,. progmmmc•
organised by Manche~ter early in
September.
Impetus will be given to the <II';,!Uments of those who advocate that the
B.B.C'. shoulcllo::;e no time in sec-uring
its own system of cable communications at l~ast between stations.

Chief Engineer of the B.B.C., in now
actiwly interested.

"The Messiah"
The oratorio, " The .Messiah," will
be relayell from York 1\'Iinster in the
National programme on December

lOth.

A Gainsborough Programme
It i8 stated that the Gainsborough
String Orchestra will broadcast from
the Gainshorough Town Hall in the
l\Iidlaml Programme on November
Hlth.

Centralising Variety
Recent experiments in Yariety
progranunes at Regional and other
Provinc-ial centres have not been

regarded as successful at Savoy Hill.
The probable result will be further
curtailment of local enterprise, at
least in the sphere of Variety and
Vaudeville.

Sir Hamilton Harty and the
B.B.C.
The real inside story of this trouble
not so far published·, is as follows ~
About four years ago Sir Hamilton
Harty strengthened the Halle Orchestra by importing a particularly good
oboe player from Birmingham, actually from the flock of Dr. Adrian Boult,
then in charge of the Birmingham
Orchestra.
When the turn of the wheel of
fortune brought Dr. Boult to Savoy
Hill, in order to build up a new

LOOKING AT "THE WORKS"

"Wireless Exchanges "
Recent
statistics ren•al
that
upward,; of Hi,OOO licenfletl li~tenen;
take their services from '· \Yirele~s
exchanges " operating redifiusion;
thi,; means juRt over lJ'4 prr cent of
the total number of litcrnsed listener,;.
:Fifty-one firms are operating in
fortv towns throughout the eountrv.
Sev~ral attempts l~ave been made to
federate and unify theRe activities.
Captain P. P. Eekcrsley, formerly

Sonw of u,.. Radio trade '"lwlesalers snappe<l <luring their recent visit to the G.E.C.
f<rcto.-u at VoL·entJ·y, •l'lwre tlwy saw the nCJtl •• Osrarn M11sic Magnet Foror" being
7nanujactm·etl.
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Savoy Hill News-continued
orchestra of " ~uper-executant~ " he
naturally bethought him o£ the
instrumentalist who had gone to
}fanchestcr from Birmingham. "'h,1t ·,.;
more,
said inRtrument>~list wa~
anxious to come to the new B.B.C.
urchestra.
So that was that. In the con~iderable eontroversy that followed,
the B.B.C. got the bulk of sympathy
<md support. In fact, Savoy Hill
s.~emeJ a . good deal less troubled
about the matter than mu~ical circle~
generally.

The Wine-Cellar Studio
The B.B.C. has been roearching far
and wide in London for a hall or a
worn big enough to accommodate
rehearsals or stu(lio performances of
the new big orchestra. There i~, of
course, no place at Savoy Hill half
big enough.
There -was talk of the National
Sporting Club and the Aeolian Hall,
but I am told that the choice has

John Heith took a holiday this year.
Previonsly he has gone away geo~raphically, but has remained in
close telephonic and postal touch
with the busine,<~. Not so 1lhis year;
he got dear away into the Black
Forest, and from all accounts enjoyed
himself immenselv.
In Sir John's
ab.<eucr, .-\dmiral "Carpendale carried
on at Swoy Hill.

Captain Eckersley and
the B.B.C.
There is <lll unronfirmed rumour
that Captain P. P. Eckersley, formerly
Chief Engineer to the B.B.C., and
recently technical consultant, ha~ now
finally .'2Wred his connection with
S1voy Hill. This, if true, is a great
pity, although it has been an open
SC'cret for ~ome time thaf Captain
.. P.P." has not seen eye to eye with
the authorities of broadcasting. It is
unlikely, howevt'l', that there will be
open hoKtilities.

REMARKABLE RADIO RELAY

Tlu~ oflieinls of tile L111lerietln ~-afioJutl HJ•oallea.-;ting ('oJnpally J*espon.<Jiblc J'oJ.. ,~,~layill{J
lo ~hucJ•if•fut sfntion.'l ff. bJ•ottdcast jl·ollt .1lal~.fJUis ~llfU't:oni".'l yacht u Eleltt·a," rTiliclt

'"us stutionetl off Rome tlul'ing tlw teN·ible Italian em·thqtial«s.

fallen on subterranean wine vaults
near the south end of \Vaterloo
Bridge. Apparently the ubiquitous
Geralcl Cock, the "O.B. King,"
ha}lpened on this place, which- is
udmirably suited for the purpo~e.
It is spacious, has good natural
acoustics, and is not troubled by
traffic noise~.
I have· not hear~l
whether there are any choice old vats
or barrel~ or " pipes " about ; but
one lwpe~ there is something to cheer
the great orchestra on ih; triumphant
:ourse.

Sir John Reith's Holiday
For the first time in the eight years
he has been with the B.B.C. Sir

Song-Plugging Again
So acute has become the evil of
" song-plugging " during some dancemu~ic transmissions that the B.B.C.
will soon sustain another big attacli
unless measures are devised to correct
irregularity. Tbe problem is a very
c(nnplex o.ne.
E,·er-vone knows that some dancemusic "publishers (probably most)
subsidise those" outside dance bands "
that include their specialities in the
broadcasts. This practice, of course,
works to the considerable disadvantage of the smaller publishers and
more obBcm·e composers.
But it does not neces.~arily mean
that the listener is getting bad pro14

grammes so far a,~ selection is conrerned. On the contrary, the items
are probably more acceptable than
they would be if there >rere no
plugging.
It stands to reason that music
publishers would not waste good
money on bad pieces. The B.B.C.
has alwav::; been careful to draw the
line bet,;een ~tudio dance music and
outside dance music:, professing tha1;
at least tlJC former was clear of any
imputation of "plugging."
But now comes a new complication.
Some of the dance music publis!H·r~
who admit their system and justify it
have deci(le!l to accept the challenge
to prove that there iH plugging within
as well as without the B.B.C. This
development creates a very interesting situation, with possibilities of
difliculty for Savoy Hill if by any
chance they are proved in the wrong.

The New Empire Service
Now that the Treasury ha~ sanctioned the recommendations of the
Colonial Couference to go ahead with
a permanent ~ervice through G G S W,
plans for the new organisation arc
being canva~sed at Savoy Hill. There
is great interest in the appointments
that will have to be made.
The B.B.C. would like to give the
job:; to members of the staff about to
be axed 011 automatic reduction of
work; but it is doubtful whether
any of these unfortunates has the
necessary qualifications. .M:r. Beadle,
the Belfast Station Director, is a
strong candidate, his experience in
S.-mth Africa fortifying his claim to
the post of chief.
Mr.
Edward
Liveing,
North
Regional Director, is also a candidate.
He has done so well in the North, and
his experience is so wide and thorough
that, although he has not lived overseas, he may be regarded as the
"favourite " for the post at this
moment.
One way out of the difficulty in
making an invidious choice would be for
the B.B.C. to regard the new service
as merely an extension of the work of
the Foreign Department, which i,;
now fully staffed under l\Iajor C. F.
Atkinson.

I
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or not you hail an opportunity of vi,.,iting thr ~Wire
lrss Exhibition at Olympia.
you probably know that both set and
eo m ponent manufacturers arc paying
ewr-increasing attention to the subject of quality. Mere volume. which
not BO long ago was lwld ont aB an
indurement to huv. is so easv to obtain with modern 'valves amf modern
transformers. couplet! with mains
units for high-tension wpply, that it
no longer attracts as ~uch. Good
quality reproduction, however. iH filr
less eas:· to obtain, and is bring increasingly ::;ought by both the discriminating honw constructor and the
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~hrewd purchaser of a finished set.
J haw written before in the
"'IRELESS CoxsTRUCTOR on the subject of qnalit.v, and I hope, if the
subject still interests you, that I may
write on it again many times, for it is

a subje<'t about which oue cannot
know too much. It HO happens that
for m>~ny months I have heen engaged
upon exteusive research which has
had for its object the deRign of wireless recrivers of the highest possible
standard, and as the facilities at my
rlisposal have been quite exceptional
the results have been very illuminating.

Hundreds of Tests !
Literally hundreds of tests have
been made with various circuit arrangements, and hundreds of response
curves plotted, the effect of each important change being carefully noted.

DO YOU GET THE TRUE BRASS EFFECT ON YOUR SET?

Danee btmtls ntry in tltt> amount of b>•nss tlw!J inclwle mnonu tlteir in~<h••unent.~, but Jacl• Pagne's fanwus bantl is noted f••r Us
brilliance. so in el•eel<ing ymu· on·n output listen em•e[111ly· to this band's broarlcasts aml a.~cerlain ~whether you r1et the real
brilliance tltat e;rists in the lmnd. If yo11 <'an, Item· the btmtl (or anotlter one that IJJ'O<&tle~ts), direct instead of '• over the ai1•,"
co1npc•rc the 1~eal H~itlt flte ra!lio verHion.
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Down Quality Street-continued
At the same time, the reactions of a
number of people have been tested in
getting their opinions about the
quality of reproduction and comparing
the average of these opinions with the
cmTes obtained. Incidentally, it is
alwavs wise when facilities offer to
check up one's curves and experimental results against the opinion of
the" man-in-the-street," for he comes
fresh to the subject and gives a frank
opinion of how the reproduction
appeals to him.

Using Different "Parts"
The experiments, as might he
expected, have proved what I have
so often said is the case-that the
indiscriminate " flinging together"
of a number of different components,
even when they are of a high grade,

one of these for what appears to be a
component "just as good." The
whole performance may be com})letely upset owing to an inherent
instability in design which is kept in
leash by, say, one make of transformer, but which may fly out with
another having an even better curve
when plotted in the conventional way.
\Ve all agree that what we want is
the best possible quality, but the
fir~t trouble we come up against is
that no two people agree as to what
is first-claiis quality. It is very difficult to define scientifically, and still
less easy to define in general terms,
for the simple reason that people
differ fundamentally in what may be
termed their " ear response " or their
sensitivity to different sounds.
Furthermore, a great deal of nonsense has been talked about the importance of certain upper frequencies ;

HARK TO THE HARP!

But before dealing with methods
and instruments let us touch upon a
few facts reganling indivirluals anrl
their responiie to various frequencies.
We might as well start by dealing
with the frequencies themselves, their
relative importance, and the facts
regarding intensity.

How High?
First of all, how high do you think
we should go in sound reproduction
in order to obtain natural effects ?
Let us examine- a few instrumenb
and see their musical range. \Ve need
not go below about 70 or 80 to reproduce most musical instruments, while
the fundameutal top note of any
orchestral instrument is not above
4,000.
Instrumental notes, however, are
rather complex sounds, and include
certain harmonics which extend the
range of frequencies required above
this figure. Ideally we ought to go
to 8,000 or 9,000, but actually all the
important frequencies are below 5,000.
A great deal has been written about
the importance of frequencies above
5,000, and, inrlced, I saw an article
in a rcsponc;ible technical journal
recently which said that receivers
which did not reproduce notes above
5,000 lack distinctness and crispness.
J:his is not really so, as I have proved
recently with a receiver having substantially uniform reproduction of all
frequencies up to 5,000 and a fair
response beyond.

Cut-Off and Attenuation

If a Juu·1• (oJ'ten to bf~ lleartl in Pronwnrult, eont•erts) is uot clt•tu·IIJ rlit~fill{JUisllnblc us
a luu·p, !JOW' radio outfit is <lefi<'icut iu f•·e•Jueudc.• abol'e tlt~·ee tlwusuml.

nuy give you an appallingly bad
rwerall result. It is for this reason
that so much time is given in the
r!c,.,igning of all WIRELESS Cox:cTRVCTOR sets to see that the design
is not "merely suitable for one particular set of components, but will
al8o adapt itself to a number of others
so as ·to give reasonable alternatives.
l\Iany designs worked out in the
laboratory have proved excellent
with a particular set of components,
but woe betide he who changes any

and there are a number of terms in
use such as "mellow," " brilliant,"
and so forth, which arc particularly
misleading when used in conjunction
with loud speakers.
These terms suggest that a particular type of reproduction, or what
may be termed a particular colouration, suits all kinds of speech and
music equally. Actually, of course,
a loud speaker should impart no
special colouration whatever to what
passes through it.
Hi

A " cut-off " filter was arranged to
give a complete elimination at 5,000
and above, and the addition of thi8
brought no apparent differen@e to the
sound of even those orchestral instruments which are rich in harmonics.
Further tests showed that nine people
out of ten could not deteet any
difference when a cut-off filter at
4,500 was introduced, although experienced musicians and those who had
done a good deal of work in the study
of sound and sound reproduction
could notice a slight reduction in
quality in the case of some instruments.
General crispness, however, the
S sounds, intelligibility of speech,
and so forth, were still far better
than is obtainable with the majority
of wireless sets sold, including those
which are looked upon as outstanding
examples of good quality.
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Down Quality Street-continued
The fact is that receiver~ which
reproduce Yery little above f>,OO(J in
the ordinar;· way generall:· start to
reduce the intenf'ity of reproduction
well below this, and haYe a gradual
falling-off CUITC, which means in
effect that frequencies aboYe 2,500

THOSE HIGH NOTES

E\Ten "·ith the Yer~~ best rnakr~
reproduetion start" to fall rapidly
at about 4,300, aml cute; oH dead at
about 5,50U, o;rtYe in a few exceptional
ca~es, where a little bit of 6,000 may
get in, but you can take it from me
that if it does get ill it is Yery little,
eYen if the pick-up and the loud
speaker are able to reproduce it,
which is very doubtful '

The Vital Frequencies

J?il'."'f-t·ln.fii.~ tttfftlify i::- oblnhutfJle n•itl1 tlu:
11JOfle•·n lJtJiant_~ed ttrnuziuJT anti t'tlflt>sotllefiu•es et•en betfet· uut.ttieltl bnltuu•e
tlunt irifll nuni!J uun·inu-t•oil SJjeflliers.
(Jjfeu the at~nlaflt'rt• type ..,. flit•P c~.rr·ellent
t·ep'rothu·fl'un uj' t11e uppt. . 'l' jJ·etiiH~Ilt'ie.-.. fiH•
ilnptu·r•t-nlf'l . . of U.'l1it·l• i ..., too often tn•e•·-

lool-:e<il.

or ~o an· not properlY reprodnct'd.
It i~ therefore not tltP cut-off at
5,00U that is the trouble. bnt the
attenuation before thi~.
A set which could lw arranged to
giw• substantial1_1r uniform reproduction of all frequeucie~ from. say,
about 80 to 4,500 and nothing aboYe,
would be so outstandingly good in
reproduction compared to the average
set sold to-day that most people would
think it miraculous. Here, again, it is
well to note the dangt'r of generalising,
for there are one or two sets on tl!e
market which give reproduction (when
correctlv u~ed with a really first-rla~s
loud s.peakt'r) "·hich i~ of this
order.

Pick-Up Results
If you want any fmtht>r ]'roof of
the nonsense that i,; talked about
the upper-frequenc:· rPproduction,
consider the modern electrically-made
gramophone record. Quite a ;mmbcr
of people have said to me that if
onlY they could obtain from their
wir~less ~ets reproduction as good as
that obtainable from good modern
records on a first-class electric reproducing gramophone they would be
more than satisfied, and they point
out the brilliance which is obtainable
with such a combination, the marvellous intelligibility and the uncannily
natural reproduction of orchestral
instruments.

Here is another important fact on
quality. The modern distribution of
wirele~<s stations in Europe at nine
kilocycles apart means that the
authorities are agreed that if a set is
to separate one of these from another
without interference it will not be
called upon to reproduce frequencies
abow 4.500.
Do nut, howen>r, take this as
mNning that I agree with the statenwnt. for Dr. Robinson's discoveries
aJHl drmon~trations in connection
with the Stenode Radiostat have
shown that there i~ something wrong
with this theory. I put it forward.
h<:nn·\·er, a~ indicating the general

number of well-known people, and
found. a~ is generally recognised by
aural experts, that the ability to l1ear
high note~ falls off to some extent
with age. This is not, however, an
invariable rule.
While Sir O!iver Lodge was unable
to hear what was to most of us a
piercing note of 4,500, Earl Russell,
who will forgive me, I am snre, for
saying that he i~ not in his fin;t youth,
could hear notes well above 5,000.
SeYeral members of the laboratory
staff can hear a note at 9,000, and
even higher, quite distinctly, but as
a general rule, and basing the statement on tests of a number of different
ears, quality reproduction which is
substantially uniform up to 4,500
and falls off afterwards is looked upon
as really first-class.

Bass or Boom ? ·
An astounding number of wirel~ss

receivers, particularly in the portable
range, give practically nothing below
200 and verv little above 3,000, the
reproduction. curve ri;.;ing from about
200 to a maximum of about 2,000, and

Elaborate apparatus is neress...-y for testing lond-spealter output in an ordinm"y roo>n.
Refle<·fions rnay cause quite differertt effects at points u feot• feet llpurt. Tltis ,.icture
shon·s fl•e •ncans for rotating a cond<m.~er >nicrophone d11ring sncl• tests, to in~·estigate
standing waves and ot1ler 1•eeuliar pl•eno>nena.

agreement of authorities prior to the
introduction of Dr. Robinson's work
that frequencies up to 4,500 were the
reallv Yital ones.
Qt;ite recently I had the opportunity o£ testing the ear response of a
17

falling fairly rapidly again to pass
right out at about 4,000. J.\>Iany people
call such reproduction "mellow and
pleasing," but it is none the less false.
There is remarkably little true bass
in most
wireless
reproduction,
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e:<pecially in the cheaper sets, and
loud speakers ; far too many of these
latter being so built that the box
resonates round about 200 to 300,
giving a boomincss or false bass which
often makes up for severe attenuation
of these frequencies in the set itself.
Remarkably good results arc obtainable from modern balanced-armature
cone units, anfl. with suitable sets
one can often get more true bass with
balanced-armature units than with
half the moving-coil speakers sold.
Here again there lws been a lot of
nonsense talked, and I can claim
to be one of the first to point out,
during the mo\-ing-eoil boom of a year
or two ago, that much of the bass in
moving-~oil speakers was due to
a tremendous peak or resonance in

he enough feed-back from stray
fields, etc., to send the set off into an
audio-frequency howl or oscillation
at this particular frequency. By uRing
two transformers of different characteridics the two stages are out of
tune, and thus have less tendency
to resonate, but if there are strong
feed-back effects and vou do not
attempt to eliminate th;m, the best
transformers in the world will give
poor 'luality.

Screening L.F.
Frankly, the only way to make the
highe~t grade of low-frequency amplifier so as to obtain high gain and firstclass quality (~uch as is required for
electrical reproduction of dance music,
public address systems, talkies, etc.)

RADIO ROMA'S REPRODUCTION

llculio Rotnn, (ifftJd U 1 iflt a IUodeJ•u .llut·rirnn t•atlio insfallalion1 rfulintes a ver!J good
qunUty ll'ctns:tuission, lltn•tit•ultu•l!J u·lleJ~e tile llJJlJt?l' ft'CfJltcn.cics tu·e coJU'Cl'ned.

the lower frequencies, giYing that
characteristic thump which, coming
to a world totally unaccustomed to
hearing anything below 200, was
hailed as quite charmingly natural.

F eed-B~d{ Faults
Poor quality, other than that given
by loud speakers, is often due to low·frequcncy resonance a,.nd undesirable
low-frequency reaction effects.
A
low-frequency transformer with its
self-capacity and externa[ capacity in
wiring, etc., can often be made to
resonate at a particular frequency.
If two transformers are incorporated
in a set and both have the same
natural frequency, there may easily

is not only to design the instrument
as a whole wit,h particular attention
to the electrical characteristics of the
indiYidual parts, but the whole amplifier mu,;t carefully be screenell with
iron in such a way a~ to reduce feedback effects between stages to a
minimum. Quite a number of transformers are supposed to be screened,
but in remarkably few of them is the
screening really effec:tiYe.

A Telling Test
If YOU want to cheek this, take an
ordin~,ry screened transformer, connect a pair of high-resistance telephones to its primary and leave the
secondary open. Now stand this
18

transformer quite near a set which is
working and you will often be able to
hear admirable reproduction in the~
telephones when the so-called screened
transformer is a foot or two away
from the set, which itself also may
cbntain ~creenccl transformers !
Some year,~ ag0 I carried out some
experiments in whic:h the low-frequency transformer in the set wa.~
left entirely free on its secondary
side and a second transformer placed
nearby with its primury on open
circuit and its secondary connected
to the grid and filament of the next
low-frequency Htagc. In the case of
some transformers I got quite excellent reproduction (although at
reduced volume) when the transformers were over a foot apart !

The Overall Curve
To ~-nvc myself being "::;hot at"
by the few transformer manufactnreB
who make really well-screened instruments, let me say that this is only u
general ,~tatement, and, of course,
there are exceptions.
So much audio-frequency trouble
has been due to feed-back effects in
batteries, maiw; unitH, etc., and so
much ha~ already been written on
the subject, that there is no need to
dwell here on the merits of decoupling
devices, the most important of which
are the decoupling resistance and
condenser placed in the plate circuit
of the detector Yalve, and the proper
decoupling of the output valve.
I am sometimes asked how it is
po~sible to take the " overall ctnTe "
of a wirelcs,; receiver including the
loud speaker. This is a very difficult
task, the chief worry being that one
cannot consider a set without the
room in which it is being used.

Room Resonance
For example, if you place a loud
speaker in a small room heavily
carpeted, with a good deal of furniture and hangings, you will get
comparatively little room resonance.
Place it in a fairly large hall, with a
stone or board floor devoid of any
carpets, and with plain brick walls,
large areas of window, and an arched
roof above, and certain notes will
reverberate through the building,
echo back and produce a" peakiness "
which may be unpleasant. One of the
biggest problems in conjunction with
the talkies has been to obtain a reproduction which is equally pleasing in
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the particular theatre where the
film is being shown with both small
and large audiences.
Comparatively
empty
picture
theatres in a quiet part of the day I

put of the microphone amplifier. So
as to get complete data, a steadily
ri:-;ing musical note is given to the
radio transmitter to which the set is
tuned.

VVHERE PERFECT BALANCE IS MAINTAINED

then we have something approaching
the ideal set. Vsually, even with socalled good sets, the curve so produced looks like the Himalayas
viewed through a piece of bad window
glass, with frightful and unclimbablc
peaks showing prominently.

Power-Valve Possibilities

·Tite Il.II.C. (~{Jineers fal~c <•.rh·aot•diH<U'Y paint;; fo l~ef'JI llJI fife fjll.ttlif!J of fllei1~ frtlH.''i:ni.!iSions. Jle·re in the control t~ooiU rvttl<•l•ful engineet•s tu•e on dutu tlllrillfJ broatlenstin!J to ntnintnin lite cm·rect bnlnncc, u·loiclt in itselj' is a l!i[JIIIy llevelope<l m·t.

\vill reRonate much more freely than
when packed in the busy time of the
evening. More volume will be re'luired in the full houst>, as there will
How be more sound absorption.
.Much depends upon the operator
controlling the sound reproducing
apparatus, and a talkie film is often
blamed for defects of manipulation
in the theatre. Again, both in
talkies and in room reproduction
we have to consider the problem of '
the human ear.
"\Ve have, for example, a certain
response of the ear for a certain level
of sound. Double the sound intcn~ity and the ear response will not be
similarly uniform. For this reason
the hm{lan voice, when magnified up
unduly, sounds boomy, as if certain
frequencies have been over-accentuated.

If, for example, we start with a
note of 50 and go progressively up
the scale to 5,000 or 6,000, the sliding
musical notes being impressed on a
radio-frequency oscillator, which must
in turn be picked up by the wireless
receiver through its radio circuits,
and if, furthermore, the output from

I know by now the reader will
probably be saying to himself, "Yes,
this is all very fine, but what am I to
do about my own set~ What can I
do to improve it ~ " Here once more
I would give you the advice so often
tendered in this journal. Try and
consider your wireless set as a
whole.
If the set tends to over-accentuate
certain high notes, you can, with care,
choose a loud speaker which is a
little weak on the high side and which
will tend to give good overall response.
Often a great improvement, especially in low-note reproduction, can
be obtained by using a good superpower output valve.
If you can afford the high tension
(and the use of a mains unit makes
this possible), use a very low impedance
output valve in the majority of cases;
but if you arc using a really highgrade loud speaker, it is just as well
to consult the loud-speaker manufacturers and ask them what output
valve and output arrangement they

THE VVIRELESS ORCHESTRA TAKES A BREATHER

The VVhole Gamut
But I am rather wandering off the
subject of taking an overall response
curve for the receiver, including the
loud speaker. The on~y way that is
generally considered satisfactory is
to take the curve in the room where
the set is to be used and in normal
conditions.
A carefully calibrated microphone
is now suspended at the position
where the listener will gt>nerally sit
and a curye is plotted from the out-

.S'omul infe>osities ltat•e to be eaJ•ef~tlly b<clcmeed in tlw studio. Long e;x,J>erienec lm,~
tauyltt tlte H .B .C. just lww to place tlte ·vao·ions m·tistes an<l instrnrnents in relation
to tlw tnic•·oplwne.

the microphone amplifier (which is
of the straight-line variety) shows
uniformity between these two points,
19

recommend with their particular
loud speaker.
They will willingly give this
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Down Quality Street-continued
infomwtion if you write for it, bceause
every regponsib!e loud-speaker manufacturer wants his products used to
the best advantage. The second tip
is to make perfe<>tly sure that you are
not now getting even incipient lowfrequency reaction, due to feed-back
effects in the batteries or mains unit.
Decoupling devices are sold, and
still more easily made by yourself
with resistances and condensers. I
am assuming, of course, you are using
Spend a
high-grade components.
night or two listening to all orchestral
pieces from your local station, and
see if any one note tends to predominate in your reproduction.

Tips to Try
You can be sure that the station is
sending out good quality, and there
will be no peakiness there. so that 1\11
over-~ccentuation of certain notes
(on tLe violin, for example) is fairly
definite proof that you have got a
'' peak ''in your ~et. Reversing either
the primary or the secondary of the
low-frequency transformer often impro\·e.9 reproduction. This tip is alw,ays
~ecommended when the set howls, but
is equally valuable when it does not.
If the set does not actually howl
· or whistle, this is not to say that there
is no undesirable audio-frequency feedback, and many sets would be

nwgohm grid leak across the s<>condary
terminals.
Even a lower value than this can
be used, such as -100,000 ohms. You
may lose something, even quite a lot,
in strength, but in many cases you
will be able to afford this if vou have
ample volume, and muci1 more
pleasing reproduction will result.

Far too much empl1asis has been
placerl in the last year or two upon
the importance of tlw low notes. Do

TESTING TONE

The Accommodating Ear
These last few tips are very -simple,
but are well worth trying, particularly now we are all becoming more
critical of the reproduction from our
sets. Remember, then, if organ solos
seem to come out extraordinarily
well and music of the average
type quite mellow and generally
satisfactory, while at the same time
speech is none too good and dance
bands lack that snap and brilliance,
this is fairly definite proof that you are
reproducing very little above 3,000.
Lastly, do not forget that the human
_ear is very accommodating, and it i.~
very easy to become aeeu~tomed to
faulty reproduction and think it is
quite good. If you have t!Je opportunity, try and visit one of the B.B.C.
concerts to hear the actual orcltestra
to which you have become accustomed over the wireless.
Check up your ear response on the
actual instruments, and the next

'I'(Jsfil'lfJ an

l_ ·u,ra loutl

SJJt>ttk(•.,~,

u·illl a

tnir"l·opluJne, in a sountl-In·ooj' J'ootu.

not forget the high notes are just as
necessary for fidelity.

~~~~~***~*~~~~*****~

'**

INTERESTING
TRADE ITEMS

~

'*

*~~
~

~~

****~*~***~*********
radio department of Philips'
Lamps, Ltd., of Charing Cross
Road, London. "\V.C.2, have
issued a booklet cntitlf'd "Music from
the J\Iains." It contains illustrated
descriptions of the Yarious Philips'
sets, radio- gramophones, 1o u cl
speakers, eliminators, rE'ctifiers, and
so forth, and will be forwarded on
application to the aboYe address.

T

HE

. . .

This illustratwn slwws an autonwtic response curve device, cmnplete trlth an oscillogroph, prm•i<llng a visible 'lneans of c:JJfnninlng tlw rep••oduction of loud speal<e·•·s.
(Ultra Electric.)

greatly improved if the constructors
troubled to try reversing the primary
of the low-frequency transformer.
Another good tip to try, with the
idea of flattening out peaks in your
reproJuction, is to use a quarter-

time this orchestra broadcasts compare your impressions. In a large
number of cases you will find that
your set is weak in the upper frequencies and lacks the brilliance which is
so important for faithful reproduction.
20

An entertaining and informative
book on radio connections has been
issued by Belling and Lee, Ltd., illustrating the different applications of
this firm's plugs and sockets, fuses,
battery connectors, etc., and will be
forwarded to readers of the WIRELESS
CoNSTRUCTOR on application to the
above firm at their address at Queensway Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.
•

•

*

AN ADVERTISER'S CORRECTION

The Telsen Electric Co., Ltd., advise ns that the
price of their H.E'. choke shown on page 337 last
month is 2/6, and not 12/6, as stated.
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FIND THEM

AS

A Good

T

Cone

Unit

l\Inllard Pure Music speaker
unit is designed for use in
portable and other types of

HE

~;elf-contained r~ceivers.

The movement is of the balance<l~
armature type, and i~ substantially

connected to a third terminal. Thus
it is IJossible to select a winding which
will best suit the particular output
Yalve employed.
The cone itself has a diameter of
about 7 inches, and consists of a
parchment which the makers claim
to be unaffected by climatic changes.
We te~ted the unit on a good three\-aln set. and in conjunction with a
3~ft.. baille of stout plywood.
The
sensitivity was excellent, and the
general l;alance and tone were distinctly pleasing. There was no trace
of chatter or other indications of
any tendency for the unit to overload on full volume.
This cone
unit retails at 38s. 6d., and is a
Yery nice job.

Pioneer Switches

Tl1is is tile 1l11tllm·<L Cone [,'nit.

It is a

u:ell-utade contponcnt, ft,nd is prbnaJ·il!J

designed tor sets ot tlte selt-eonfuined

type.

made. The winding~- will carry 2G
milliamperes quite safely, and the
unit can therefore be connected
directly in series with a power or
even a super-power valve \Yithout
any danger of a " burn-out."
A special feature of the Mullanl
unit is the method of arranging the
magnet windings.
The ends are
brought out to two terminals, and
there is also an intermediate tapping

The Pioneer )Ianufacturing Co.,
Cromwell House, Fulwood Place,
W.C.l, have sent us two of their
latest push-pull switches for test.
These switches are stoutly constructed
and are of the one-hole fixing type.
The three-point or triple-contact
switch is suitable for certain types
of wave~change circuits, and the
two~contact switch can conveniently
be employe_cl as an I~. T. " on-of£ ,.
switch.
We were plen~ed to see that the
terminals were of adequate size, and
that neat soldering tags were proYided.
These tags, incidentally, are integral
\Yith the nickel silver contact
springs.
The insulation between
terminals, with the switches in the
" of£ " position, tested at 500 volts
D.C., was found to be above reproach.
When put to practical use the speci21

mens submitted carried out their
duties efficiently and noiselessly, and
we can recommend them. The twocontact model retails at ls. 3d., and
the triple-contact at ls. 6d.

Eelex Terminals
Messrs. J. J. Eastick & Sons, of
Edex House, 118, Bunhill Row, E.C.,
have sent us a selection of their
terminals, plugs and indicating tabs.
These terminals are solidly made, and
fmished in nickel-plate.
The shanks are size 2 B.A., and
are slotted at the ends, this procedure facilitating the wiring-up of
the set.
The makers can supply over 40
different indicating tabs, and so it
will be seen that every terminal used
in a receiver or other unit can be
suitably marked, and therefore readily
recognised.
The terminals themselves are made to take wander plugs,
as well as the usual spades or pins,
and therefore there is an ample

Eele<l! terntinuls m•e turned out of' solid
brass mul m•e llem•ily niclwl-pluted. Over
tm·ty <liffm•ent intlkutiny tabs m·e <wuilable, and tlte terrninals are designecl to
take wcmde•· plugs,
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As We Find Them-continued
choice of methods of connecting the
leads. The terminals retail at 4~d.
each, and can be recommended.

Amplion Portable Receiver
We were recently privileged to try
out the Amp! ion " Two Screen-Grid"
portable reeeiver. This receiver is a
thoroughlyup-to-datedesign, and, as its
Tlw Amplion
po ,. tab 1 e .~et.
Tu·o S .G. stages
tlre
used. and
flte ret•eil~f!r is
e.rtreJneiJI sensifit'e.

name implies, makes use of two stages
of screened-grid H.J<'. amplification.
The receiver is of the true portable
type, inasrriueh as the batteries and
loud speaker are incorporated in the
case, and, of course, the reception is
carried out on a frame aerial. The
frame, as a matter of fact, is wound
round the loud speaker, which is
placed in the lid oJ the ease.
The operating panel contains three
thumb-controlled dials. One is for
the adjustment of volume or reaction,
while the other two control the tuned
cireuits, that is, the frame and one
H.F. stage. There is also a switch
for changing over from the short to
long waves, and for controlling the
valve filaments.
We tested the receiver in Tallis
House--a building possessing marked
screening effects, and in no way
flattering the performance of a frameaerial design. On the medium waveband the London Regional and
National transmissions roared in, and
had to be considerably detuned in
order to obtain comfortable volume.
The l\Iidland Regional transmission
was also brought in with ease, and the
set Hhowed remarkable sensitivity and
good selectivity. On the long \\:nves,
it goes without saying that 5 X X
could be brought in at full loudspeaker strength, and, moreover, the
reception of such stations as Huizen
gave no trouble at all.

With regard to tuning-in the
various transmissions, we rather like
Messrs. Amplion's scheme of supplying a chart with each receiver giving
the dial readings for the better-known
British and Continental transmissions.
This does away with any preliminary
difficulties of searching.
Sometimes with portable designs
there is a tendency for the quality of
reproduction to be a little below the
average, but this does not apply in
the case of the Amplion. The actual
speaker used in this set is of the
balanced-armature type, and it is
adjustable for sensitivity. The reproduction is very good indeed.
The general appearance and performance of thi:-; receiver reach such a
very high ::;tandard of excellence that
it is difficult to find any point of
criticism. At any rate, the posseswr
of one of these sets can rest assured

Two
l, ·i o

tJ

already extensive range. The first
of these is the 1V.20, and is designed
for use with portable-type receivers
the unximum anode current of which
doe~ not exceed 20 milliamps.
A dry rectifier is employed, and
there i" an S.G. tapping giYing np to
1".5 milliamps. for the screening grid
of an S.G. valve.
The Yariablc
0-12iJ-volt tapping is suitable for the
detector stage, and the power tapping
for the remaining Yalves.
We tried the unit on an S.G.,
det., and 1 L.F. set and found it to
he silent in operation, in ~]lite of the
fact that our mainH are m-naiJy somewhat difficult to smooth. \\'e were
pleased to see that the ,·a.rious H.T
leads were clearly nnrkPd "·it!t i heir
respectin voltag~'s so that t!tere c-an
be no pos~ihility of any mi,take in
connecting it up.
The C.P.l. moth'l i~ similar to the

of

e;rample.~
~~ Slt'ifrltfC•'S.

ee

Tlw soltle>'in!J tags
ure infeg,.al u..;tl• file

contact

RpJ--htgs~

u·llil'lt tlre of 'ltit·l~el
sil'l'CJ'.
Tlte.~e
su~ifl•lles mtty be obtained tt•itl• t'itl1er
blat•l-: or Jnaho!Jnny
l'olouretl linobs to

suit the I!Jpe of
ptn1cl used.

that if at any time a fault does
develop. the Amplion Service Department will always be readv to extend a
helping hand.· " Servic~ after Sale"
is one of Messrs. Amplion's slogans.

" Ekco " Units
Messrs. K K. Cole, Ltd., have
added two new mains units to their

1 V.20 except for the fact that it is
also designed to supply an L.T.
eharging current of ·25 ampere at 2,
4, or 6 volts. Thus even the smallest
accumulator can he kept fully charged
and always ready for use.
"Ekco·,. main~ units have achieved
a wonderful popularity, and this in
itself is ample proof of their efficiency.

'l'llese two •· Elwo " mains units are ellieflu intendetl for portable desians. Tile one
on the left is tlw C .I' .1 anti inem·})orates a trielde rluu•aer. wllile tlwt Otl t11e •·iyl1t is tile
1.V.20. Botll are A.C. tl'>Otlels.
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article concerus some of the
valves which I ha\·e had in
for test during the last few
weeks, and which have been undergoing our usual trials in the \VmELESii
Co:s:sTnUCTOI{ laboratory.
First of all there is a batch of Dario
valveK, 2- and 4-volters (for 6-volt
D<trio valves are not made), covering
all the uKual types, R.C., H.F., S.G.,
L.F., and power. These are rcmark;•Lic valves, and a selection of them
is shown in the illustration on thi'
11age.
HIS

Some New S.G.'s
The valves have quite usual characteristics, and while the screenedgrid Bivolt and Forvo]t will gin:cxcellent magnification, the superpower valve in each range will carr~·
quite a considerable grid swing and
handle quite a useful power.
Dealing with them more specifically,
let us consider the S.G. valves first.
These, the Screenodion Bivolt and
the Screenoclipn Forvolt, have impedances of 250,000 ohms and magnification factors of about 250. Thus
we see that they are quite useful
S.G.'s for all ordinary purposes.
Recently the Dario valve people
have also placed on the market an
indirectly-heated cathode screcJWdgrid valve. This has an amplification
factor of 1,000 and an impedance of
about 1 megohm.
Then there is the Super H.F. "\.C.
valYe, having an impedance of 20,000
ohms and a magnification L;ctor of 40.
On the L.F. side we have the SuperDetector and the "Mag. l'o\\·er."
The former has an impedance of 7,.500
ohms and a magnification factor of 15.
At 150 volts H.T. it takes about 16
milliamps at zero grid bias, givina
roughly 7·5 milliamps when biased
correctly in an L.F. circuit.

THE WIRELESS CoNSTR:
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been tested ill lite .. tr;,~eless (ion- sf•·uefot• ~' lnboJ'fr.tory, nnrl lu~re is
n ln•ief suutUlUt'JJ of fl1c beltat'iotu• -

of some oi tlw valt·cs.

By L. ROBINS.
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The "Mag. Power" takes a grid
swing of a little under 20 volts when
used with maximum H.'l'. The imywdance i8 2,200 ohms and the mag.
factor t)·.S.
The other Dario valves are well con,',tructecl and have valuable characteristic~, as the details supplird by
the makers will show.
And now we must discuss the latest
Yalve turned out by the .:\lazda
people. This, as you are probably
aware, i~ the .:.\lazda P.220A. It is
rcallv a sort of big brother of the
P.:2:2() and has a wonderful grid swing
for a valve of its calibre.
It has the high magnification
factor of 6·3, giving a mutual conduct-

c ·or-

ance of 3·5-a remarkably fine slope.
The impedance of the valve is 1,850
ohms. The valve is remarkably easy
on H.T. and L.T. batteries, the filament volts being 2, and the maximum
H. T. volta.ge recommended by the
makers i~ 150. As a super-power valve
in a 2-volt set for operating a movingcoil loud Rpeaker, the P.220A. is
specially v·aluable.

The P.X.4
And now for the Marconi and Osram
P.X.4. This is a valve primarily intended for use in all A.C. sets where
other Y?Jves of the indirectlyheated type are used; the P.XA can
he heated by A.C. being applied
direct to its filament. It takes ·6
amp. and has an impedance of 1,050
ohms with an ampliiic:ation factor
of 3·8.
The recommended H.T. voltage is
200, but l have had a couple of these
valves working in parallel in the output stage of a large set at a pressure
(Cantinued on page 62.)

MEMBERS OF A FAMOUS FAMILY

In tllis

illu.~fratimt

me sec a represcntath•c collection of 2- and 4-volt Da1•io tJuh•cs

r<mgmg J'rout tile Scrccnotlions to tile Hypc•·-Powcrs.
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What puzzles him is that although
he gets a reduc:tion in H.T. current
in this wav. and a variation in
volume, he ~iso gets bad distortion.
And he queries whether this latter
can be stopped short of altering the
voltages back to normal.
His sut~picions that the Yalve itself
is not all it should be are quite
unfounded, for any S.G. valve is
liable to behave in ti1is way if liberties
are taken with the voltages to the
anode or the screen. One tip, however, is worth passing on, and that is
that sueh a valve can very often be
worked without the slightest apparent
trace of distortion by reducing both
the H.T. voltage:> considerably, but by
making the anode voltage considerably
lower than that of the sGreen.
SoJne infet•cst-iny radio jllults reviewe(l and questions tlttSlcet•etl.

By P. R. BIRD.

W

Cause of Bad Quality
RITING from 1\Tarlow. E. G. adds

a postscript to his letter wluc h
cont1ins a good tip that is
self-explanatory. He says :
" P.S.-I nearly sent you a Queer
Query, until accident showed me what
was wrong. The trouble was quality,
which now and again went off
suddenly without the slightest warning, quite noticeable distortion occurring and suddenly disappearing
again.
"Piano notes became harsh and the
low organ notes and drums were
affected very badly. Also a scratching
noise for which I could not account
took place, ~n thinking one of the
components had a faulty contact
somewhere I overhauled the whole
set.
" I was giving up in despair when I
found I could bring the effect on or
off by pre~sing the Hide of the output
choke, and I afterwards proved that
some of the turns in this were shorting, and so causing the trouble. I
mention this in case you care to
warn other readers, as it was only by
a sheer fluke I discovered it."

Safety Fuses
In connection with the use of low-·
consumption flashlamp bulbs acting
as fuses in wireless receivers, it was
mentioned on thi::: page some little
time ago that the::;e bulbs can be
bought anywhere at the cost of only
a penny or so. The General Electric
Co., Ltd., point out that if bulbs of
foreign manufacture are obtained for
this purpose it is quite possible that
the object of fitting them will be
defeated, as in very many kinds the

fusing current of a flashlamp bulb
varies between wide limits.
They say: "Cases have recently
been brought to our notice where such
bulbs have been fitted in place of the
Osram fiashlamp bulbs rated at 3·5
volts ()·15 amp. recommended, with
the result that the fusing current was
too high and the valves which the
bulbs should have protected were
destroyed before the lamp burnt out."
In cases of this kind, where possibly
the cost of several valves is involved,

Inverted Potentials
It often happens that a valve will
work with, say, 18 volts on the anode
and about 30 on the screen. the total
H.T. enrrent taken from the batten·
being much les:> than with its nornu;l
voltages, and this without any apparent loss of sensitivity ur tendency
to distortion.
If grid bias is fitted to the S.G.
valve it mav be necessarv to reduce
this, say, fr~m 3 to 1! volt~ negative,
or from 1k to nil, but this is a matter
for expe;iment, as sometimes the
alterations in H.T. voltages do not
appear to require a corresponding

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
::··············································································::
~
"
::
IS YOUR SET " PLAYING UP "?
::
::

++
::

Present-(lav radio is rrmarkablY reliable.

Bllt eYerv 'set "goel'. off" somd]rw·s. aut
it should' not therefore he assum01l that it.
All it: want"3 i:-; proppr
nmiutt'naw·e----likc a rar or a 1_~icyclc, or

::

i:-< Wf'aring out.

••
::

an~· other ~imila:r eontriv<HH'r.

••

::
::
••

::
••
::
••
::
::

••

If ynu havP any knotty tittl(' prohh•m rP1111iring solution. T"f'nWmhL•t that the
\\~fHELESS Uo~~THTCTOn TP(·hnif'a.l <ltwries
DPpa1·tment is in a po.-;ltiou to gin• an

unrivalled ~Prvicc•. ThP nJm of tlw departnwnt is to funti~ll rt':11ly ht>lpfnl arh·iec
in eonnPetion with any radio probh·m,
tlw-orPti<·al or praf'tkal.
Full clPtail~. indndinu Utr scale or chargP"'.
ean br obtained dirf'ct. from tht' Tf•ch-

ni<'al
QuPrks Jkpartment.
'YIRF.Lgss
Cos~TH.l't"l'OH, Fleetway Hon~(·, l<'arringdon Strec·t. LO!Hlotl. E.C.-1-.
A postc&rd will do. On I'N'<•ipt of thi~ all the
flf-'{'t'S"ary lit,·rat un~ will bt• ~t>nt to you, fr{'e
aw1 po~t fJ"I'('. tmnw.diatrlr. This apr,lic·!l..·
tion will 1da<··~ yqu llll1lt·r Ho nhli!Latiun
wllat<·v~~r. Evnrv rPadt•r nf the 'YmELE~S
Co~~TJtr('TOR slionld llavp tlwsr, df"t;lil~.
whi(·h will ('!lab!(• ililll to ash: !Ji:' quc·:.;t.ioll.;:

;.;n tb:!t w1~ can df•al wit.h thrm C'Xpeditiuusly
nnfl witll thr minimum of delay.
London Readers~ Please Note : App!it-ntion
~hnnld IJot lw n~~:HlP by tP!epllone or
in prr~on at TaHb Hou.-;e or J<'icctway
House.

::
++
::
::

••
::
••
::

::
••

::
••
::

••
:.:

:.:

••

···························································•••>••·················
······································)·······~·••>+>+)•••••••>•>••···············
it is certainly worth spending an extra
penny or two to obtain a Britishrn<tde lamp such as the Osram described above, of which the rating is
known.

S.G. Voltages
A Leicestershire

reader of the
has be(;n
greatly puzzled by the behaviour of
his screened grid valve. \Vith the
idea of affecting economy in H.T.
battery current he tried reducing the
anode voltage from 120 right down to
below 60, and finally fitted variable
resistanees to control the voltages of
the H.T. + leads.
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alteration in the grid bias in order to
function as desired.
When trying this out do not forget
that although the voltages reGommended may vary in different cases,
and although with some valves it is
not poHsible to get this effect at all
satisfactorily, it. is quite usual to find
that. bad distortion sets in when intermediate voltages are tried. And the
H. T. on anode and screen should be
either those recommended bv the
makers or completely inverted' ones,
as named above, in order to get good
quality, intermediate positions merely
resulting in most cases in totally
unsatisfactory operation.
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Tlte li.C. nurins 11.'1'.
unit desr1·ibe(l ltereunder ·is specinlly
tksiynetl to suppi!J n long-felt "'nnt nnw11g lmiltlt'>'S oj
ConstrllefoJ• " .~et.~. It is t•apablc of JII'O"idin[J (t stemly anrl safe

" n·;··ele.~s
nnodc cw·•·ent Sllp]>ly to OH!! of the sets desc•·ibctl in ·reeent m<utbe••s of this P"l'er.

·

Deaigned and Described by the "Wireless Constructor" Research Dept.
some time or the other most
of us have experienced the
feeling when listening to our
radio set that it is not going so well
as it was a month or two before. True,
it seems about as good as it was,
say, a week ago, but it has gradually

A

T

YOUR SHOPPING LIST
1 Panel, 9 in. x 7 in, (Trolite, or
Lissen, Paxolin, Resiston, ~ecol,
etc.l.
1 Baseboard for above, 12 in. x 9 in.
1 Sheet of perforated zinc, 24 in. ;<
24 in.
1 Mains transformer for U.S or similar valve, with secondary output
rating 200-0-200 to 250-0-250 (Ferranti E.V.2, or equivalent type,
e.g. Heayberd, etc.).
1 Sprung valve holder (W.B., or
lgranic, Lotus, Lissen, Bulgin, Magnum, Wearite, etc.).
2 L.F. chokes (Varley and Igranic
Type G, or R.I., Ferranti, Wearite,
Bulgin, Lissen, etc.).
1 Fixed resistance and holder, for
value see text (Ferranti, or R.I.,
Varley, etc.).
1 20,000-ohm potential divider (Wearite, or Bulgin, Climax, etc.).
1 50,000-ohm variable
resistance
(Rotorohm, or Harlie, etc.).
5 Indicating terminals, for markings
see diagrams (Belling-Lee, or other
insulated type).
1 2-mfd. fixed condemer, minimum
working voltage 400 volts (T.C.C.,
or Hydra, Lissen, Mullard, Ferranti,
Dubilier, etc.).
1 4-mfd., 1 2-mfd. and 1 1-mfd. fixed
condensers, working voltage not les>
than 250 volts (T.C.C., Dubilier and
Lissen respectively, or lVlul!ard,
Hydra, Ferranti, etc.).
1 2-mfd. fixed condenser, with minimum working voltage of 200 (T.C.C.,
or Mullard, Hydra, Ferranti, Dubilier, Lissen, etc.).
1 Mains adaptor plug and electric
bulb holder.
Wood, ebonite, screws, wire, etc.

been dawning on us that the results
have "fallen off."
The volume, for instance, does not
provoke quite the same feeling of
satisfaction that it once did; some
of the loud notes seem harsh, and the
reception of continental stations,
once the envy of neighbours, no longer
seems to thrill.
You may pnt it down to the fact
that you ha Ye got used to the set; or,
if you are not so easily pacified, you
nny begin to look for the reason.
TlJis gradual deterioration does not
take place in every sort of set, and it
is no mere coincidence that the

receivers that generally treat listeners
thus are run from battery H.T., and
usually dry batteries. That is the clue
to the mystery; the H.T. has run
down!

The Remedy
All you can do is to renew the H.T.
batteries and look pleasant about the
cost, unless (and it is surprising how
often this " unless " applies)-unless
you have mains in the house !
If you have, you merely build an
H.'l'. unit, connect it up, and forget
the llucstion of H.T. renewals for
evcf. Your s2t will always be up to

•

FULL-WAVE RECTIFICATION IS USED

This p1trJt!,Y1'nph sh

ne.~

\ooooo·~•••••••••••••••••••••••Hoo•••••••••oooouooooooooo•••o•o•o•oooo•
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r._·u~!ifir~~~ sirlB of tlte unit, in lVltich o jtcll-Jvave
rulcc of tlte U.S type is employeii.

th "?

J~e~1ij'!Ji}lfl
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The Standard A.C. Unit-continued
given in reports of the WmELESS
CoNSTRUCTOR Ideas Committee, the
output is limited to a suitable
maximum.

scratch, and your pocket will be left
in peace.
Of course, you must build a unit
of really good design if you wish to
be perfectJy sgtisfied, and, first of
all, you must find out from your
electric-light meter whether you have
D.C. or A.C. mains. If you have the
former, then the Standard D.C. Unit,
described in the June iRsue of the
WIRELESS CoNSTRUCTOR, is what you
should build.

IT CANNOT BE OPENED WITH THE

•

l

Tf- ------, <DTT

,~·r
~

Four Positive Taps
If, on the other hand, you have
A. C. mains, then you should build the
Standard A. C. Unit which is described
l1ere. You will find it extremely easy
to make and as " safe as houses " to
use.
In reference to this last point, the
unit is completely shut in with a
metal cover which cannot.be removed
until the mains are disconnected.
This avoids all pm;sibility of bad shocks
and shorted m:lins when the unit is
open.
The unit is termed " Standard "
becnuse it is suitable for use with any
of the sets recently d0scribed in the
WIRELESS Co"sTRUCTOit.
Four H.T.
positive tappings are provided, two of
which arc v<uiablc.
If you look at the circuit diagram
you will sec that the arrangement
employed, although simple, is quite
efficient. Special attention has been

•

smoothing, are supplied via a furtlJCr
L.F. choke L.F.C. 2•
This choke also ensures that the
+I, +2 and +3 terminals are

P\.

]'

'\.g)
:
t.:_. _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ J.

l,~·

BACK ELEVATION

T/10

'l'he tlinwnsion.• of the safety plug and ntounting are given in tltis cliayNtm.

This is carried out by means of the
fixed resistance, m:trked X. As the
voltage drop across this will vary
according to the current taken by the
:!JIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~

~ The Standard A.C. Unit is the
~

§

outcome of the deliberations of the §
~ Special " Wireless Constructor " ~
::: Ideas Committee, and helpful §
§ suggestions contained in letters §
~
from our readers.
~
~lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~

set, no definite value is given for it.
Further det<tils in connection with this
are given later.
The H. T. +4 tap is intewled for

THE CIRCUIT EMPLOYED IN THIS STANDARD UNIT

properly isolated from H. T. +4. In
sets employing S.G. valves H.T.+3
will supply their anodes, and 1 the
screening grids.
For this purpose
H.T.+l is supplier! via a potentiometer instead of a plain resistance, so
that voltage fluctuations are made
verv small.
H. T. +2 is used for the detector
valve. Ordinary L.F. vah'es, that is,
those o'ther than the output valve,
can be supplied by H.T.-j-:3.
In a special list you will find all the
components requirerl, with suitable
makes mentioned against them. With
reference to the fixed condensers, it
will be seen that minimum working
voltages arc given .

+

Making the Cover

2

MFD

'1'

MFD

2

MFD

~--1---J___JL__J________j~R~~~L-----!:::~----~

HT.-~

"'

Note how the smoothing is carried mtt, and how the volta,ges to the various terminals
arc controlled.

paid to obtaining sufficient separation
of the various positive outputs.
Full-wave rectifieation is employed,
and a valve rectifier is utilised. In
accordance with the ideas recently

supplying the last valve, or valves,
if push-pull or paralleled valves are
used, and the choke L.F.C. 1 provides
ample smoothing for this tap. The
other three taps, which require more
26

It is impossible to give definite
values, as different makers have
different ranges for their produets.
So long as the condensers have
working voltagps equal to, or higher
than, those given in the list, everything will be O.K.
Tlie perforated zinc. of whieh the
cover is made, has two very distinct
advantages over solid metal. :First,
it allows any heated air produeecl
by the valve to escape easily, and,
more important, it is vastly easier
to handle.
Actually the construction of the
cover is a matter of minutes only, and
entails the simplest possible tools.
For this reason it is therefore suggested that it should be made first.
Lay the sl1eet of perforated zinc on
the t'1ble and mark it out according
to the diagram showing the sections
A, B, C and D out fiat. Section D
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The Standard A.C. Unit-continued
will be 9 in. by 7! in., because i in.
has to be allowed for the part bent
into a step.
.

I top)
and mollnt the
resistance on it.

terminab aml

Screw the panel to the

ba~eboanl

HOW THE CONTROLS ARE ARRANGED

Ju

_______ !_________________

------------------------------- -----------------·

2~0

I

_L~
~~~"

.

Wiring the Unit

7"

I

I

~~-+~~·r~ i~~~

-$--tr- - . H.iJ.+4

H. .+3

H. .+2

H. .+1

H. .-

2"

s"
Yl5<'?

PANEL LAVOUT.

1.'11is is the panel tlritling diagra•n.

R, is tlw resi.~tancc controlling
to the detedo>• tcnninal, ll.T.+ 2.

The marking out can be done quite
well with a soft lead pencil, aiHl you
will find a pair of scissors quite
suitable for the cutting business.
The little slots in A and C should not
be cut out yet.
When the sheet is cut out it should
be bent into shape; the correct way

strip which go on the back of the
baseboard.
The details and dimensions given
on the special diagram will make the
job quite simple. The hole in the
ebonite is best cut with an ordinary
fretsaw.
The. plate to which the mains
adaptor plug is fixed is of aluminium
or other soft metal such as copper.
Take care not to drill the hole for the
adaptor too large.

file

~·ullage

and mount the remaining components.
Next you should prepare the two
wooden uprights and the ebonite

When this back assembly and the
strip of wood across the top of the
panel are put in place you may wire
up. Use some form of insulated
wire and follow the connections
shown in the wiring diagram exautly.
An ordinary pendant type electric
bulb holder is used to make contact
with the adaptor plug. The shade
ring is used to hold this in place, and it
should not be screwed up tight against
the perforated zinc.
A slight twisting movement for the
holder is necessary so that it may be
given a twist when pushed over the
adaptor.
Four screws, two each
side of the unit, are used to hold the
front of the cover in place.
These screws are not turned rirrht
home, and four little slots are cut~ in
the zinc so that it slides under the

READY FOR WORK

~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~

§

A safe, smooth and constant §

§ B.T. supply is assured to users §

~ of this simple but effective unit. ~
¥i'nlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~

to bend the various sections being
quite obvious after a short study
of the photographs. Where A and
D, and C and D come together
they should be held tight by little
pieces of copper wire threaded through
the small perforations in two or
three places.
Now lay the cover aside for a little
while and turn your attention to the
remaining constructional work. Drill
the panel in accordance with the
dimensions shown on the panel layout (not forgetting the small holes
for fixing the piece of wood at the

The StanrZard A.C. Unit is a l&m·d-worl~ing unit lltat never sl&ir/(s its .iob, but is u/wa11.•

ready to

27

s~tpply

power at a •noment's notice.
.

.
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The Standard A.C. Unit-continued

SO,OOO OHMS.

screw heads. These slots can be cut
as soon as the screws are in place.
Do not cut them before, as you may
not get them in exactly the right
place. Also use screws with round
heads that arc fairly large.
'l'he flex lead from H. T. - should
terminate in a washer which is
arrangecl under one of the screws.
This is for connecting the metal cover
to H. T. negative.

Transformer Rating

H.T.+3

H.T+4
Qi)-.--"11

0

'l'he end of the twin-flex lead which
comes from the lamp holder should
terminate in another adaptor plug.
This plug is then put into any convenient lighting socket.
A wall
plug adaptor could be used instead if
desired.
The transformer shoud be rated
to give an H.T. output of 200-250volts
~11111111111111111111111111111111111111!11111111111111111111111111111111~

= The safety-plug fitting makes it

~

_ impossible for any adjustment
- to be made unless the power supply is cut off. This makes
the unit perfectly safe.

=
-

f.llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli'F.

and have a filament winding to suit
a U.S valve or similar rectifying
Different rectifiers have
valve.
difierent filament ratings, so Le sure
that vou use the valve for which the
transformer is deeigned.

..

Switching Off
With the particular transformer used
and a value of 5,000 ohms for R 3 , I-I. T.
4 will llive 150 volts at 11 m.a.,
120 at 17- rn.a., and 100 at 21 m.a.
The H.T.
3 tap will be a little
lower than the above voltage~, and
2 and
1 will, of course, be
variable up to the v'llue of H. T.
3.
With a 1,000-ohm resistance ·the
values will be 150 volts at 40 m. a., 120
at 55 m.a., and 100 at 60 m.a. You
will thus see that with values in
between 1,000 and 5,000 ohms practically any desired current at a given
voltage may be obtained to suit your
particular set.
The mains switch should be put to
the ofi position before the L.T. switch
on the set itself is turned oft.
The reason why this sequence
should be adopted is to avoid the
possibility of shocks from a charge
held in one of the condensers in the
unit. The large fixed condensers hold
quite a considerable amount of current, which may be at a voltage
high enough to give a strong shock.

+

L.FCHOKE

t

'l'ln"re is n.otlling difficult in the tmring or as ...embiiJ, <md prorided you l<eep to tl1e laye;ut sl10wn, and use insulated leads, you need have no qualtnS concerning tlte results,

28
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"CURRENT PER CELL"-that is
the modern test of the H. T. battery
for radio. Because with modern valves
the drain upon your H. T. battery is
very heavy and every cell to-day must
do its share.
The cells of the Lissen Battery are large
in size. Each cell is a deep reservoir
of energy. Each cell is master of its
'''ork-ready to pour out its energy
unstintingly-for month after month it
will do that for you.
If you want most "Current per cell" get
a Lissen Battery. 10,000 radio dealers
have it. But ask firmly for it by name.

01\. '(!qrrel\t

per cen·'

Lisseat.st:ores·~etjrliDJt/
PRICES
60 volt (reads 66)
7111
100 volt (reads 108) 12/11
120 volt • .
. . 15/10
36 volt
•.
..
4/0
60 volt (For Portable
Receivers) 7/11
99 volt (For Portable
Receivers) 12/6

60 volt (Super Power)
13/6
100 volt .,
..
22/.
H volt Grid Bias
10d.
9 volt .,
1/6
16 volt .,
..
2!9
41 volt Pocket BatterY
Sd. each (4/6 doz.)
Single Cell Torch Battery Hd.

LISSEN LIMITED,

Worple Road, Isleworth, Middlesex.
29
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Non==inductive
Condensers
the Latest
T·~·~

DevelopDien.t

Beating Nature-/
on her own ground.

9

I

B

I

I

'

The nose of a bloodhound, the ears o{ a deer, the
wh-iskers of a cat-fascinating instances of the acute
degree to which nature has carried sensitivity in many
of her amazing creations. Yet the scientists of the
Marconi Valve Factory have devised an appliance
which for sensitivity beats any of these. This
marvellous achievement is incorporated in the new
Marconi Valve H.2, the introduction of which marks
an entirely new era in the "detector" field of
radio science.
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The Marconi H.2 is a new high magnification valve
with a mutual conductance of 1.0 ma/volt-the
highest yet attained in this class-particularly suitable
for detection in portable receivers. The amplification
factor of 35, and impedance of only 35,000 Ohms, are
obtained by special constructional methods which at
the same time give exceptional freedom from micror.honic feed-back. Marconi H.2 should be fitted as
"detector" in portables-or, indeed, in any set where
maximum sensitivity is essential. lt will give greater
range, fuller tone and perfect stability. lt will bring ·
in new stations with amazing consistency and improved
reproduction.

I

I

I

,-I

I

i

WAVELENGTH IN METRES
-

NEW PATrT.C C NON-INOUCTIV£ CONOEN5E:R
- - - - - OLD PATT. T.C C CONDENSER

Here's the latest T. C. C. develop•
ment-a Non-Inductive Con·
de-nser at no ext.ra cost. The
advent of the Screened Grid
Valve has emphasized the need
for a condenser having the
minimum of impedance in
order that small higlt fre·
quency cnrrents may he readily
p_a8sed. How the new T.CC.
Non-Inductive Condenser
achieves this result is shown
on the curve above.
The
ordinary 1 mfd. condenser has
a res~nant point at about 900
metres whereas in the new
T.C.C. Non • Inductive Con·
denser this has been reduced
to nearly 500 metres. Be wise:
always use

Marconi H.2, the new EFFICIENCY detector, with
the highest conductance, costs only 8/6. lt is ALL
BRITISH!
.

MARCONI
H.!.
816
Remember! Marconi Valves are used by the B.B.C., Imperial Airways, Croydon Cont~ol
Tower, M~tropoliran Police, Trinity House Beacon Stations and Lightships. Em~rre
Wireless Communications, Large Passenger Liners, etc.- need more be sard t

30

Available in all capaci·
tie& from ·005 mfd. to 2
mjth. from all wireless
shops.
Tlte above illustration
sho+'-'S t'1e T.C.C. 2 mfds.
Non·lnductive Conden·
:~er in moulded case 3/10.

Tel~'graph

Condenser
Co., Ltd., N. Aclon,. W .3
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The Standard A.C. Unit-continued
one rated at 200 volts is joined
I to The
the H.T. +1 tap which is supplied

If the set is switched off before the
mains circuit is broken, all the
condensers except the one joined to

via the potentiometer.

This tap is

THE PROTECTING COVER
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for supplying the screening grids of
S.G. valves, or for other purposes
:\·here a comparatively low voltage
IS necessary.
In view of this the tap on the
potentiometer will never be used
right at the maximum end. If it
were it would be just as necessary
to use a condenser of the 250volt rating as. in the case of ·the
tap supplied by the variable resistance.
.Just a word about the position of
the mains unit. Generally speaking,
it is best to ·arrange the unit alongside the set and at the right-hand
end of it.

Positions of Leads
In this position it will be in a
convenient place for running the
leads to the set in a neat manner.
Should you find that there is a little
hum present, move the unit a foot or
two away from the set.
Always keep the flex leads which
supply the mains unit well away
from the set itself, and also see that
they do not run near the loud speaker
or its leads.
In cases where there is an obstinate
hum, or a noisy background is
present, the use of H.F. chokes in the
mains leads will often prove helpful. A
2-mfd. fixed condenser can be connected across the unit side of the chokes.

the tap supplied by the potentiometer
·will remain charged when the unit
is turned off. When the mains are
S\Yitched off first, the current in the
reserYoir condensers is quickly used
up by the set.

Condenser Details
Thev are therefore left in a discharg~d or " safe " condition, and
no one can receive a shock from them.
(The condenser across the potentiameter tap would discharge itself
through the section of the potentiameter across which it was tapped,
in any case.)
It has alreadv been mentioned that
different working voltages for the
fixed condensers are required, but
it may not be quite clear which
positions the various ones should
occupy.
Since there is only one 4-mfd. and
one 1-mfd. the positions for these
two condensers are quite obvious.
It will be noticed, however, that the
three 2-mfd. condPnsers are all rated
at different voltages. The 230-volt
one goes to H.T.+2.

'l_llle 1.ci·re-gatlZC
<·asing forn-.s a
<"OlnJ>Ietc
l>rotection,
anti tllso affm·ds am]lle cooling
f'or the •·•·cNfuiny valve.

31

Note the safety
plug and .~ocl<et,

u:itlwttt the remo·val of
ll'hich
floe covering
t•annot be taken off.
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the Professor fbtly this time
last year that I refused ever to
accompany him again to the
·wireless Exhibition. Practically the
only exhibit looked at with anv care
in l929 was the l\Iullard Girls." 'l'!Je
best family of characteristic curves
that he had seen for a long time, as
he put it.
However, the kindly touch of
li'ather Time, as they· say in the
movies, smooths out ill-feelings,
and when this year's Olympia drew
near I resolved to let bygones be
havebeens. I decided not to let
tl1e past rankle, and invited the
Professor to accompany me once
more. Just as a precaution, though,
I included Sir K. N. Pepper in the
party as a kind of chaperon.
TOLD

][

"Low Finance "
It was most unfortunate that when
on the morning of our visit I came to
examine mv financial resources I
shonlcl find that my trouser ancl other
!lockets yicltled no hotter lmrvest

QUITE SIMPLE

I

.~h·odc

to a

first-class

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
••
••
••
:: Wireless Wayfarer has a good ::

:: time very much at the expense ::
:: of Prof. Goop and Sir K. N, ::
::
Pepper.
::

••
••
••
••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
As soon as its inhabitants rushed out
to greet the ten-forty, I nipped in
and found a cap hanging on a peg
just inside the door.
Donning this, I strode to a firstclass carriage, opened the door, and
cried, "Ticket::;, please," with an
engaging smile. The only passenger
handed his over without a murmur.
I had plenty of time to retum the
cap und to ~oin the Professor ami Sir
K. N. in their compartment.

W~ Arrive at Olympia

carriage an<l

t•J•ie(f, •• Tickets, plense," 'lf:ifh an

" Perfectly," I rcplie(l, " unless, of
you prefer to lJaYe a special
train."
When the train drew in I was
ticketless but undi~mayed. I had
left the others and taken my staJl(1
opposite a door marked " Porters."
cour~e,

en-

gaging s>nile.

than two pennies, a halfpenny, and a
latchkey.
An examination of my pass-book
showed that there was no hope from
that quarter. lVIany a man would
have been daunted in such circumstances, but we ·wayfarers are of the
bulldog breed, which never takes no
''.sscts for an answer.

Neatly Done
I strolled down to the station in
good time for the ten-forty, and
fnuncl the Professor and Sir K. N.
Pepper at the booking office.
" We're going first," said Sir K. N.,
"if that's all right for you."

On our arrival in London the other
two were rather keen that we should
go by tube to Addison Road, but I
pointed out that a· taxi would be
quite cheap if we shared it, and they
eventually agreed.
The Professor
and I were in first, so Sir K. N.
Pepper had to occupy one of the
fold-up seat things.
As a taxi passenger, Sir K. N. is
by no means ideal. He has always
an idea that the driver is doing him
clown by going the longest way round,
so every now and then he leans out
of the window and points out the
proper route.
Probably he is not lBcd to fold-up
seats. The first time he withdrew
into the taxi again he sat down on a
seat that wasn't there. On the
second occasion I thought I would be
kind, so whilst he was standing up
and pushing himself through the
"·indow I held the ~eat Llown with
his umbrella.
And really I don't sec why he
should have been so annoyed about
:32

it, for lww wJ.s I to know that the
taxim><n would let his clutch in with
a hanz, or that the umbrdla was such
a fiim~y thing that it would simply
fly to pieces when he sat on it '!
And when we got to Olympia
Sir K. N. was out first, and, as I was
having a little trouble with a bootlace,
the Professor easily beat me. By the
time that I'd got the thing tied up
they had paid the taximan, and by
starting an argument between them
as to which was the proper door to
go in by I was able to shepherd them
off the subject of my share.

I Get In
I lagged behind at the turnstile,
and when they had entered sailed
through the one marked " Officials
Only," brushing aside the cmnmissionaircs and just saying: ''Chief
Engineer B.B.C. Great emergency;
apparatus broken down.
For
lteavcn ':-; .sake don't delay me ! "
It Las alwan been an idea of mine
that no one ~'\11 possibly do jn~ticc
to an exhibition unles~ the inner man
is propcrl.v line(!. \Yhcn \Ye arrive(!
it was just lunch time, and I suggested to the other t\YO that we should
journey to the filling st,ation forthwith. The proposal was carried by
acclamation.
" This," I saill, when we had sat
clown, " is an oceasion which ought

THE SEAT FOLDED UP

lie snt tlon·n on" scat that wasn't there.

to he marked. It is the first time
that the three most dit>tinguishcd
members of the }ludbury Wallow
Wireless Club have visited the exhibition together. Clearly a bottle of
champagne is the only thing that can
be drunk."
The other two assented after I had
added that it was my birthday. We
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"PARATUNE" THREE
£

1 Drilled ehonit" panel, 18 x 7 in.
1 Hand-polished oak cabinet with
10-in. baseboard ..
1 Readi.Rad variable condenser,
·()()()!'")

••

••

• •

••

;~

Yalves a:-: svedtied ..

l Set Readilt-HI .J it!ilinx
l:ipring dip~, Ht:rcws, tlex, ete.

KIT A
1'7 8 6

6 0

110

G

less valves
and cabinet . . Cit.
•
•
or 12 equal monthly payments of 13/'7

4 6
6 6

••

1 ReadiRad Duograph S.M. dial
1 Reacli Rad differential condenser,
·00015 . . . . . . . .
1 Igrauie volnme control, ·5 Ineg.
1 ReadiR~d Paratune coil
1 .Formodensor, type J
3 Benjamin vibrolders
..
1 ReadiRad fixed condenser, ·001
1 ReadiRad fixed condenser;0005
2 T.C.t:. 2·mfrL tixe<l condensers
1 IteadiR:td 2-me~. grid· leak and
holder . . . . . .
4 ReadiRad single coil holders ..
1 ReadiRad "Hilo" H.F. dwke
1 W. WA-pole change-over switeh,
baseboard mounting, with :3~-in.
extcw:;.ion rod . . . . . .
Rea.<liRad 2iJ,OOO-ohmreRi~tattr·e
and holder
.. .. ..
1 Lis~eu Super L.t~. transformer
1 R.l. Hypermitc
..
1 Yarley output choke
1 Terminal strip. 11'5 x 2 in ...
9 Belling-l,ee indicating termiuals
1 I . ewco8 {)I)X eoil
1 l.ewcos 2.:-lOX coil ..
1 Leweos lOO X coil
1 Leweos 41JX eoil
.. ..
1 RcadiR.ad on-and-nff switch

s. d.

5
6
8
2
4

0
0
6
0

KIT B

6
10
10

1'8 16 0

with valves
less cabinet . . Cit. •
•
or 12 equal monthly payments of 16•2

7 8

1 4
3
4

4
6

KIT C

5 0

2 6

19 0
12 6

1 0 0
1 8
2 3
4 9

6

3 6
10

AmpHou eonr loud spcakf'r ..
Fuller (~pnrta} 120 Yolts H.T.

1 7 6
2

o~

19/-

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES

6 6
4

1'10•6•0

v:alves
and cabmet . . Cit.
or 12 equal monthly payments
with

6

hatter~·

1 6

£ s. d.
1 19 6

15 10

Fuller (~parta) !l-Yolt G.B. battery

1 6

(i·,~~~~~1;,g Yalves and Cabinet) £10 6 0

}'uller (:-;parht)

Any of il•e above Ctnnponents can
be SUfJplied separately it' desired.

Atlas Eliminator .A .C. 72
Atlas Eli1uinator D.C.18

,-IMMEDIATEDESPATCH-I'

1 The Standard A.C. Unit I
complete kit of components 1

I

I

1

TO INLAND CUSTOMERS.
Your goods are despatched
free or carriage paid.

post

TO OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS.
1 All your goods are very carefully
1 packed for export and insured, all
1

~~volt

ac<'Ull!Ulator

30~amp.

11 0
3 17 6
1 17 6

r--------..,.---1

II

l

I

I----------------detailed Price List.
I

I can he supplied. Send for I

I

,____ --=!!'!!1!.".!-!2!!!!~.:...----

All Ready Radio Kits are officially approved by "Wireless Constructor."

ADVERT. OF READY RADIO IR.R. Ltd.), 159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET, LONDON, S.E.r
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FOR RELIABILITY
a1td EFFICIENCY
.THE LEWCOS "X" AND
CENTRE-TAPPED COILS
AND THE H.F. CHOKE
ARE SPECIFIED FOR THE
'(PARA TUNE THREE'' DESCRIBED IN THIS ISSUE.

THE LEWCOS
"X" COIL.
X 50-75 ..
X 200-300

THE LEWCOS
CENTRE TAPPED
COIL
CT 25-75
CT I00-300

..

Price:

••

3,6

416

Many of the most successful receivers in the past depended in
a large measure on the superlative qualities of Lewcos
Radio Products.
Any one or all of the three Lewcos components illustrated
above would improve your receiver to an astonishing
degree.
"Perfection in every detail " is the keynote of
the Lewcos Factory where these components
are constructed.
Copies of the descriptive leaflets will be sent
on request. Please quote reference.
Lewcos "X" and Centre-Tapped CoilsReference R34.
Lewcos H.F. Choke {giving tested values)-Reference R33.

-------------------

"I have been experimenting 5 years and have not found any
coils to come anywhere near Lewcos."
(2) " With Lewcos Coils I find a wonderful difference in selectivity and volume."
(3) "I am getting bad capacity effects and realise that I
must have Lewcos Coils for efficiency."
(4) "Very little reaction is needed when using Lewcos Coils,
which in itself is worth a great deal."
(5) " I have purchased a Lewcos Coil and !he d;ll'erence
is marvellous."
(6) "Lewcos Coils are the hest plug-in coils on the
market both for workmanship and results."

(1)

THE LEWCOS
H.F. CHOKE
Price 7/9.

RADIO

PRODUCTS

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE
COMPANY AND SMITHS LiMITED
Church Road, Leyton, London, E.lO.
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In Lighter Vein-continued
had a really excellent lunch, and the
bill, all things considered, was most
· moderate, coming as it did to under a
fiver. The Professor and Sir K. N.
were hv this time full of beans and
bonho~ie and readily fell in with my
proposal that we should toss odd man
out for who paid.
The Professor spun a coin
" Tails," cried Sir K. N.
"Heads it is," I said. "So Sir K. N.
Pepper pays."
" But what about you ~ "
" 1\le ? "
"Yes, you 1"
" ..Why," I said, "I thought I
explained it was my birthday, the
time when a man expects his friends
to rally round."

Nasty Looks
And to rallv round they Rtarted,
but Ho nasty \~ere their looks that l
made a bee-line for the door before
they knew where thev were.
''On his birthday,;, I said, " a man
should not have to listen to unpleasant
squabbles. Since you two arc dearly
in figl1ting mood I will leave you to
figllt it out between yourselves. I
am now departing, and there will be
no happy returns."
·when we met again some time later
they had both cooled off considerably,
and by raising an argument between
them everv time that either of them
mentionei the topic of the lm1eh hill
I managed quite easily to prevent any
recriminations on that score. Tea
was easy, for I simply invited a couple
of the most attractive exhibits to have
tea with the Professor and me, and
he was so engrossed that he never
noticed my ex(t.

not been for the fact that so many of
the components were screwed d(Jwn
to the counters upon which they were
displayed. Next year I shall take a
screwdriver with me, for in these days
of portables it is foolish to acquire a
component unless one can test its
weight by balancing it in the hand.

MARKING THE OCCASION

" I thin'k I have won that fiver,"
he --panted.
"Not a bit of it. I have l "
" Yon have?"
"Yes."
" ·what do you mean '? "
"Well, you've got your feet with
you."
So that there shouldn't be any
squabble about his paying up, I
extracted five Malwns from his notecase in the pocket of the coat that I
was holding, left the garment upon
the baelc of a packing case and departed ere he could slide down.

Exhibitions Not Expensive
Clenrly a

i.~
th'lltll~.

bottle of cl•arnptlflne

onltl tlliny tlud can be

the

8till, I enjoyed myself thoroughly,
and acquired something like a record
collection of catalogues. As l strolled
round the gallcry,in fact, it occurred to
me that scl<lom had I spent a happier
day, and I could not help thinking
w;th .>corn of the people wh0 say that
they cannot afford to go to the \Vireless Ex h ihition.

Easy Money
"A penny for your thoughts," said

Sir K. N. Pepper at my elbow.
I held out my hand and pocketed
the penny.
" I was just noticing that rope over
there in the corner," I said. " You
see the one hanging down by the wall1
I was thinking that even a fit mm like
yourself (Sir K. N. prides himself upon
his thews and sinews) could not climb
two yards up it without his feet."

Sir K. N. had no chance of being
huffy, for the Professor took my part
when the three of us foregathered
ag<tin.
Professor Goop was in such a state
of bliss that I had no difficulty in
getting him to stand us dinner, and
with a little urging he insisted upon
paying for a taxi back to Euston In
some miraculous way I discovered the
return half of a first-class ticket to
Mudbury Wallow in my waistcoat
pocket, whilst Sir K. N. Pepper, after
searching in every pocket at the
barrier, could not find his.
That night when I turned out my
pockets I laid five one-pound notes,
three pennies, a halfpenny and a
latchkey upon the toilet table.
And yet there are those who say
that exhibitions are expensive.
Pt>ha!

SCREWED DOWN

Filling the Gaps
Even intermediate sustenance can
be managed by those who know the
For instance, I
ropes properly.
steered Sir K. N. in the direction of an
extremely attractive stand marked
refreshments.
Everyone shoultl fill up tl1e yups in his
" An extraordinary lot of old school •·adio equip>nent <luring l1is visit to the
c;rl!ibition.
ties one sees about," I said.
"True," said Sir K. N. "And, by
" I bet you a fiver I could ! " said
the way, what's yours? "
SirK. N.
" That's very kind of you," 1 said.
" Done ! " I cried.
You see, I hold very strongly that
It was a deserted corner, and
everyone should help on the Wireless
nobody appeared to be looking.
Exhibition by filling up the gaps in
Sir K.. N removed his hat and coat
his radio equipment during his visit
and proceeded with much puffing and
to the exhibition.
blowing to haul himself up by his
True to my principles, I would have
hands. When•he was about half-way
filled up a whole lot in mine if it had , towards the ceiling he looked down.
35

Sir,--I

am a WIRELESS CoNreader, and I feel very
thankful to 1\'Ir. Victor King, who
designed the " Explorer" Three,
that I can get many stations on the
short-wave band. I live in Hong
Kong and still I can get G 5 S W and
P C J at 2 a.m. every morning at
loud-speaker strength.
However,
the coil of this set can only cover a
certain wave-length, and the higher
wave is impossible, such as 35-80
metres.
Yours faithfully,

STRUCTOR

WILLIAM LANG.

Hong Kong.
[Full details of a suitable coil for the
wave-hand mentioned by our correspondent will be given shortly.-En.]
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New lgranic Dials
Co., LTD.,
have forwarded details of
two new slow-motion dials,
namely, the " Igranic Minor" and
the " Igranic Major." Very similar
to the famous Indigraph vernier
knob and dial, these devices are
considerably cheaper, the Major coming out at 4s., and the Minor
at 2s. 9d.
The scale on the dial is of white
celluloid and is engraved 0 to 100.
The 3! in. diameter (Major) has a
ratio of approximately 6 to 1, and the
2! in. diameter (Minor) a reduction
ratio of approximately 4 to 1. The
dials are designed for use with condensers having !-in. spindles and
can be supplied in dark-brown finish
if desired.

T

HE IaRANIC ELECTRIC

in the case of the Dumetohm resistances, and from 6s. 6d. to 4s. 6d. for
the Duwirohm wire-wound resistances of horizontal type in holder,
5,000 ohms.
The reductions are far too numerous
to mention in detail, so particulars
should be obtained from your dealer
or direct from the firm.

A Book About Coils
A wide variety of circuits and
much practical information are contained in a book recently prepared by
the technical staff of Colvern, Ltd.,
for users of the Colvern coils. Notes
on operation and simple formulae,
etc., are included in the contents.
The circuits alone would be interesting, and when backed by descriptive
matter, as in this case, they form the
basis of a valuable little hook.

Department of :VIessrs. F. A. Hughes
and Co., Ltd., and have acquired
premises at 94-96, Rosoman Street,
Hosebery Avenue, London, E.C.1,
where showrooms and service departments are accommodated.
The telephone number is Clerkenwell3570, and the telegraphic address
·' Bluospot Smith London."

Safeguarding Your Set
Readers who were interested in an
article in our September it~sue called
" Safeguarding Your Set" will recall
that the author, J\Ir. H. S. l\Iilnes,
pointed out that many so-called safeguards are not safeguards at all. But
he showed what a good. investment
small fuses are when connected in the
common negative leads between H. T.
and L.T.
Although .:\Ir. }Iilnes had good
results from fiashlamp fuse bulbs by
testing out a number, this process may
seem tedious or risky to readers
without facilities, and The Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd., haYe
pointed ont that such risks can
be entirely eliminated by using
" ~Iicrofu;;(!.<."

The Hypernik Transformer
:From Lissen, Ltd., we have rerei ved some details of the new
Hypernik transformer, which, as the
name indicates, employs nickel alloy
in the" core. The makers claim that
it operates perfectly when passing
currents of 5 milliamps., the
windings easily carrying this current
without damage to themselves or to
the quality of the reproduction.
Its primary inductance is 100
henries and its step-up ratio is 4 to 1.
The Hypernik L.F. transformer can
be used in all types of radio receivers,
gramophone amplifiers, etc., while
its conveniently small size automatically recommends it for use in portables and other compact types of
fiets. The base dimensions are only
2:} in. by 2!, and the height 2i in:,
and it is supplied in a handscme
brown hakelite case for the price
of 12s. 6d.

Dubilier Reductions
The Duhilier Condenser Co. (1925),
Ltd., have made some considerable
reductions in the prices of several of
their well-known products for the
present season.
Both fixed and
variable condensers, neutralising contlcnsers, and wire-wound resistances
are affected, representative reductions being from 2s. 6d. to Is. Sd. in
the case of the small mica condensers
(types 610 and 620), 2s. 6d. to Is. 9d.

A HIVE OF RADIO INDUSTRY

Radio ·is one of the few industries that fJOes ahcatl in spite of tratle tlet>ressions,
antl this view shows pat•t of the big new Put•ley works of Ratlio lnstrwnents, Ltct,

It is free to VI IRELESS CoxsTR CCTOR
readers on application to Colvern,
Ltd., Romford, but as the supplies
were heavily depleted owing to the
distribution at the Radio Exhibition,
applicants should lose no time m
applying for their copies.

British Blue Spot Products
British Blue Spot Co., Ltd., have
notified us that this company has
been formed for the distribution of
the famous Blue Spot products, and
to provide for their manufacture in
Great Britain.
To ensure continuity of service
they have taken over the staff
and records of the Blue Spot
36

These ingeuious devices have the
advantage oYer the f!ashlarnp bulb of
being accurate, and as they are available to operate at currents from 5 to
1,000 milliampcres the current-carrying can be limited as desired with
perfect safety.
The element in the l\licrofuse is
gold film, which will not deteriorate
\Yith time, and the price of the Microfuse ranges from Is. 9cl., according
to the current it is desired to carry.
The smaller the current requirement
the greater the accuracy required
and the higher the price of the fuse,
the 50-milliamp. size, for instance,
coming out at 2s. 3d., while the
100-milliamp. is only ls. 9d.
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Theq get morethe., mal<_e mOte of what thelf

Searching out signals from the silence,
building up whispers till they fill the
room, guarding the tone that brought
the singer stardom, the teehnique that
singles out the genius- Six-Sixty valves get
more, make more of what they get.
Filament proofed from shock, steady full-bore emission
every second of its life, top-pressure, all-out effort.
Say Six-Sixty when you're buying valves- and buy
yourself better radio.
The Six-Sixty all-mains conversion Unit fur any set, any
A.C. Mains.
No internal wiring alterations, spedally
selected Six-Sixty valves and 4/5 pin valve holder adaptors.
No larger than present batteries. Automatic grid bias.
PRICE.
Valves from
£0:8:6
A.C. Mains Complete Conversion
Equipment from £8:5:0
Mains Unils H.T., I"T. & G.B. only
£6:6:0
'Write f~r latest Six-Sixty• J_,iterature git,ing particulars of the eompletc
range of Six-Sixty Valves, Alain:; Conversion Equipment, Valve Adaptor•.
l'alve nnd Set Tester, Cune StJeal;l'r Unit and Cone Speaker Assembly, Cot&e
Speaker Paper, Turntub:e, Grid Leul•s. and Gramophone Pick-\Lp AttachmetaU.

SIX-SIXTY
(B.V.A. RADIO VALVES AND EQUIPMENT)

Si;,:-Si;rty Radio Co., Ltd., SiJJ·Sixty Hot<se, 17/18, Ra!ltbone Place, OJJjord Street, W.1.
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Telephone : Museum 6116(7
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All you look for
•
ID
a Reprodueer
you~ll

find

•
ID

an R.K.

Cl From whatever viewpoint you judge a re·
producer you will fiml the R.K. completely
satisfying.
Cl For four years R.K.
has held unassailed
leadership in the Repro·
ducer field. For home
or public use there's no reproducer as good as
the R.K.
Cl There are three R.K. Reproducers, all obtainable complete in
handsome cabinets of pol·
ished oak, mahogany or
walnut; the Senior with
built-in rectifier for u;;e with A. C. mains, from
£20, the Standard Senior and the Permanent
Magnet from £16: l6s., as well as the Junior
Model, without cabinet,
£4-: l5s., all of which are
obtainable through your
radio dealer.
Cl Ash vuur dealer for particulars of hire.
purchase "terms.

FIDELITY

TYPE 620
For use in radio circuits
where comparatively
small capacity is required, Arranged for
vertical mounting.
PRICES 1;8 to 3/-

VOLUME

SENSITIVITY
TYPE 610
As 620, but arranged for
horizontal mounting,
PRICES 1,'8 to s;-

TYPE B775
Primarily designed for resistance coupling, but suitable
for use in other circuits where
a comparatively large capacity,
c a p a b 1e o f
withstanding
several hundreds of volts, is
re11uired,
PRICES 3/- to 18/-

NEW
MAGNET

CERS

Use Dubilier Condensers and be
certain of satisfaction.

,~t.C [~fr

~~~~~

UBILIER
_ _ -_

D

---------- ~1IR"J----------
~s,R,l,"
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Incorporating the Wiring Supplies. Lighting Engimering, Refrigeration and Radio Business vi the British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.
Radio Dil'ision:
la Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.l
Showrooms in all the Principal Towns

CONDENSERS

EDISWAN

DUBILIER CONDENSER Co. \l925l Ltd.,

DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, N. ACTON, W.3.
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A PRACTICAL
MAN'S CORNER
_1 SfJecial section for tile set-huilde•·,
in !t'lticlt lte u·ill find many t·trlucrblc

1tints.

By R. W. HALLOWS, M.A.

~!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~

A Valuable Hint
screws ju~t now of
a particularly attractive. kind
of which I a1;1 sure that reader~
will be glad to leam. They are made
hy ~Iessrs. Nettlefolcl and they are of
,tee! covered with ropper electroJytieally deposited.
There are several brand, of coppercovered steel screws, but these are by
far and awav the best that I have
used, since tlJC copper is beautifully
bright when you buy them and
remains so for a long while.
For woodwork I like screws of steel
far better than those of brass, for the
latter have an unpleasant habit of
breaking off short just below the
head when you are giving the final
turn into the cabinet material such
as mahogany or oak.
Plain steel screw,; are not satisfactory, since they invariably rust as
time goes on and do not look at all

I

A~I u~ing \YOO(.l

AN "ATIRACTIVE" IDEA

-

~
_

THIS :JIOXTll.
.I l'nlunhlc lliut-Anotloe>' Gootl

l'oiut-Coue EcoUOUI!J-A. Useful

-

~

= Atlfll>fat•- Please Don't Do It!
-'l'lw Cutlet· Cut!-Ptmel Fitting.
=
'fillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!llllll111111111111~

Another Good Point
Another ad vantage of using steel
screws with a copper plating is that,
a, shown in Fig. 1, a magnetisPd
screwdriver that is a good fit for the
11ick will enable you to put them in
the most awkward corner without the
;;lightest trouble. The size that I find
most useful for fixing component:-;
to the baseboard for mounting panels
and so on is the ·~-in. No. 4.
A well-made screwdriver with a
-{6 -in. blade is a good fit for the
nicks of the8e, and if yours is not
already magnetised you can soon make
it so by pressing into service the
magnet of your loud speaker.
A little gentle rubbing on the
magnet will very quickly produce the
desired effect.
~iagnetised screwdriver,; require a " touch up " on the
magnet from time to time, for they
are not made of very hard steel and
the knocking about that must come
their way in a tool drawer tends to
make them lose their magnetism rather
quickly.

Cone Economy
IJ-itlt a Utagnefisetl

SCJ~eu·th•it•eJ•

!JOlt CUll

jit coppet•-cot•e••e<l steel screu·.s into tlw
most att'l<tt•tn•tl plaecs.

nice. If rust develops upon the part
of them that is in the wood it is sometimes extraordinarily difficult to extract them when required. Coppercovered steel screws, then, have every
advantage and nfr drawbacks, for
they are strong, they look well, and
they last well.

I have always set my face against
cheap-jack materials, but the other
day I was rather struck by the cones
and chassis offered for sale in the
window of a wireless shop of the kind
that the wise wireless man does not
usually patronise. Since the price
was only 2s. lld. for the whole
outfit, one did not seem to be risking
much in making a purchase, so I
went in and bought one.
39

Now it sometimes happPns that
those who run things together without
any particular idea of what they are
doing stumble upon something far
bettrr than the expert turns out after
weeb of themetical and experimental
work. And this was just what I
found had happened in the ca~e of tl1e
cone that I am referring to.
It conHisted of a light octagonal
plywoocl frame in which was a cone
that was quite freely suspende(l.
The back of the frame was bridgerl
hy a bracket made of an exceedingly
rough white metal casting.
The
whole thing looked 2s. lld. all owr.
After taking it home I mounted on
it a balanced-armature unit which
had always been far from satisfactory
in its own expensive chassis, thinking
that I would just see what it \voulcl
do. You may gather how surprised
I was to find that the quality was

TAKES ANY UNIT
Q

G

0
0

ol

la

c
0

0

0

AI92S

.tln ellsilu-mmlc utlupto·r entlbliufJ you to
fit ahnost <my spea1wJ• unit.

improYecl a hundred per cent, and
that the zizzing from which the unit
had previously suffered had entirely
vanished.
I mounted this cheap cone chassis
behind a baffle-board-and the heart
does not grieve over what the eye cannot see. Actually it had produced one
of the best loud speakers that I have,
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A Practical Man's Corner-continued
These cha~~is are obtainable at
many wireless shop,.;, and I can recommend them as well worth trying.
Of course, I can't guarantee that the
reader will pick a good one enry time.

A Useful Adaptor
Speaking of balanced- armature
units and cone chassis reminds me of
a problem that comes the way of
most others. There is, unfortunately,
no standardisation in the fittings of
B.A. units. Most of them require
two fixing bolts, but the spacing of
the hole:> for these bolts differs
greatly from make to make.
I have been dealing lately with a
very large number of these units
and with chasRis of all kinds. My own
plan is to nnke a number of adaptors,
aml with tlw help of these you can
mount any unit in any chassis. Fig. 2
illu~trate~ <i typical example of such
an adartor.
The nu; trrial Ui'ed is sometimes
three-ply and HonwtimcH sheet brass.
The pla tPs ar;• of various size~,
according to tlw units and the chassio;
being dealt with. In each is rut out a
red:;ngular hole, the tool used being
a haeksa \\' for bras,; and a fretsa w for
wood.

PLIABLE PLIERS !

=

FIG.3.
At926

Clt<•up

tool."t n·1•c oj'ten nuulc of soft or

ba<lly ft:mpe>·nl mf'fnl. nntl ;j t11ey don't
bend fiH•IJ b·t~etth.

One pair of holes is drilled to take
bolts passing through the holes in the
unit itAPlf. Then :-;everal other pairs
are drilled at various distances apart.
With an adaptor of this kind almost
any unit can be fitted into any chassis
with a minimum of trouble. If the
reader happens to have purchased a
unit and a chassis which don't appear
to have been made for one another,
he can easily bring about a satisfactory union by the method suggested.

Please Don't Do It!
Having suggested to the reader
that cheap cone chassis may be
satisfactory, I begin to feel a ·little
guilty, fearing lest I should have set

his feet upon the downward path.
I hasten. therefore, to tell a little
13torv with a moral about some wonderful pairs of pliers, almost given
away, that attracted a friend of mine
the other da.-.
·when they were new they did not
look at all bad so long as you did not
examine them too closelv. Various
kinds were offered, and, thinking
that he would like a complete outfit
of pliers, he bought one of each.
Fig. 3 shows with fair accuracy the
appearance of one particular pair
after two or three days· use on jobs
no heavier than those entailed in
wiring up a set.

The Cutter Cut!
With the alleged wire cutters my
friend endeavoured to snip off the
end of the soft copper wire that he
was using. He ob:-;erved after two or
three snips that cutting was becoming
increa~ingly difficult, and when he
held the pliers up to the light he
found that each cut had been almost
as hard on the cutters as it had been
on the wire. for it had left a deep
notch behind it.
In course of the work a few milled
nuts were tightened with the jaws
of the same pliers, and these also
left their mark. The points of the
pliers no longer came together ; so
far apart were they actually that it
was quite impossible to grip a piece
of No. 26 S.W.G. ·with them.
In fact, if you squeezed hard on the
handles in an endeavour to do so the
latter came together whilst the points
of the jaws remained apart. Every
other bargain pair that he bought
proved equally bad, and he is now
lamenting that he did not spend his
shilling~ upon a small number of
really good pliers.
Of the clwap tools to avoid, pliers,
screwd.riYer,.; and drills stand in the
forefront.
These cheap tools are
invariably made of soft or badly
tempered metal. and if they don't
bend the:· break.
·

Panel Fitting
When I watch friends who are
beginners at the business of constructing wireless sets engaged in
the job of putting one together I
nearly always find that there is one
task · that ·they find particularly
difficult-that of fitting the panel
to the baseboard.
40

As often as not they get it on
either askew or protruding beyond
the baseboard at one end. The result
in either case is the same-the baseboard and panel will not slide into
the cabinet. And then begins an
orgy of botching. Bits are filed off
the panel or chipped off the inside
of the cabinet with a chisel, a
table-knife, or anything that comes
handy.
When finished the set is not as
pleasing to the eye as it should be,
for somehow no one can help noticing
if the panel is the slightest bit out of
the true. Actually, panel fitting is
a perfectly straightforward business
if tackled in the right way. Personally,
I don't like panel brackets. I much
prefer to do my mounting in the
way seen in Fig. 4.

WHY NOT WOOD?

IVooden end-pieces rnnke e;r<•ellent alternatives to tl•e usual panel brudwts.

Instead of brackets triangular
wooden end-pieces are used. These
are fixed to the baseboard by means
of countersunk screws driven up
from beneath, and they are made of
!-in. white wood.
Care must, of
course, be taken to see that the front
edges of the endpieces are absolutely at right angles to the baseboard. Here is the way in which
the panel is mounted with this
arrangement. Drill along its lower
edge three or more holes half the
thickness of the baseboard from the
bottom.
Near each of the vertical edges
make a couple of holes, the drilling
centres being marked off half the
thickness of the endpieces from the
edge. Slide your baseboard into the
cabinet. Then place your panel in
position and drive in the fixing screws.
If you do the job in this way the
panel is always mounted as it should
be mounted, and there is no difficulty
in getting it in or out.
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Now less recharging! Exide"D"Seriesl.T.
Batteries can last a long time on one charge ... they are made for modern
economical valves •.. they allow you to use a battery of sensible size ... they
don't sulphate even under the most severe conditions.

See how you save!

You get an Exide "D"

S~ries

Battery of twice the size of older types at the same price ... add to this the
saving in upkeep and you have the world's most economical battery.

The battery for y-our set.·.. a gem of construdion ... differently coloured and shaped terminals distinguish positive from
negative even in the dark ... completely acid proof ... strong metal carrier
free. Remember, next time, Exide "D" Series for Low Tension.
Prices per 2-volt cell: DTG, 20 amp. hrs. 4/&

DFG,45 amp. hrs. 8/&

DMG, 70 amp. hrs. 11.'·

DHG, 100 amp. hrs. 14,'6

Obtainable from ExideService Stations or any reputable dealer. Exide Service Stations give service on every make of battery
Exide Batteries, Cliflon Junction, near Manchester. Branches at Lonc!on, Manchester, Birmingham, Bristol and Glasgow

Lu
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PERFORMANCB COUNTS
The purchaser knows that the name Magnavox means something definite, and that it
indicates a maintenance of leadership for fiheen years in the manufacture of loud
speakers. The new Magnavox moving~coil or dynamic speaker is the only type of unit
capable of giving a perfectly natural performance and reproduction which cannot be

distinguished from the original. There are positively no other loud speakers, irrespective of cost, which can possib1y compare with a Magnavox in respect to design,
construction and quality of reproduction,
The moving-coil type of loud speaker was originated by the Magnavox Company
and we have to thank their engineers for the great part they have played in this great
developmenL

JUNIOR MODELS.
No.
116
118
210
410

414

117
119

211
411
415

Write for the
new Dynamic
Booklet and
Special Folder.

THE ROTHERMEL CORPORATION LTD.

7!" Cone
Field Voltage.
Price.
110-190 D.C. £5 7s. 6d.
180-300
£5 7s. 6d.
6-12
£5 7s. 6d.
105-120 v. 50
cy. A.C. £8 5s. Cd.
220-240
£8 5s. Cd.
"
SENIOR MODELS.
10)" Cone
110-190 D.C. £6 10s. Od.
180-300
£6 10s. Od.
6-12
£6 10s. Od.
105-120 V. 50
cy. A.C. £9 15s. Od.
220-240
£9 15s. Od.

24, MADDOX STREET, LONDON, W.l.

..

'Phone: MAYFAIR 0578/9.

Continental Sales Office: 27, Quai Du Commerce, Brussels, Bell!ium.

,---------------·!

TO TRACE

DISTO-RTION

It requires the accuracy
and sensitivity of a West<OB
Mi!-Ammeter tn ten you
exactly at which partWular
stage in your receiver
distortion begins.
Try it in your H.T. leads
in turn. Should the needle
kick strongly either backwards or forwards when
signa\ strength varies it
indicates transformer distortioa, over-saturation of
the valve, incorrect grid
bias, filament temperature
or H.T. Potential.
A Weston MU-Ammeter
is the only instrument .
sutficiently accur.ate to be
of any value to you when
mak~ readings.
Weston
Instruments are standard
the world over, and since
1888 have been unrivaUcd
for
scientific
precision,
uniform
accuracy
and
unvarying reliability.
Weston Model 595 Ma .. Amme:er,
Price 35'·

Eaffron

Hill,

London,

Wild

The New Nature Book is a fascinating book for the boy
It tells all about the
who loves the great outdoors.
wonders of Bird and Animal life and is profusely illus·
! trated- with remarkable action photographs. There are
also two beautiful coloured plates by well-known artists.
If you want a present that cannot fail to please any boy
get this wonderful book.

'NATURE BOOK

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT
CO., LTD.,
Great

All About
the Folk
of the

The NEW

WESTON
15,

A Tip-Top Book for Boys

At all Newsagents ancl Booksellers

E.C.I.
A.;.

42.

6/- net.
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OWE WANT
SUPER POWER?
'l'lle .• n·.:.·clcss ConslJ'llf'fOI'" Itlt~us Couunitfet~, tuu.ler tltc Crltlutsin ..-;fic lead£1~ ... /liJJ of l~it!fo1· ltiny, ftt.rrdes anotlter intriyrdug
lu·oblcu1, antl oft'c•· ... u 11re('is oj' fire Jnost intpoJ•#ant observntions
"""le ott it for tile benefit of •·cmleJ•s.
'

li~teners

all know of
\Yho
haYe as their ideals
Y ouapparently
perfect replicas of the Yarious
item~ broadcast, a singer at his or her
natural power. and an orchestra at
its full and original volume.
A praiseworthy idea--if you have
'' concert hall to accomnwdate the
loud speaker !
On the other hand, there nre those
\YllO prefer to cut down their loud,peaker strength to a quiet ·' background.''

A Complicated Problem
However, between these two
extremes arc the great majority
who <l<•sire realism at comfortable
;mdibility.
The problem " Do \Ye want superpo\\·er l " is a compliwted one. It
does not necessarily mean super- '
\ olume, but can imply a capacity
to !t1ll!dlc super-power.
At this meeting .Mr. Yictor King
.'-lumnariscd the main points of the
discussion under the following heach :
(1) hrd there something of a
1endeney these days for am:tteurs to
Lim at dcYcloping power out of
dl proportion with that necessary
for supplying comfortable ··roomstrength reproduction l
(2) If so, arc constructors wise to
ha,·e as an ideal gear needing 400
\ olt.~ or so at anything up to l\)0
lllilliamperes of H. T. ?
(3) In any case, what is the be'it,
Yolumc for onlinary li~tening ?
(4) If you cannot get bass \Yithout
Lig power and a big over-all volume,
~hould bass be neglected ?

The Miniature
(!"\) Can one Yisuali~c a miniature of
a symphony orchestra, or other big
h·oaLlcast, in which every shade of
tone and every relative tone-strength
is retained in an original proportion ?
(6) lf not, should set designers strive
for full-bloodeJ reproduction with
all its original " thunder " (which
brings us back again to the starting
:point !) l

:JJr. Kelsey made the following \'cry
apt remarks :
·· So much depends upon the individual in the matter of ideal volume
that it is very dift'tcnlt indeed to lay
down any hard and fast rules.
·· .l\Iy perwnal opinion is that we
should not aiin too much towards the
high-Yolume ideal, because quite apart
from the practical difficulties, I do
not think that under any circum~tance;; is comfortable drawing-room
listening obtained when the volume
renders conversation difficult.
" How can the voice of an an·
nouncer ::;ouncl natural when it is

spoken Yoice is always quite out o£
proportion to what it should be.
" The ideal must surely be to
visualise a miniature-reproduced a~
faithfully as possible-of what is
taking place at the transmitting end.
But then we come up against another
difficulty. To obtain reproduction as
near to straight line as possible, with
a pleasing amount of bass, powerful
signals seem to be the order of the day.

Loss of Bass
" If the volume i::~ reduced the bass
seems to fall off Ycry much more
rapidly than the higher frequencies,

("Uil nncl tlo J'f'Jlcnf
culjustinq t11c t·ol1uue ltct·c nnd tltet·e until they aeltievc a. JJerfcc_•t bulunce.
1'1lcrc is no IU~etl fot• tltc JUot·e oJ• less ltttlJlur:!tU'll t•otdt•ol fl1nf i.~ often neee!ifStU'fl in u
I'Udio tJ'ansntission. AlJot•e you see 1tliss Sybil Tltot·nlli/uJ cuullter lutsbtnul, ~'li1·. Lctvis
Cnsson ~ •·ecorcling for Il ..lJ.JT.

'J.'I1e qrnutopllolle t_'OIIlJUrnie."t seoJ~e ot•eJ• out· lJrontlt~·tv~tt~J·s ill tlurf tiU!fl

#lleil•

ife1ns~

reproduced much louder than at the
transmitting end l Certainly, compensation is made in this respect by
the engineers at the modulating
controls, but, even so, my own opinion
is that when an orchestra is being
reproduced really powerfully the
43

and, in consequence, the tonal balance
is upset.
" So that, as things are at present,
it would seem that to effect a compromise is the only way out. Personally, I do not think that the
B.B.C. can do much in the matter,
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Do We Want Super-Power ?-continued
because if•they increase the strength
of the lower frequencies to give a
more perfect tonal balance for the
man of the comfortable liRtening
class, then the bass will obvio11slv be
greatly overdone for the listen~r of
~e ' super-power ' type.
" Give me comfortable listening,
with its imperfections, rather than
an unpleasant blast approaching the
ideal. After all, if you are sitting at
the back of a concert hall listening
to an orchestra vou do not hear so
much bass as the" people at the front ;
yet it does not interfere with your
enjoyment of the programme. The
chances are that vou would not even
stop to think abo-ut it 1

Radio is Entertainment
" So I think it should be with radio.
Go all-out in the first case to obtain
as faithful reproduction as possible,
consistent with your own particular

" I do not think that there is the
slightest doubt that the majority of
home constructors, and a ·very large
majority at that, neither require,
desire. or are in a position to afford
super-power.
'" This dot>s not mean that superpower is not. wanted at all, for you
must have it if you are going to run
a small dance or want to entertain a
large number of people, but ordinary
listening in an ordinary room is
another matter altogether.

Smaller Volume Desirable
" Of course, it is quite true that

if we want to produce the same effect
as though we were listening in the
studio to, sav, an orchestra, we must
get reprodm:tion just as loud as the
original. But that is no reason why
a smaller volume should not be both
pleasing and satisfying from an
entertainment point of view.

Here you see tlw l<kas Con•mittee disrussi11g son•e of tlw new designs projected h!l
the Resem•cl• l)ejxu·tn•ent and Mr. ridor liiJtfJ· A nmnber of reonderfttl schemes are
in tloe course of tlevelopnumt, anti we confitlently rmticipnte tl1at this JWason tl"ill prove
one of the nwst streeessful in the u:ltol.- notable llit<lory of fltiR journal. Sitting are
Mr. Clnrl< <md JU•·· King, amJ, statufing (left to rigltf) ,JUr. Johnson Ra11dnll, lUr • .Helsey,
.ilft·. Bnssett. ami 1lfr. Sande•·s.

domestic conditions, and then forget
all about it. Coneentrate upon what
you are hearing and not so much on
how you are hearing it. In a nutshPll
-take radio at its entertainment
value.
"' That, in u1y opinion, i~ the nearest
unswer to • Do We Want SuperPower,' and 1 believe it to be the
attitude of the great majority of the
listening public."
1\'Ir. A. S. Clark said :

" In fact, I think the smaller
volume wonlrl be more desirable,
because tremendou~ volume in an
ordinary room i8 rather nerve-racking
and reallv sillv. because who would
attempt ·to iistcn to a complete
orcheHtra playing in a snmll drawingroom '?
"One of the chief arguments for
great Yolume is that it is impossible
to hear the bass in its right relative
powe.r to the high notes when the
44

volume is turned down. But why
should we not have less volume and
increase the bass so that the reproduction sounds right tQ the ear, no
matter if it is not absolutely correctly
proportioned ?

Super-Announcers
"I think we should have just a
pleasant volume without losing
anything ; in fact, we want to look
through aural binoculars backwards,
and as with vision the details should
be apparently even sharper, without
any of them fading away.
" With the human voice-namely,
solo singers and talkers----we do not
need the miniature effect, for super·
power is not required to give them at
more or less natural volume. Certainly we do not want them at. greater
than normal volume, and the superpower set's habit of produ~ing superannouncers is one of the biggest
thirigs against it. True, there are
such things as volume controls, but
w1til these become magically automatic they only provide a partial
solution if listening is tD be a leisure.
" The technical side, particularly
as regards H~2- home constructor
(and, after all, it is the home constructor with whom we are mostly
concerned), has its bearing on the
subject. It is far, far simpler to
obtain really good quality and ''
moderately straight-line respons~.
with normal loud-speaker strength,
than with a stentorian output.
" Few people have the Yolt<tge or
necessary apparatus to work supersets properly, and eveu fewer arc
situated so that th<'V can for"et the
question of neighbou;.s.
"'
"No, super-sets for wper-power
will always be in the minority, and
our aim must be more apparent
naturalness with moderate volume."

"Useless" Power
This is a precis of Mr. JohnsonRandall's views on the subject:
" It is difficult to give a definite
answer to this question, since so
much depends upon the individual
requirements of the listener.
" There is perhaps in some quarters
a trndency towards the development
of what I call 'usele::;s' power. That
is to say, output stage~ capable of
giving, or rather handling, far more
than the listener's normal domestic
requirements.
(Continued on page 64".)
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VARLEY NICORE L.F.
AUTO TRANSFORMER.
(L(sf

\ o.

lJ./'.13)

D.C. resistance. Grid 1 o
G.B. . .
17,030 ohm•.
D.C re~istance, Tap to
G.B. . .
3,000 ohms.
Inductance

G.B.

from

Tap

to

. . 120 Henries.
Ratio 7: I.

£1

lh•ite [m• Section D oj' tire llm•lcy
Catalogue, tdtich gives p<ll·ticulars of
litis Ull<l Otl!et' J"al"icy 'l_'l•ausj"m•tnet•s.

The highest possible amplification from a single
stage, without sacrifice of quality, may be achieved
with the new Varley Nicore L.F. Auto Transformer. It is ideal for those receivers which
employ only one stage of L.F. amplification,
because the very high ratio of 7 to 1 has been
obtained without appreciable falling off at the
extreme ends of the frequency gamut.
It is the famous Varley Bi-duplex method of coil
winding and the development of the core so
successfully used in the Varley Nicore 1 which
have made this new Auto Transformer possible.
The Varley Nickel Iron Alloy Core has a far
greater permeability than older types. By its use
Varley have been able to cut down the number of
turns on the primary and secondary and to reduce
their self-capacity, while still keeping the inductance of the primary at a high value. At the same
time, this new Varley Nickel Iron Alloy conduces
to increased all-round efficiency, because it allows
of a smaller core and windings. There is, consequently, a reduction in the losses due to
hysteresis and eddy currents.
Only three terminals are on the Varley Nicore
L.F. Auto Transformer. Being designed solely
for the resistance or choke feed auto-transformer
method of coupling, there is a permanent internal
connection between the primary and secondary.
Varley's experience in coil winding and transformer design has produced this new addition
to the Varley range.
Test its performance for yourself.

Adverlistmenl of Oliver Pe/1 Control Lid., Kingsway House, 103, Ki.1gsrcau, London, W.C.2.

• -!.3

Tel<p.'wne: Holborn 5303
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NOW THE AF7 TRANSFORMER
Many constructors requiring greater
L.F. amplification than is practicable with one stage find that two
stages with transformers of the old
stanrlanl ratio give excessive amplification.
As an instance, take first the case of
a s'ngle L.F. stage employing the
standar,l transformer ratio of I-3!·

The amplification factor of the
modern detector valve is about r6,
and that of an output valve of the
P625 class is 6. This gives the total
L.F. amplification as
r6x 3·5 X6=330
This may be increased by using a
transforn1er such as the AF6, which
with its high<er ratio of 1-7 would
give
I6X7X6=672
Compare the above with two stages,
employing the same valves and
transformers of the standard ratio.
The figures become
I6XJ·5XI6XJ 5X6=I8,8r6
What is required is some combination capable of giving appreciably
more amplification than the single
stage, but appreciably less than that
obtained from two.

Several methods offered a solution,
but after investigation of all the
possibilities we decided that a transformer with a ratio of r-r! had,
amongst others, one great advantage: the reduction in the secondary
allowed us to increase the primary,
thereby securing a primary inductance of 210 henries when carrying
r milliamp. This transformer is
therefore clearly the most suitable
transformer to follow an anode-bend
detector.
Compared with the figures given
above, the total amplification using
this transformer would be

This new transformer is the AF7.
Price Jof-. It is also available for
push-pull, AF7c, price 34/-.

FERRANTI

FERRANTI L TO.

HOLLINWOOD

LANCASHIRE

SPECIFIED AGAIN .& AGAIN
An entirely new

RANGE
TUNER (W.G.2)
Singlc~Hole fitti11g Inductance
covering Broadcast and DaYentry Bands.
The short-wa\·c
section is singh·-layer wound
and thf~ long-wave portion
secb:m wound to avoid losses
due to self-capacity in winding.
Changing from long to short
band is operated by a switch
·which is controlled bv a small
knob on top of dial. · Dimensions 3r/ deep x 3~" / 3".

L.F. COUPLING
UNlf

FOR ALL
"WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR"
CIRCUITS

15'-

Price

Something really new for
your set-an addition
which will make a remarkable difference to
your reproduction.

Complete with
Switch for
Tone Control

20'MAINS

OIJICK

MAKE& BREAK

Send for Illustrated List
of new Components.

SWITCHES
Double Pole Make & Break
Change-over-with delayed

An extensive range designed for use on all
H.T. Supply Units.

action for indirectly-lleated
valves.

Pl'icea from

Price from

25'-

Supplied

in

Single

and

119 to3'-

COMPON£
TS
WRIGRT & WEAIRE, LTD.
267

740, HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, LONDON, N.17,
'Phone: Tottenham 3847-9.
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WITH PICK-UP
AND SPEAKER

~--~=·=============

Fo•· tire llc!JinneJ•-Horv n Picl;.-up n·o,..J;s-TJ•nrldnrJVsiug mt Adnpfot•-" Js )Iy -Set Suitable? "-,Uofm·.~,
Cloelacorh nnct Eleeh•ic.

Conducted by A. JOHNSON-RANDALL.
this i::;, to all intents and
the commencement
of the radio-gram season, I
am sure that those of you who do
know will forgive me if I devote
myself this month largely to tho,;e
who don't know.

S

l:\CE

purpose~,

THE CELESTION TONE-ARM

it can move to and fro in the immediate
vicinity of the magnet.
The minutest vibration of this
armature will produce a small change
in the magnetic field or flux, and if
this is communicated to the" speech "
coils surrounding the magnet {or
sometimes the armature) a voltage
will be set up across the ends of the
winding.

Magnifying the Voltages

1'1li:., is

1931.

tlte JU»lv Ccl(~sfion

fonc-tu•ut j'ot•

1'1w pick-up slwum lw•·e is the
Cclcstion- n·ood•·offc.

After ·the Show a large number of
new readers join up with us, and
the greater part of these are beginners. Therefore l will try to describe
in simple language \Yhat a pick-up is
and what it doe::>.
All of you are familiar with the
ordinary gramophone with its soundbox and sound "channel," or arm,
which connects it to the "horn."
The needle makes contact with
the grooves on the record and the
mechanical vibrations of this needle
are converted into speech or music
and amplified up by the sound channei
and scientifically designed horn.

How It Works
A pick-up in its elementary form
is the most simple device imaginable.
If you take a permanent magnet
and surround it with a coil of wire, and
then arrange a steel needle in a chuck
so that i~ can move in sympathy with
the channels on the record, you ha,·e
a pick-up shorn of its refinements.
Suppose we place this needle so
that it pivots freely in such a way that

HaYing obtained these small voltages, if the two ends of the " speech"
coils are taken to two terminals on
the piek~up, and these two terminab
are then connected between the grid
and negative filament of an amplifying valve, the small voltages can be
magnified up to any desired extent to
operate a loud speaker.
In practice, of course, a pick-up
i,; not quite so crude as this, since it
is necessary to arrange the armature
so that it is, as far as ·possible, free
from any resonances, or any other
shortcomings which might cause
distortion.

acquired a mass of literature from
the various makers of pick-ups.
Having read the literature, you are
wondering what type you should
choose.

Choosing a Pick-Up
In the first place, let me tell you
that there are a number of makes on
the market all of which are capable
of giving most excellent results, and
you need have no fear of obtaining
unsatisfactory results if you go to
any of the reputable manufacturers.
You will find that there is a marked
tendency these days for the pick-up
to be sold complete with its tone-arm,
as distinct from the procedure of a
year or two back of designing the
pick-up for direct attachment to
the existing tone-arm of an ordinary
gramophone. In other words, it is
fairly common practice now to sell
a pick-up and arm complete, and
pick-ups are rarely used to replace
the sound-box on the gramophone.

...

A USEFUL REFINEMENT

Tlw •cell-l<nown B.T.-H. pick-up aml tone-arm l&as recently been inzproved.
pick-up now swivels ami needle-changing is tnadc tnucl& easiet•,

Various types of pick-ups have
been tried, but the majority work on
the principle that I have described,
anrl are known as the electro-magnetic
type.
Those of you arc just thinking of
installing a radio-gram attachment
to your existing sets, or of building a
radio-gram receiYer, have no doubt
47
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However, perhaps you prefer to
carry out your conversion in the
simplest possible manner, in which
case it is still possible to obtain the
pick-up by itself, so that you have
just to remove your existing soundbox and replace it with its electrical
counterpart. You must be careful
to specify the make of gramophone
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With Pick-Up and Speaker-continued
you are using when ordering a pickup of this type, because H.M.V. and
Columbia instruments require slightly
difterent fittings.
On the other hand, I would strongly
advi:>e you to do the job properly,
and to buy the pick-up complete
with it,,; tone-arm. This need not
put your existing gramophone out of
action. because you will find that
on most instruments there is adequate
space near the turntable for both
fittings, namely, the pick-up tone-arm
and the sound-box ann at present
fitted.

•

Correct Tracking Is Important
Next there is the question of
tracking.
If your pick-up is not
tracked up correctly you will tear
up the groon·s on the record in a
very short time, and in consequence
your supply of records will soon
The manufacrequire renrwing.

procedure properly you will 4ave no
trouble whatever from incorrect
tracking.

Connecting It Up
Thosr of you who already have a
wireless set may not know where to
connect the two leads on the pick-up.
I have described this in detail in
previous articles, but I am assuming
that you are a beginner and that you
have had little or no previous experience of radio-gram work. In these
circumstances, unless your set has
been designed for use ,.;ith a pick-up,
you will be well advised to buy an
adaptor to plug into your existing
detector valve holder. Then all you
have to do is to connect the two leads
from the adaptor to the two
terminal,; on the pick-up, take out
the detector valve and to insert the
adaptor in its place. The detector
valve is then placed in the adaptor.

BRADMAN MAKES MORE RECORDS

adequate volume by using a pentode
in the last valve holder, instead of a
valve of the ordinary three-elect,rode
type.
Most radio-gram enthusiasts have a
gramophone of the ordinary clockwork
motor ·variety, but there are others
probably who have no gramophone at
all, and who are only considering the
installation of a pick-up because of its
advantages from the point of view of
quality over the ordinary sound-box
arrangement.

A Gramophone Not Essential
In such a case it is obviously quite
unnecessary to buy a complete gramophone when all that is wanted is a
motor and turntable, together with a
pick-up and its arm.
Motors can be picked up fairly
cheaply second-hand. .If bought new,
a good clockwork single-spring motor
costs about £2, complete with 12-in.
turntable .. So if we allow, say, 50s.
for the cost of the pick-up and tonearm, then we can instal our electrical
equipment for something under £5,
which compared with the cost of a
really first-class gramophone 1s
decidedlv small.
Some · people prefer to use the
mains whenever possible, and these
arc catered for by the various highclass electric motors there are on the
market. A good electric motor usually
costs more than one of the clockwork
variety, but then you must remember
that even the best clockwork motor
requires frequent rewinding.
If you buy a cheap electric motor
you may have difficulty in getting it
to run at a constant speed, and in
addition there is some risk of crackling
noises or humming being produced
from induction effects. But provided
you purchase a really high quality one
you will not have any of these
troubles, and you will do away with
all the inconvenience of rewinding.

A Final Hint
Here we see Don H'radnum. fl•e fauoous Australian Test m•iclwter, playing a pianoforte
solo for recording purpose.~~ W;th hiuo ·is ll:fr. Harol<l Williauos, the well-known singer.

turers, fortunately, have made your
task an easy one, because they invariably supply a neat little cardboard template, together with the
necessary instructions for fitting.
All you have to do is to place the
template in the position marked, and
then to screw down your pick-up
arm as described in the. maker's
instructions. If you carry out this

Doubtless you will say, "Yes, but
what type of set is suitable for radiogram work ~ " Well, any set with
two good L.F. stages. If your
receiver is one of the H.F., det. and
1 L.F. variety, then I am afraid that
you will have some difficulty in
getting enough volume, unless you
choose a very ·sensitive pick-up. In
these cases you can often obtain
4S

In buying a motor take care to see
that it is suitable for your particular
mains. You can always seek the
maker's advice on this point.
I feel sure that these hints will be
of considerable value in starting you
along the road which leads to successful results. Whenever you are in
trouble, remember that there is a
WIRELESS
CoNSTRUCTOR
Queries
Department, always ready and willing
to extend a helping hand.
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.:sT TUNING DEVICE

The new J .B. " Chassimount" is the biggest advance
yet made in condenser design. It is a complete
breakaway, throws open new fields, and will be the
basis of this year's popular circuits.
Two, three, even six tuned circuits-one knob
controls them all, keeps them perfectly in tune, and
brings in station after station.
Once again J .B. lead the way. J .B. precision has made
the "Chassimount" possible and ensured the various
condenser units matching over the whole range.
The J .B. " Chassimount" is built and designed as a
unit. Each ~tage is adequately screened and has a
special device which balances out all stray capacities.
AND IT COSTS
CONDENSERS.

LESS

THAN

SEPARATE

Type D4 (Illustrated above)

4 stage

·ooos with
Price

2 stage
3 stage
5 stage
6 stage

Drum Drive
42/6

'0005

·ooo5
·ooos
·ooos

26/6
35/50/57/6

Type 3P
3 stage ·ooos without Drum
Drive ·
Price 23/6
2 stage
'0005
15/·
4 stage
'0005
31/5 stage
'0005
38/6
6 stage
'0005
46/-

PRECISION INSTRUMENTS

Advertisement of ]ackson Brothers, 72, St. Thomas' Street, London, S.E.r.
49

Telephone: Hop 1837·
D
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"MAX-AMP" LIMITER ii~

By the" Wireless Constructor" Research Dept.

if

Jlalt·es a1•e not so clleap tllat you can alfot•d to t·isl-l burnitlg flteln out..
so builtl tile little g"'lget dcseribetl in this m•tiele awl lmnish ull
n·ot·t•y of •· btn..,_-oufs "
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::
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has taught US always
to have some. sort of H.T.
limiting device in circuit before we undertake any kind of test
work necessitating the use of valves.
In these days of high-efficiency circuits, in which we have to use screening
---in many cases, extensively-to
obtain complete stability the number
of places in a set in which an accidental short will be likely to damage
the valves is positively astounding.

E

XPERIEXCE

Easy to Do!
Just take, for example, the case of
a set in which H. T. negative is joined

to L. T. positive; an arrangement,
incidentally, which is always most
carefully avoided in WIRELESS CoxSTRt'CTOR designs.
H.T. negative is already connected
to the positive side .of the L. T.
battery, and since the screen or
screens in a set are always joined to
L.T. negative, it requires only a flick
of a screwdriver or knife between, for
instance, an H.:F. choke and any part
of the screens, and all the valves m1y
go west ! That is but one example.
There are many ways and means of
burning-out valves when " tinkering " inside the set with the common
connection between H. T. negative
and L. T. negative. :May we cite one
case in which a reader became minus
valves without even going inside the
set to do it ?

1lisconnected before any adjustments
are made inside the set.. That is all
wry well to a point, but there are
occasions when it is so much easier to
make adjustments with the set
actually working, and, in any case,
as is obvious from the example
given above, the mischief can be
done even without as much as lifting
the cabinet lid.

Positive Protection
Another terminal is provided on the
small unit, and it is to this new terminal that the H. T. negative battery
connection is made.
The Limiter connected up in this
way act::; as an almost perfect safeguard against valve "burn-outs." As
an additional safeguard, since these
simple gadgets can be made so very
cheaply, you can if you like use one
on each of the H. T. positive tappings,

"/ERIWINAZ ""
/NSIJLArED

Fit a Fuse
So that really and truly there is
only one satisfactory way in which to
protect your valves from accidental
short-circuits, and that is by means of
an H. T. safety fuse. It is not always
possible in designing a set, either for
reations of space or for other reasons,
to include a safety fuse in circuit,
and so it has now become standard
practice in the research department
to employ in the circuit some form of
current-limiting device before we make
any connections to the H.T. batteries
or to the mains.

READY TO PROTECT YOUR
VALVES.

VARI.e"TY

'I'Iw detuils of tlw construction m•e cleu>"ly
sltou·n in fllis (f, i a g ,. a tn, u'hicl& ttlso
llesiynates I he t~ariou.~ pat·ts.

because it is remotely po~sible to get
a short-circuit across the valves
through two of the H. T. positive
tappings.
This, however, is a thing which
very rarely happens in practice, and
if you jmt take the precaution of
using one in the H. T. negative lead
it is very unlikely that your valves
will come to any harm.

Simple Safeguards

Safety First
He merely dropped a piece of bare
wire behind the variable condeiJser
dial which was tuning the anode coil
in an S.G. H.F. valve tuned-anode
circuit. The other end of the wire, in
dropping, fell on to the spindle of the
L.T. switch (connected in the positive
filament lead), with the result that
since the spindle of the variable condenser was connected to the moving
vanes, which in turn were joined to
H. T. positive, the H. T. was joined
across the L.T., and thus said gentleman went without l1is smokes for
many a week!
As a research department it is, of
course, our duty to point out that the
H.T. negative plug should ahcays be

type mounted on 6mall inverted Lshaped brackets. The vertical stroke
of the " L" is a piece of metal with
a semi-circular piece cut out of it, and
this is clamped under the ordinary
H.T. nrgativc terminal of the set.

A close-up of tlw •• Jllu£-Amp " Lintifet•.
I'o~t eun see front tltis pltotogruph ltow
to cut tlte uwtul strip wltich fits under
tlw terntinal on the set.

The ":\Iax-.Amp" Limiters are nothing more or less than ordinary flashlamp bulbs of the low-consumption
50

There is not very much that we can
say regarding the construction of these
little gadgets. All the necessary details
are given in the diagram, and all that
really remains to be said is simply
that the flashlamp bulb or bulbs
employed must be of the ·06 amp.
consumption type. Otherwise there
is a danger of the valves blowing
before the fuse in the event of an
accidental short-circuit.
Although the Limiter is so easy to
make, it does a very important duty.
Some readers who may have neither
time nor inclination to make a Limiter
will prefer to buy a simple safeguarding device, and several are on
the market, including the Osram,
" Magnum " and Bulgin bulbs, the
Gambrell fuse, and the T.C.C. " microfuse."
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in APP~ARANCE

Ut \>I;R~ORMANC'
The New Model Telsen Transformers have met
with instantaneous success throughout the country
-no finer Transformer exists for efficiency and
appearance.
They embody the latest ideas in transformer
construction, each model now having improvements
in the windings and core, in addition to which they
are fitted with "Earth Terminals "-a very desirable
feature in these days of two-transformer sets.
Finally they are shrouded in genuine Bakelite
Mouldings.

PRICES

ST/L\. THe SAMG
TELSEN COMPONENTS

Telsen Transformers, new season's
models,
shrouded in genuine Bakelite case> and fitted with
earth terminals, together with improvements in design of the windings and core, which give maximum
amplification without distortion.
"Radiogrand" 7-l
5-1 and 3-l
"Ace" - - 5-1 and 3-1

Teben Valve Holders. Prov.
Patent No. 20286;3a. An entirely
new design in Valve Holders,
embodying patent metal spring
contacts. which are designed to
provide the most efficient contact
with the valve legs whilst allowing
the valve to be inserted or with·
drawn with an easy movement,
instead of being .subjected to undne strain which often causes
damage and loss of elllciency tc
the valves.
Low capacity, self-locating, sup.
plied with patent soldering tags
and hnagon terminal nuts.

Ret,.il Price 17/6 eac3.
12/6 .,
8/6 ,

Price 1 /- each.

~·]~I :m~ I =I~~ '-~
ADVT.

TELSEN

ELECTRIC CO.,
51

LTD.,

BIRMINGHAM.

Teben H.F. Chokes, delrigued to cover the
whole wave-band range from 18 to 4,00G
metres ; extremely low self-capacity. In·
dueta~~ee--lfiO,OOO microhenries.
Relristanc~
-400 ohms.

Price 2/6 each.
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ll:_·t·e a1•e clcltrils of n neuf cnul easily c_•onsfJ'U(•fc<l jJ·atnc lo ltold the
ope1·ntluy panel oi 1/0lu~ set.

By A. S. CLARK.
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plensPs the home con,>trnctor more th;:n the remark
of a Yisilor that his set looks
just like n bought onr, meaning, of
course, one which i:i professiowdly
made in a factorY. :Host of you will
realise that it is chiefly UJIO!l the
attention paid to details that this
matter of appearance depend~.

this page will gi\'e you '' rood idea
of the method of ~·onsti·u~tiug the
fram••. The matcrinJs you will req uirc arc a.-; follows : a piPce of sheet
copper or aluminium, four slwrt
piece.'i of beading, n piece of celluloid,
and eight very small countersunk
bra. s'-; SCTeV>S.

An Important Feature

The beading should be about ! in.
wide and, of course, fiat on one side, and
the screws should be about i\r in. long.
First of all you have to cut the sheet
copper or aluminium to size. The
actual size naturally depends upon
the size of the chart.
We will suppose for purposes of
illiiStration that the chart is 6 in. wicle
and 4 in. deep, and the beading
exactly ~ in. wide. The size of the
metal back-plate will then have to be
4i in. deeiJ and 6¥- in. long, so as to
allow for the beading.

.;._'~

One of the nw.~t commercial-looking
details about a bought set is very
often some form of printed instructions pasted on the inside of the lid
of the cabinet. This is one point in
connection with which the reader of
the vVIRELES:S CoxSTRL'CTOR has a
great advantage, because it is now our
1 r<Lctiee to print an operating chart
for all the larger sets which are described in the pages of this magazine.
These chnrts urc included in the
article describing the set, and if you
·illrn to page 10 you "·ill sec tlte one
fur the ·· Pamtuuc " Three. Quite
::part from their appearauec, these
chaxt$ haY<:'' ntP.ny a,rlya.ntr!ges.

Valuable Information
Chief among these is the fact that

~\oul<l you !o.~e the copy rontaininf.(
i he instructions for

operating and
('nnneeting up your set, it does not
uatter. You will always have the
\·ita! information handy.
Also, should you pass on the set to
a friend at any time, he will always
have the details he requires with
reference to coils, va.lves, Yolh<ges,
,:perating, etc., ete. The name of
I he set is a! 11·ays on it, often a useful
point if further' copie:s of the con~truc
tional detaib are required.

Simple Frame
While the operating chart looks
.1ui te well if mere! y pasted to the
1 al1inct's lid, it looks infinitely better
if mounted in the simple frame which
is clescribed in detail here. The fram'~
enables a piece of celluloid to be
covered oyer the operating clwrt,
thus preserving it aHd keeping its
<•ppcarancc always fresh.
A glauce at the photograph on

The Back-Plate

angle of 45 deg. so that the corners
will fit neatly together. Take care
over the cutting of these pieces of
wood, and the frame will look all
the better for it.

Assembling the Frame
The nrxt step is to drill eight small
hole's round the cclgl'~ of the hackplate. Thc~e should be li; in. from
the cdgr, and tht>re should be two
along each side.
H~ving drilled the holes, countersink them w that the Hnnll brass
serews nrc flush with the ;,urfacc of
the aluminium when they are in!'ertcd. All that remain~ is to assem1le
the pieces you have prepared.
Plae<! the chrcrt ovC'f the back plntr,
holding it square with just a spot of
gum if desired, then place the celluloid
oYer the chart, and finally serew the
pieces of beading in place. 'I' a ke care
when putting the screws in that the
beading is held in its proper place.

A Final Point
The beading may be finished off
with Yarnish stain, French polished,
or enamelled according to your own
taste. It is advisable to leave this
job till the frame is assembled, because
otherwise the finish is almost sure to
be marked during the assembling
process.
Two very small round-headed brass
screw.~ should be us~cl to fix the frame
to the cabinet lid. These screws will

NEATLY AND SECURELY MOUNTED
Tlris JJIIofo ,.;ltou.·s
the o IJ e J' u t i u f1

1"'
",. i "f t " "
•' J'-'.J:'JJ[OJ'C1' ' ' l•'ot!t•
UlOIIllfcfi iu flu_"'
('nsilu construt·fHl
j'l•ttUH' tlot'NCrifH•lf
in
fl1i.fit
nrii('le.

S

tu·ll,

(1,

I~Cf'JJS

t'lf'ntu,,.•

f

lit:•

I' tl IU (~
IJ({HPl

tcntl

s.e-

t'lU'ot•t· illfllllHel't'lll

sl ;,~J~ilifl tltc jJCIJJ(:,.
to tlw li<l of the

cabinet.

At either end of the plate you must
leaYc a small tn1 through which a
small hole is drillrd. These are for
the purposes of fixing the frame to
the cabinet.

naturally require quite small holes,
so that the attachment of the complete assembly will not disfigure the
cabinet, and so make it unsuitable
for use with another set, should this
be desired at a later date .

Cutting the Beading

Incidentally, a similar frame would
prove useful in which to mount a
chart showing the dial settings of the
set for various stations. The two
frames could then be mounted side
by side on the lid, or the station chart
one could be fixed on the eLnnite panel
if n suitable place were aYailable.

Sext cut the celluloid to the ~ame
size as the metal plate, rxcept, of
cour~C', for the two tabs. Two pieces of
beading as long as the hack-plate now
have to be cut, and two pieces the
same depth.
These pieces have to be cut n.t an
52
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INSPIRED f
LEADERSHIP.

YOU MUST
MATCUYOUI
IMPEDANCES
IF YOU WOULD HAVE
THE BEST RESULTS
The performance of your set depends
upon the correct matching of
impedances, for, by so doing it is
possible to obtain as much as
200-300% improvement in quality
and volume. Pickup to ';,alve,
valve to valve, valve to loud speaker,
all have received years of attention
from our enginee.rs with the result
that there is now available a complete range of transformers
designed to meet any requirements.

PRICE

15'-

aer.

EACH

Frlces
31·
2/2

2/·
1/9

RatioJ
1 : 1' 2: 1' 4; 1'

1/o

10:1,
15:1,
20: 1,
25: 1'
30: 1.

l()()(t-vott

tut.

1 a&.el.te a.nd ttl.iea.t
Caps. Pricea

''0002
tOOl}

64.

'0003

'0005
1l01
'002

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

A truly phenomena.• illumin...~d d.rum dial wit3
trimmer r.ontrol.

Incorporating the lf7iring SupplieJ, .L_ight!ng Engineering, Refr~ger~
ation a1zd Radio BusineH of the BrttHh 1 homson-Houston Co., Ltd.

Radio Dit,ision:
ta Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.t

EDISWAN

7
ot
our

85

W.\03

53

7d
8d.
lOci.

Drum dial, 816
with ene
Oottden<&er, 13/witb two. 11/6
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Bulletin

the Halll\ Concerts to the extent of
£1,000 a year ; while this year the
Radio's High Wages
B.B.C. financed a, four-week series
of Promenade Concerts in Manchester,
XE of Sir Hamilton
Hartv's
LiYerpool, and Leeds, involving an
recent criticisms against the
B.B.C. was that it has mided . expenditure of several thousand
pounds. Incidentally, Sir Hamilton
}Janchester offering salaries to orchesHarty conducted these concerts.
tral performers which it was impossible for others t.o give. We understand
A Programme Rumour
that the B.B.C. now pays members
There has been a good deal in the
of an ordestm a minimum salary of
papers lately about the B.B.C. coneleven guineas a week.
sidering the possibility of alternative
This is two guineas in excess of the
programmes on a new long wave.
Vnion's minitnnm standard.
For
This would be in addition to the
C'Xamplc, a girl just twenty-one
present broadcast on 1,554·4 metres
among the musicians is paid eleven
from Daventry. The suggestion has
guinC'as weekly, while many other
been made that this new transmision
members of the orchestra receive
should be on 1,000 metres.
considerably more.
As a matter of fact, we cannot find
B.B.C. Subsidies
any definite reason for this suggestion,
as the B.B.C. denies that it has a
The B.B.C. has undoubtedly done
new wave-length in mind, and says
a good deal to hrlp musicians, for in
that the idea is not at the moment
the la~t few years it has ~ubsidised

O

practicable owing to the scarcity of
available wave-lengths.

[mportant Wave-length Changes
The B.B.C. states that there will
be no delay in starting prclimiwtry
signal tC'~ts from the N ortheru transmitter in about a month's time, and
it is hoped to have the dual transmitters in regular operation early in
1931.
w·hen this Northern station opens
there will be some important changC's
in wave.-lengths.
The N orthC'rn
Regional will use a wave-length of
479·2 metres for its H.egiona1 wavelength, and 301 for its National
wave-length.
These wave-length;; are at present
used by the Midland Regional transmitter (5 G B) and Aberdeen respectively.
Consequently other wavelengths will have to be found for thes'l
two stations.

More Shuffling
When the Northern transmitter is
ready the l\Ianchester transmitter
will close down, and also the relay
stations in those centres which will
be served by the new station.
Consequently, the present Manchester station's ·wave-length of
(Contin,led on po.ge 5G.)

MAGNUM~~~~
RENOWNED PRODUCTS
I

SPAGHETTI
RESISTANCES
\\-ire

wound

and

1nade in all YahJes
fro1n I ,ooo to 4o,ooo
ohtns to carry 10 n1ja,
and so,ooo oluns to
carry 5 m a.
Fitterl in a few seconds.

A.C. MAINS 2
A perfect little receiver, entirdy
A.C. }fains operated.
Complete and ready for use.

they effect a great eco~
no1i1y of space and cost
compared with the old~
fashioned
cartridge~

type ResistancE's.
All \'alues as
aboYc, each

1{6

£12:10:0

This
component
(so,oco ohms) is speci·
ficd for tlle :l\.Iullard
Orgola Four and seYcral
other modern circuits.
{deal for Screened·Gricl
voltage control.
s,ooo to 25,ooo ohms
will carry 10 m:'a.
so,ooo ohms,
5 hl. a.
each

·'Paratu!z~;~'

7 h ree, Standard "-! .L.
W E sJ:ccialiseinthe
Unit, and all "Wireless
Constructor" sets. Full particular3,
including latest 193 I Radio Lists,
free on request.

7 {6

BURNE-JONES & Co., Ltd.,
"MAGNUM" HOUSE,
296,. BOROUGH HIGH ST., LONDON, S.E.1
Telephones: HOP 6257 & 6258.
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A.C. TRANSPORTABLE
S.G.3
Entirely self-contained, this instrument operates from any A.C. lamp
wcket and may be carried from room
to room. Beautiful tone and razorsharp selectivity.
Complete and ready
for use.

£ 25
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Break Those
Bonds

THEY'RE BEST

FOR EVERY SET

Don't b~ a slave
to circumo;tances all
you r I i f e. B re a k
loose:
All around
you are peqple with
no more intelligence
than yourself who
have climbed out of
the routme class and
are occupymg good positions because they availed themselves
of specmlized training.
Waitmg for you at th1s moment is a bigger and better position.
You can have it as soon as you have secured the training that
will qualify you for it. And you can get that training in the
spare time that you now let go to waste.
No matter where you live, the International Correspondence
Schools will come to you. No matter what your hand1caps, or
how smail your means, we have a plan to meet your ciicumstances.
T,l thousands ot men like you-hands tied, but eager to
break tree--l.C.S. traming has brought success.
We have nearly 400
tollowing ,ubjects:
Accountancy and
Book-keeping
Advertising
Architecture and
Building
Chemistry
Commercial Art
Comm~rcial Training
Draughtsmanship

Standard Courses, including many in the

Engineering, all
branches
French, Spanish. and
Jt;\lian
General Education
Insurance
Plumbing
Railway Equipment
and Running

Salesmanship
Scientific Management
ShorthandTypewritlng
Showcard Writing
Textiles
Window Dressing
Wire~ Engineering
Woodworking

ALL EXAMINA'i'!ONS- Commerlllat Technical, .Matriculation and Civil Services
Wr~te

I{J-day for J"ee Bool<let containing full mformation re~ardtng
the Courses tn which you are most tnlerested.

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd.,
172, International Buildings, Kingswav, London, W.C.2.

A New

Wl

NOVOTONE
With the introduction of the

TYPE "J"
NOVOTONE
Whether your set is
battery-driven or an AllMains Model, the Belling.
Lee Safety Plug and
Socket will make costly
short-circuits impossible.
It is the last word in safetyeven when disconnected it is
fully insulated. High and low
Voltage Plugs cannot be inter.
changed in error: and BOTH
parts are clearly engraved in
white. 26 ditlerent indications
-fitted without tools-soldering
unnecess11ry. Ample contactsside entry for flex-'a special
device grips both wire and fray.

Price

gn.

COMPONENTS
The new Terminal Mount.Jt can be mounted anywhere,
anyhow.
Price 8d.
The new "Wanderfuse."-lt
actually takes no more headroom
than a Wander Plug though it's
a fuse as well!
Price 1/6
Spare fuses (150 mla) 9d. each.
Belling.Lee Terminals:
Type " B"
• 6d.
''M"
-4!d.
"R ''
.. 3d.
Wan'der Plug
• 3d.
Twin Plug and Socket
• 116
Indicating Spade Terminal 4~d.
S.G. Anode Connector
. 6d.
Battery Cords, 9 way , • 5/9
Also made inS. 6, 7, 8 and 10 way.

BELLING· LEE·

practically every user of an
e-lectrical pick-up is catered
for, no matter what type of
amplifier he is using.
The Type J Novotone can be used
on almost any average circuit without alterations of any sort, while a
standard form of volume control
can be used across the output terminals without affecting the reproduction in any way whatever. The
compensating curve of the Type J
remains the same as that of the
other two models, but the overall
amplification is slightly less.
The result when reproducing records
with the Novotone is 'amazing realism •

Type J
Type S
Type B

FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

£3 : 3s.

(Standard Model)
(For high-resistance
Pick-ups). -

£5

FREE
DESCRIPTIVE
FOLDER (C)

£5

GA.MBRELL RADIO LTD., 6 Buckingham St., W.C.2
Add. of Belling & Lee, Ltd., Quccnsway Works, Ponders End. Mdx.
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OUR NEWS BULLETIN
-continued fnm page .34

3i6·4 metres will be a\·ailablc, and it
is likely that this wave-length will
be given to the Glasgow station
nncl the wave-length of the latter:)98·9 metres-will be transferred
to 3GB.
The B.B.C. considers that by this
means a satisfactory separation of
VO kilocycles will be obtained between
the London and }lidland Regional
transmitters.
Although the wave-length of
Aberdeen on the opening of the
Northern station has not yet been
fixed, we understand that it will be
under 300 metres.

Receivers in Schools
There are now more than two
thousand schools in which children
listen regularly to the B.B.C.'s
educational broadcasts, and the
Central School has decided to adopt
a plan to ensure that the apparatus
used is of the very best possible
kind.
The Council apparently feel that
.-Jchool broadcasting is of little use
unless reception is first-class, and there

is no doubt that many schools,
through lack of technical guidance,
ue not receiving the B.B.C.'s educational broadcasts adequately.
Some definite and centralised
organisation for advising schools on
the technical installation and maintenance of a.ppara tus seems to be
indicated.

"Seeing-in" Cinemas
'"'e understand from the " Daily
Tel!'graph " that one of the large
circuits of cinema theatres has been
negotiating for an immediate installation in their cinema houses of the
necessary apparatus for showing
wireless news pictures.
Whether anything will come of
these negotiation;; we do not know,
but from the technical point of view
it seems unlikely that television in
cinema theatres will attract the
attention of patrons who really wish
to sec in detail current events of the
day.
As a technical experiment, however,
it would undoubtedly arouse considerable interest, and a recent
demonstration ab the Coliseum
Variety Theatre proved that the
public is still interested in technical
experiments m connection with
television.

The Wireless Warehouse
It is reported that the B.B.C. has
had a bit of a joJJ in finding a temporary rehearsal studio large enough
to accommodate the new National
OrcheRtra and Chorus, a body of
some 225 musicians and singers.
The problem, however, was solved
in the end by hiring a, disused warehouse on the banks of the Thames
near Waterloo Bridge.
The B.B.C., it appears, had searched
every corner of London for a suitable
home for the orchestra.
Incidentally, this orchestra consists of : 10 double basses, lO first
violins, ](j second violins, 14 violas,
12 violoncellos, 2 tubas, 2 timpani,
3 percussion, 2 harp~, 6 horns, 4
flutes (including piccolo, bass flute),
4 oboes (including cor Anglais, bass
oboe, etc.), 5 clarinets (including bass
clarinet, saxophone, etc.), 4 bassoons
(including contra-basRoon), 5 trumpets (including cornets), and 5 trombones (including bass trumpet).

Marconi's Advice
In the course of an address before
the Italian Society for the Progress of
Sc:icnce, Marchese .Marconi urged radio
engineers to keep in touch with
meteorologists and astronomers, as
(Continuerl on paye 58.)

NEW
HIGH TENSION

METAL RECTIFIERS
ON

STAND 66

(T~~~tN)

MANCHESTER RADIO SHOW.

H.T.7. 200 volts, 28 m.a.

CaU at the stand for a copy of the

21/-

"All-Metal Way, 1931."
40 pages of technical and practical information,
circuits, etc., for amateur constructors and mains
users, or send 3d. stamp for a copy to :-

Also H.T.6. 175 volts 25 m.a.
and H.T.5. 120 volts 20 m.a.

The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co., Ltd.
56

17/6
15/-

82, York Road,
King's Cross.
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SPARE·TIME ££'s
For Enterprising Men!

Start a Profitable Business With
T~E 1VI.AC~INE T~.AT

M: . .A K

E

S

M: 0

N

The

E .Y

like this, with the

BEAYBERD kit o2
eompouents.

a r v e I l o 11 s
All-Steel

Super 1930 Model
Automatic Self.Jnking Printing Machine
. . . . especially
design<':d tor Commercial Use in all Large
and Small Printing
Establishments. Price

45'·

EASY PAYMENT TERMS
BY
SMALL INSTALMENTS

It's quite easy-the kit contains
the very best wmponents, including
the new Heavberd Power Transformer ann the new vVestinghouse
Metal Rectifier. You can build a
trouble-proof unit that wilt save
you pounds and never fail.

~1

" Adana"

Supply the WEEKLY demand for printed
material in your own District and make LARGE
PROFITS in your SPARE TIIIIE. The Possibilities
are Enonnous-the market HUGE. Tradesmen,
Cinema Proprietors, Dance and Concert Organisers,
etc., etc.-all MUST Have a regular supply of
Printed Material from Week to Week.
YOU
could easily produce this !
If you own a Busines•, SAYE MOIIEY by doing
your OWH Printing! Produce your own Lt>aflets,
Circulars, Noteheadings, etc., and put the Printer's
Profits in to your own Pocket.

My Machine (as illustrated) will print anything
from a CHEMIST'S t..ABEL to an ILLUSTRATED

Full working directions are supplied. Write for particulars to-day.
I\:its from 69/6 complete. As~
~mbled. IO(- extra.
~ ~

MAGAZINE. Fully Illustrated Instruction Book
included FREEa No Previous Experience is necessary. Many n~cn, knowing nothing about printing,
who started '"Ith a 45/- Adana, now own Profitable
Businesses.
Whv not YOU? 8£ND AT ONCE
for Full Free Particulars, Samples of Actual Work
Produced, and Details of my Special Offer of
Easy Payment tf'rms by small instalm€nts.
Every machine guarantet>d. Don't hesitate .O'?II!;I,;::a
-Let me tdl you all about it. ~Trite to : -

D. A. ADANA

.[i[im:l~;~~
~

,;;;;..--

F. C. HEA YBERD & Co.-....;;;::,
10 FINSBURY STREET

~

E.C

1:"

Telephone: l'v!eirotwlitan 7516

BE PREPARED!

What's Your Hobby!

CJ1 The "Wireless Constructor" is

frequently encountering
enormous demands these days, demands that even the
greatest periodical printing and publishing organisation in
the World finds hard to meet.
CJ1 Therefore, readers would be well advised to place regular
orders for their copies so as to ensure that they do not miss
any one number that is even more than usually important
and attractive.
CJ1 The "Wireless Constructor" programme is now arranged for
the next four months (with ample provision for subjects of a
topic character), and we confidently anticipate a most
successful season.
CJ1 Do not fail to get your share of these good thingsplace a standing order with your newsagent at once.

A Wonderful
"How-To-Make-It"
Book

The HOBBY Al\'NUALcontains fully-illustrated arttcles
on all the follo<l'ing subjects:

RAILWAYS
SPEED BOATS
WOODWORK
WIRELESS
MOTOR CARS

-

Here's a big . book which will
appeal to boys and their fathers
as well ! A book that shows
"how .things work," and how
things can be made at home at
very little cost. It is packed
with fascinating articles and
crystal-clear drawings and diagrams that " show how " in the
simplest way.

I

EVERY
MONTH

I

D0

IT

N0

w!

.---P--R-10-:E----:

6d.

The ''Waverley"
Radio·G•am Cabinet
Prices: Oak, £5. lOs.
Mahogany, £6. 15s.
This is only one of many beautiful Cabinets
described in our new 24-pp. Catalogue.
Send for it, or call and see the lull rang<
at our Showrooms.

The HOBBY ANNUAL is just
the book to help while away the
long winter evenings. Any boy
who is keen on " making
things" will treasure it for years.

etc.
.................etc......................
.

EVERY BOY'S

HO:PBY ANNUAL
At all N eu;sagents and Booksellers

C:ABBINGTON MANUFACTURING Co •• Ltd.
Showroom" 24, Batton Garden, London, E.C.l.
'Phone: Ho! born 8202.
Factory Comco Work'i S Croydon.

6/- net.
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Fifteen Million Listeners!
OUR NEWS BULLETIN
-coutinued from page 56

co-operation in thi~ way would be of
considerable help.
:\Iarconi expressed himself in favour
of the theory that electric waves can
travel beyond the Heavi3icle Layer,
since such layer, or layers, were constantly penetrated by the sun's heat
and light.

Tapping the "Transatlantic"

Wireless licences issued in this
country to the end of July numbered
3,162,460, exclusive of li,Ol9 issued
free to the blind.
The B.B.C. estimates five listeners
to each wireless licence, and consequently, on that basis, the B.B.C.
belieYes that it has a potential
audience of fift.een million listeners.
It is also estimated that there is a
wireless set in two out of every three
';\!11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~

A REMINDER!

Allegations were recently made in
=
t!1e Press that it is quite an easy matter
Be sure not to miss
for amateurs to listen in to converthe December " Wireless
sations on the Trausatlantic teleConstructor " which will
phone service. As many of our readers
be a
know, this is fairly easy to do with an
SPECIALLY
ENLARGED
NUMBER
ordinary short-wave wireless set.
Order your Copy Now
The G.P.O. state that, under some
conditions of working, a wireless
~ Usual Price
Out Nov. 15th. _
c·xpcrt using a special appamtus may
ifllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~,
occasionally an<l spasmodically pick
homes in the country. The B.B.C. aims
up fragments of speech on the tram;at having a wireless set in every home.
atlantic service, but it would be difficult for him to obtain reception of
Transatlantic Television
connected conversation.
Mr. Douglas \Valters, a London
\Ve understand, however, that new
secrecy devices have been adopted · amateur, recently made radio history by picking up television from
by the G.P.O. as a safeguard against
America. He was using a short-wave
illicit reception.

set of his own design, and he picked
up a picture which was being transmitted from New York. He held it
on his reception screen until the end
of the transmission.
Mr. Waiters said he was not lookin"
for television, but when hearing th~
characteristic note on a short wave
he decided to inve~tigate it, and about
10 p.m. he picked out the head and
shoulders of a man. The picture, of
course, was distorted, but :\Ir. W alters
said he could rnakc out the movements.
This, we think, is the first time a New
York television broadcast has been received in this country by an amateur.

Police Radio
A powerful broadeasting set is to
be installed at the new headquarters
of the City of London Police at OlcJ..o
.Jewry, E.C. Every effort is going
to he made to co-operate with Scotland Yard, which was the first police
organisation in the country to instal
a wireless set.
Police motor-e::m; are to be equipped
with receiving sets, and a city Flying
Squad is also being formed.

The Champion Counties
Hertfordshire is the county with
the highe~t percentage of li~teners-in,
55·4 of its population being licensed
(Continued on page 60.)

TO HOME CONSTRUCTORS
I. '

i •••

The Ferranti Screened Grid 3 was one of the outstanding
receivers of last season. The charts were eagerly demanded, and from all parts of the country came keenly
enthusiastic reports.
The 1931 Ferranti programme will be of even greater
interest. There will be charts for a Screened Grid 3
and a Screened Grid 4 receiver-both for battery
and mains operation.
These receivers are
well abreast of modern Radio practice, and
incorporate improved coils and more efficient
screening.
The charts will be ready almost immediately. Get yours before deciding upon
your 1931 set.

!'A

FERRANTI L 1

FERRANTI
D•

HOLLINWOOD
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Make These aft.d
Make Money!
AT HOME!
AT ONCE!
:\lEX !-Here is the'
chance of a lifetime !
It is an opportunity
for you to participate in
the BIG PROFITS now being
made in the Electrical and \Yireless
Industry, which has not yet reached a tenth of the size to
which it will eventually attain. My new and improved Patents
are 111 mcreasmg demand everywhere, because they are such
an imprO\-ement upon all others. Proved by Certified Tests.

A new and
aptly named

Condenser~

by

Polar.

A Genuine Spare Time Business !
The work i; so eccsy that the whole family can help. Even though you
ha\-e no knowledc;c of \Yireless or Electricity you can commence at
once to turn your spare time into CASH and earn anything up to

ASK YOUR
DEALER TO
LET YOU
EXAMINE
A POLAR
" UNIVERSAL "
~Vew c£1,falogue

free

OH

request.

The'' l_l::\IVERSAL'' condense-r, in addition il) being
perfectly tltted for normal use, is speLially adapted for
gauging. lt is unaffected by the withdrawal of the
centre spindle and when ganged the space between
each unit can be variect. Locked rotor vane'S. Foar
Jugs for rigid fixing. Strong terminals for wiring.
Suitable for left or right hand drum control or one
hole panel fixing.
Construction is right up to the usual Polar standan1.
a point which those who are already Polar entbusi~'l.st::;
will appreciate.

d

•0003, 7 8. 0 •

£300 a Year!
Xo expensiYe ''plant" or machinery-only simple h:md-tools ~JHl
presses-no special skill is required. Your kitchen as a start, or
any SJna!i Outbuilding can he yonr \Vorkromn. Nobody can encroach
upon your business; it is protected under Royal Letters Patent.
WE

•OOO 5, 7 8. 6d.

STRAND,

Your

, there~uiredsta.nda.rdofeftl.ciency,
which is easily attainable. Thus
you are positively certain of
profit,

WINGROVE & ROGERS, LTD.,
188-9,

GUARANTEE

Pronts. 11 nece;>sary we arrange
to purchase sufficient oi your out·
put to ensure a. weekly profit to
you, providing the same reaches

~end

at

one~.:

f,;>r

Full

Frc1~

l'artieulars.
Dou't ilc:siti'lt<'-·
th1s
Js a
~trrughtforward,
Gen~line,
HV\lf'<;t l'ropoRJlinn.

LONDON, W.C.2.

Co1ll1JH.'!W0 to earn f'a~y

Polar

£££'s

.::"•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Send this for FREE Particulars !

\\'rite your name and address on
a plain sheet of paper, pin this
coupon to it and post, together
with 2d. stamp, at once to

ENGLAND-RI CHARDS CO., Ltd.,
919, King's Lynn, Norfolk.

1-:X'l'HA.

XOW, and bt•('omc au

mdcpt·lld(nt Mastl'r Man.

~----------

"\Yireless Constructor," Kovember1 1930.
, • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • la . . .
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PICK YOUR OWN PROGRAMMES

~

pick~up. And with a pick~up you can
choose your own programmes.

If you use a radio set you can also use a

'-'-MODERN WIRELESS''
will help you to do this, for in addition to its " OX " feature,

THE WORLD'S PROGRAMMES
-a boon to all radio listeners-it contains a special " record " section entitled

RECENT RECORD RELEASES
m which a monthly selection of specially chosen records are reviewed-records
that will sound to the best advantage on your radio~gram. outfit.
Become a regular reader of

"'-MODERN WIRELESS''
and get the maximum entertainment out of your set.

,----------·-------·-··--·-·-·-·-1
1 Every Month
l _______________________j

~----------------------,

Priee 1'•
!
·---------------------1

1

reil Your Friends About lt
alll.ll\lllllllilllllll.lllll\ll.lll.\lllllllllllllllllllllllllli.II\IIIIIIIIIIIIIII.IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII\11\I\Dilllllll.lll.lllllllllllllllllllllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllll\111111111111111111111111111~
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N

upon one of the turns of wire m the
grid toil.
Place this clip on one of the turns
near the earth end of the grid coil,
and coupling is " loose.'' Clip it on
ne;J.r the other end of the grid coil
and coupling bt>comes" tight." Tight
coupling of the aerial i~; one of the
commonest upsetters of good reaction
results that there is !

eYerybody knows nowadays that the great secret of
Ruccess in long-distance shortwave reception is the smooth and
easy control of oscillation. (At least,
most of us get into the habit of
beliet·ing that nearly everybody interested in the subject knows that,
but enquiries are constantly arising
that show there are exceptions !)

Careful Coupling
If you have been getting reluctant
reaction; and have been frantically

Failure to Oscillate

among the set-builders at
this time of the year often
causes a shortage of

EAJ:LY

What is the greatest hindrance to
such smooth control ? The question
has often been asked and usually an
answer ha~ to take into account the
possibilities of poor H.T. supplies,
unsuitable vah-es, components, etc.
·when the trouble oceurH in a welldesigned set and with reasonably good
component~ the usual cause is merely
the faulty adjustment of the aerial
eoupling.
In some Hets a ~mall variable condenser goYerns thi~. or a separate
aerial coiL but in most there iH a
crocodile dip whieh can be placed

A BIG DEMAND

OUR NEWS BULLETIN
-coufinncrl

To avoid disappointment, place
a regular order.
'iillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliiiiiiiUIIIUIIi;;:

altering the size of reaction coil, H.T.
to the detector, filament volts, potentiometer position, etc., none of which
seems to have hit the trouble on the
head. trv eareful \"ariation of the aerial
coupling to see how this affects the
set. Ten to • one you'll find that,
thic; adjustment m~kes a world of
difference to the attainment of
smooth reaction control.

mental stage. hut in the next decade
I think you will find that it will be
installed in a;; manY homes as now
have wireless sets. · TeleYision ami
wirelrss will bring thr world to the
cottage parlour. ·wireless has speeded
up life ; it will spred it up still more
when we are complete masters of the
ether. This is- not n·t thr case, but
in ten years we shail be approaching
eomplete control."
(The above opinion of television
was given by Marches£> Marconi in
an inten·iew "·hich was recPntlv
puhliRheJ in •· The Sunday K'>.pres:-;.';)

Truvolt Resistances

Type

ALL SIZES
.8!.

EACH

T.5
T.7·5
T.10
T.20
T.25
T.30

T.SO
T.75
T.lOO

T.200
T.250

T.500

Ohms
500
750
1,000
2,000
2.500
3.000
5.000
7.500

ALL SIZES
8'-

EACH
Current

Milliamperes
224
182
158
112

lOO
91
71

58

so

10.000
20.000

35
32
22·5

25.000
50.000

The Rothermel Corporation Ltd.
24, MADDOX STREET, LONDON, W.l.
'Phone:

MAYFAIR 057R/9.

Continentftl Sales O.fice: 27. Quai du Commerce, Brussels. Belgium.

60

58

li~teners.
Oxfordshire· come;; next
with [)3·9 per cent, followed by
Surrey with [)0·2 per cl•nt. The~
follows Berkshirr with 49·3 per
cent, and Northampton with 48·3
per cent.
Among the counties with lPss than
30 per cent of population a.3 listeners
are North umberlantl with 27 ·1, and
Yorkshire with 26 per cent.

Electrad
Resistance

)Xt(/f

Marconi on Television
" Television iH still in the experi-

"The Wireless Constructor."

Truvolt wire wound variable potentiometers simplify the construction of
H.T. Eliminators and po5itively do away with all guesswork. The resistance element is a nickel alloy·· wire. There is no wire·· to rust or zinc to
oxidise. Truvolt are air c~oled and give a positive and lasting service.
All the units listed below are rated at 25 watts. Electrad originated the
Truvolt. Note these reduced prices and ensure that the units you buy have
the name Electrad stamped upon them.

fnrn
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The NEW

LONDON

at the NE U:..!!.!:;!.q~"
Here is a magazine of the highest
quality at a price within the reach
of every purse-a magazine that
everybody has been waiting for !
The LONDON at 6d. is big; it
is bright; it is full of attractive
stories, articles and illustrations
all by authors and artists of worldwide reputation. If you want to
1nake certain of the NE\V
LONDON you should get your
copy at once.

FREE

contributors:

FULL

60.

MICHAEL ARLEN
GILBERT FRANKAU
E. BARRINGTON
RITA WEIMAN
SELWYN JEPSON
Interesting articles in this issue include:
Concerning Guest Rooms. How I Decorated
My House for £25. An Impression of Maurice
Chevalier. Colour in the Winter Garden. The
Care of Clothes. The Glory of Glass. New
Square 'Vord Game-£100 for Highest Score.

wit~o:;ery

BEAUTIFUL FLOWER PAINTING
IN

Magazine

COLOUR

by H. DAVIS RICHTER, R.B.A., R.O.I.
The Famous Flower Painter.

BUY
YOUR
COPY

TO-DAY

6D.
61
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RECENT VALVE RELEASES
-co11tir111ed frmn page 23

of far more than 200 volts and they
have [riven excellent rcsul~~. I do not
want to bring this forward as advice
to otherR to work the valve above its
rated voltage, but it proves they are
of perfect workmanship and that thNe
is nothing in the way of any softness
whi('h might make itS{'lf felt after a
little while if any voltage other than
t.he usual is applied to the valve.

Six-Sixty A.C. Types

-and
no other Speaker
gives such value
at the price
We can think of no flowery
adjEctives to ducribe our new
Speaker - they have all been
used up on o:her Spe<~kers.
We make these lwo c!aims-and
you are the judge1. The new Graham Farish
Speaker !ells the truthit never distorts.
2. Compare-and you will
agree that no olher
Spe•ker offers such value
at fh" price.
Drh•m by adjustable A
po!e un,!t, the Grahtt11l
Farish Sjwaker is obtairJable h1 three attractive
(i,.isbes: Mahogany,
Walnut or o,.k, p~i;e .p/~.

For instance, if the grid bias is a
little less than it should be, or if the
H.T. is inereascd too much.
The
best rPsults and best life are obtained
by working valves at their rated
voltages and not f'Xceeding them, and
I have mentioned the above merely
to show that the P.X.4 is a fine bit
of work. The output is high and the
grid swing is a matter of something
like 8!J Yolt~, while the anode current
is about 40 milliampR when the valve
is properly biased.
Now let us leave the P.X.4 and
have a look at the Six-Sixty valves,
the S.S.4S.G. and the S.S.4X.S.G.
The S.S.4S.G. is it screened-grid valve
of the A.C. variety having a magnification factor of something like 1,000
and an impedancn somewhere round
about 1 megohm. It has a big brother
in the S.S.4X.S.G., an A.C. valve
which is of the indirectly-heated
cathode typf', of course, and which
has the enormous magnification factor
of 1,600.
.

Some Cossor Newcomers
The impedance is something like
485,000 ohms, giving a mutual conductance of roughly 3·3. The maximum anQde voltage recommended is
200, and with carefully rlesigned circuits the valve is capable of providing
really colossal results.
As a matter of fa.ct, th<" amplification is so great that one has rather a
difficulty in stabilising the set when
using this valve, and very careful
screening ha;< to be carried out.
Similar in characteristics to this
vain• is the l\fullard S.4V.A., which is
an indirrctlv-Lf'atf'd cathode valve
having a hi~her amplification factor
than the famouH 8.4 V., and here again
ver\· cardul screenincr has to be emplo~'f'cl if the maxim;m amplification
i,.; to be obtained from the valve.
Finally, there arc several Cossor
valves to which I would like to dra.w
readers· attf'ntion.
Therr is a new S.G. 2-volter, the
220 S.G., which has a magnification
62

factor of 320 with an impedance of
200,000 ohms; and there is a 230X.P.,
a super-power valvr, which has the
interesting characteristic~ of 1,500
ohms impedance and 4·5 magnification factor.
A largcrnewsuper-power is provided
among thr 4-volters in the 425X.P.,
which has 2,000 ohms impedance and
a magnification factor of 7.
In addition to these, Messm. Cossor
have a numherof special output valves,
of which thr 4X.P. will appeal to a
number of \VIHELES8 l'O:\STRFC'TOR
readen;. It ha~ similar characteristics
to the P.X.4, namely, 1.100 ohmR
imprdance, a magnification fador of
3·2, hut has a maximum voltage for
anodt' potential of 220 Yolts. lt takes
40 volt~ grid bia~ at maximum H.T.
And, lasth·, I musi mention the
indirectly-tue~t.Pd maiw< super-pomu·,
thr 411\I.:X.P., which has a slopr of
3, with a magnification factor of Ggiving, of coursf', an impedance of
2,000 ohms.

********************
~
~

A PROGRESSIVE

RADIO FIRM

~
;~

********************

P

and enterpril'(f' must. be
the watch words of a radio
firm the• staff of which in the
short space of five years has grown
from thrrc to approximately eleven
hundred.
When ;\IcR;;rs. E. K. Cole and
W. S. Verrells madi~ their first
successful mains unit in 1925. their
" factory " com;isted of a small room
in a J;ri.-ate housr.
To-dar the
" Ekco '' works occupies a. floor
space of 80,000 square feet.
W c were priYilegcd to be present
at the official opening of this great
new works at SoutliPnd-on-Sea on
Srptemlwr 12th, and during the tour
of the factory we wen• rxcerdingl:v
interested to notr the Pxtremp care
which was being taken in thr endeavour to mass-produce' quality
rad.io
instrumPnh
at
popular
pnees.
ROG.'RESS

Tests on M.C. Speakers
Thoroughly up-to-date machinery
1s employed throughout, and at
every stage in manufw:ture the
various components undergo rigorous
tests.
It is clearly evident that
1\fr:"sr,.;. E. K. C'olc ;rP aiming at a
very high standard of efficiency,
and in proof of this we would state
that the completed sets an' all tested
in conjunction
with
high-grade
moving-coil loud speakers.
(Continued on page 63.)
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A PROGRESSIVE RADIO
FIRM
-continued frcm page 62

Apart from the question of output aml the manufacture of a good
<tuality article, it is evident that the
management has the welfare of its
Pmployees at heart. An up-to-date
heating and cooling system maintains the works at a temperature of
between 60 and 70 degrees throughPUt the four seasons of the year, and
nwans are provided whereby a eon~tant supply of clean, pure air i~
continually circulating throughout the
various department,;.

TOGGLE
CHANGE-OVER
SWITCH.
For changi ug <'Y<'r

connectious ~urh
as from H.T. to
L.T. Trickle
Charger.
Carncs
~so

watts.

2/-

Mains Sets and Units
The " Ekco " all-electric receivers
:;,re real "good-lookers." The cases
arc beautifully finished in tastefully
coloured bakelite, and we can vouch

UNIVERSAL
FUSE
HOLDER.
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An economical
satcguard for
sets where high
values of G.B.
c u r r en t arc
used.

=

=
=

VICTOR KING
will be describing

" THE PARATUNER"
in the December

1/9
-

:::: "WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR" - Out Nov. 15th.

Order Now. -

--
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for the fact that the modeb we
heard gave results which are m
keeping with the appearance.
As for the mains units, these are
known throughout the radio world
as being sound value for money.

IF YOU
REQUIRE
FIRSTCLASS
Look/or this TRADE MARK.
The Hall Mark of Quality.
Sole Manufacturers:

THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD.,
HANWELL, LONDON, W.7.

After-Sales Service
In their new factory, Messrs. E. K.
Cole have a fully-equipped Research
Department, which is striving unceasingly to improve the firm's
products. There is also the Service
Department to which purchasers may
return their units or sets should
they accidentally become damaged.
'l'he fact that such a department
<;xists shows that the "' Ekco •;
people have every desire to give
thei~ customers good " after-sales "
serv1ce.
This new factory JS evidence
of hard work, perseverance and
Joresight, and we feel sure that
"Ekco" products will achieve even
greater popularity during the 1930-1
season.

1..5"000

SUCCESSES
is the record oi
The T.I.O.B.

If you.

too, WISh t()
ad'iance to a wt.:JJ.pa1d

post 111 a.ny branch of
engnwt:rmg,
T rG B
bome ·study
ttamu,g
otft•rs ~ ou the surest
rurans of achiCVlllg the

sueet.s!i

l

B/r/, ,
,,

~..

•

~,,t-§:;r:~~
-rr:f' ,.,.,...

• • .... ~~_.

ou desire.

ENGINEERS _,
This 124·PP. book furllishes the rnnst comp!e.te inform'\tl(~n
evvr publHdJcd about thu ma,ny prufess1onal qual1ticallofls
opcu to engiuecrs such as A.1l.Liust C.K. A.M.l Mech.l..:.,
.A.:\I.I.E.E., A.M.l.Struct E., etc.; describes nearly 200
Courses; the witlcst selection of e11ginecring courses in
tile world; and is crammed with matters of interest to
every enginl'cr.
If you are ambitious, The
T.I.G.B. can help you-write TO-NIGHT tor
your FREE copy of "The Engineer's Guide

to Success," stating branch, post. or qualift
cation that interests you.

The Technological Institute oi Great Britain,
Rstablished 1917

21, Temple Bar House, London, E.C.4.

H-'rite for illustrated Catalogue to
GAR:\LTT, \YniTELEY & eo., I-1Tn., LIVERPOoL.

Please be sure to mention WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR when replying to Advertisements.
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DO WE WANT SUPERPOWER?
-continued from page 44

" For ordinary listening in a room
of average size I try to adjust my
volume so that I get a ' picture ' of
what I would expect to hear if I had
a good seat in the auditorium of a
theatre or other place of musical
entertainment.

Is Bass Important ?
" I do not think that bas~ reproduction is the most important factor.
It. is quite easy to get adequat€ bass
with two modern L.F. stages and a
good super-power output valve.
operating with reasonable H.T. voltage. Those who require 400 volts
~IIIIIIUIIIUIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllflllllflllllllllllllllllll§

Don't Miss Our December

SPECIAl NUMBER.
The rea">on why the \\'ate::: Pick- Up reproduces all those subtle gradations of
sound w1th pt->-f'fe.ct balance anduniformitv
of tone. ~t auy volume strength, is foil:n~i
in the .scJentifically corred combinabou
ot weigbt, balance and needle tracking.

Invaluable to every real

I

Wireless
Constructor

A unique adjustment is provided by the
two screws securing the needle bolder, and
a half-turn is sufhcirnt to detect by ear
the best posltwn.
~sk yo_ur dealer tu rlen10nstrate side by
side wtth any other-we are content if
you select by test-your choice· will
always be a \\'ates.

Most of us, however, know what a.
good orchestra sounds like, and if.
we can obtain a picture of the impression obtained, then I think that
most of us are satisfied.
" In conclusion, ] think that we
·should go on striving to attain the
ideal in reproduction, in which the
reproduced programmes nre an exact
counterpart in miniature of the
original, but I do not cou~ider that
eno1mons output Yaln;s and high
anode voltage; are necessary in order
to obtain adequate domestic Yolume."
In conclusion, :\Ir. Victor King
gaYe it as his opinion that the ground
had been covered adequately by the
various speakers, and stated that he
could add nothing to the excellent
comments made.

Not Very Formidable
He suggested that the problem had
proved, after discussion, much less
formidable than he at first anticipated it would proYe. Nevertheless,
he thought there were one or two
auxiliary questions relating to it,
but that these had been dealt with
in connection with Yarious others of
the committee's meetings.
Subsequently, the ·WIRELESS CoxSTRLTCTOR Ideas Committee dificus::;sed
a proposed set construction programme, and examined Yarious experimental hook-ups ami gadgets, the
perfected models of most of which
CoxsTRPCTOR reader:< will be able to
read about in the coming months.

On Sale Nov. 15th
=
UnusuaUy Good! _

Usual Price.

-

Pick Up OJiy 21/- Wates Pick Up Arm. 7/6
THE STANDARD BATTERY CO.
(Dept. W .C.),

1134,1188, Shaftesbury Avenue, Londnn, W.C.2.

=•EVERYTHING WIRELESS"~

•
i=
EASY TERMS!•
£6 •17. 6
•

ON

•

COSSOR EMPIRE MELODY MAKER, KIT :
• COMPLETE WITH VALVES.
111
• CASH PRICE . . • . .. ..
•
•
•

1!1 or send 13/11 and balance by

•
•
•

I 1

monthly pay-

a

ments of 12/8.
•
ALL COMPONENTS, Kits of Parts for all •
Circuits, Loudspeakers, H.T. Units, etc. •

• CALL or SEND A LIST OF YOUR •
• REQUIREMENTS ; a Quotation of our ••
• BEST MONTHLY TERMS will be sent
•
BY RETURN:
~
0

! The P.D.P. CO., LTD. ( et.•):
., 46, WATLING ST.. LONDON, E.t.4 •

•••••11111 •

'hone : Central t.468 - • • • •

PI..EASE be sure to mention
n v.~ i r e l e s s
Constructor u
when communicatin!l with
Adv~rtisers.
THANKS!

HI

HERE AND THERE
-continued frcm page 4
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H.T. and something like 100 m.a. in
order to get enough volume must
either be deaf, or possess very insensistive loud speakers. I agree that
where more than ' room strength '
is required special amplifiers are
necessary.
" Volumes sufficient for small dance
halls, or for the open-air, cannot be
obtained from the type of set designed for broadcast reception in the
home .

A Miniature Orchestra
" The question has been raised as
to whether it is possible to visualise
a miniature of a symphony orchestra,
in which everv shade of tone and every
relatiYe ton~ strength retains a~1
original proportion.
'·While an expert musician may
be able to do this, l, personally, cannot.
64

"And th('fl the Iwxt d:n· comt~ tll(' lettPrsr
Y on will g<•t tt"n h•ttPr!' :-;a.ying yon drop yo1P,
Yoke at the enti of the f'eutcncr. You will g(•L
tt•H h•ttrr~ ai<'kinp: you not to raise your Yoice al
the i?nd of thp s<•ntPilr'P Hke a curate. Yott "il
get. twl'nty lettl·rs tf'Hinp: yon that you an• a. marvel
and a joy : you will grt twt•ttt r h'tter~ telling sou
that ,-on are an a~~ and a fool.
'' '"NevPr, JH'\·~·r.' thn~ wHI rnn a ldtrr from
the Isle of J\Jau. ' have l eujo~·<·d a talk so Intwh.'
• Ple.asP,' ITads a poJ.:,t eard from Pnrloek. ·go
abroad again and don't, come ba('k.' TheTC" vdll
be li~t.Pners who tPlt ron that you are too high~
brow, and lish~m·rs who write that it pa.sgef' tlwit
eom~eption how a. 1nan of e-dnefltion. ete., ('tr- .

" You will ~wt lett.t_.-r~ asking pm to mention
fouutain pf>n:;;, birth (•ontrol. tiu• eharm of the
J~ak{' Histriet. and the important·e of clPaniug our's
tPeth four timPs a day. You will he aHkrd your
advice on mat,rinwny. ineipif'nt baldnes~. hotel
pricrl' in Tmnsrlvartia: RIHl how to eure ringworm.
•• And an10ng thege lr-ttPr~ will be one which

• will eonYhwe YfJll that

nav. a noblP. function.

bt·oa,tlrow;.tin~ i:-::.

a

UFis,_~ful,

That letter will coutain

yoitr chrt1Ue from thP R.HJ':'

The concluding sentence is interesting.
The ~heque mu~t be a
healthy one to inspire Rllch sentiments ! It seems the B.B.C. pays
better fees these day::;-at least, to
its star performers. And quite right,
too.
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A NOVEL IDEA

>U:

By A• B.

>#
>#
>#

********************

S

months ago I was forced to
use a spark-coil from a motorcar as an output transformer.
The subsequent failure of this coil r s
an ignition unit permittccl me to
di~seet it, and with the " bits " left
OYer some very interesting experiments were carried out.
The coil was originally built up in
acconlancc with the recogniserl automobile prae:ticc. \rhicl1, although oprosed to radio doctrine, make;; a YCT"J
,o,turdy job.
021IE

BIJilD I'OIJR
III
WAI'
to build an A.C. Mains
if you use the Regentone Power
IBoxT'Ssetandsimple
Filter Compact. Instead of 8

Thoroughly Insulated
The core of straight, soft-iron wires
was thoroughly insulated with oiled
silk, over which was wound the lowtension or primary winding, consisting
of several layers of z,i S. W.G. silkcoYered wire, each layer having lOO
turns, or about 500 turns in all, the
whole being again insulated with some
more oiled-silk sheet..
The secondary or high-tension
winding was built in two halves; one
being slid over each end of the
primary, and insulated from it and
ee1ch other with still more oiled-silk
At the bottom of this multiple coil
was the condenser, snugly fittiiJg into
a small moulded pocket in the outer
cnse.
This condenser immediately
fmm(l a home acro~s the H.T. on my

or 9 separate components to build into
your mains drive, there are only two.
Both are completely screened, preventing
interaction between the mains portion
and the rest of your set.
Two connections only, and the Power
Box and Filter Compact become a complete H.T. and L.T~ Eliminator for .A.C.
Mains, with two positive H.T. Tappmgs.
An additional variable H.T. Tapping can
easily be obtained by adding a Regentstat
and a 2-mfd. decoupling condenser.

Regentone A.C.
Power Box
No. 1. Price £2. 10. 0
Output when smoothed
120 volts at 20 m. a.

No. 2.

Price £3. 10. 0

Output when smoothed
rGo volts at so t:.1.a.

The Power Box contains a Regentone
Transformer and a Westinghouse Metal
Rectifier-no delicate Valves to break or
wear out. Two tappings deliver L.T. for
A.C. Valves-4 amps. at 4 volts. The other
two give the H.T. Output, which is smoothed
in the Filter Compact.

~et.

The Filter Compact is a complete srr:oothing
unit. It contains a bank of high-voltagetest condensers and a Regentone Choke of
generous dimensions. Though designed for
use with the Power Box, the Filter Compact
is equally suitable as a complete smoothing
unit for other rectifiers of similar output.
In the same way the Power Box may be
used with any good smoothing unit.

"'tfter soaking the coil in methylated
~pirits for an hour or two, to wa~h off
the shellac with which it had been
liberally coated, it was possible to cut
on t and free the six enclR of the three
toils. I should estimate secondarv
winding to be about 38/40 s.w.d.
enamelled and single silk-covered.

The new Regentstat is the only TOTALLY
WIRE-WOUND variable Resistance of high
ohmic value capable of handling power.
Wire is the only resistance element used.
The resistance element is wound in spiral
formation, preventing excessive rise on load.
Variable spring-loaded arm does not ride on
wire resistance element, thereby eliminating
risk of breakdown. Special separate NickelChrome contacts are provided for variable
contact arm.

As L.F. Transformer
These ends were then soldered to
six appropriately marked terminals
on an ebonite strip, and the whole
skeleton assembly was fitted permanently into a small wooden ease.
By connecting tlJe four terminals of
the secondary winding in place of the
usual LP., I.S., O.P. and O.S. of an
intervalve L.F. transformer, quite
creditable results were obtained, considerably better than with some very
eh ea p t;ansformcrs.
·
Short circuiting the primary winding while the coil was being used in
this manner resulted in an immediate
drop in signal strength-almost to a
whisper, in fact.

CoNSTRucrn

Remember, too, that in addition to saving
yourself labour, you are getting the best
components that money can buy-the
components used by Regentone in their own
Mains Units.
Britifolt Pate·nt J..Yo. 30H7.

In two types, covering a
wide range of values.

Write to-day for your FREE copy of our
new Art Catalogue.

Price 9s. 6d. and lls. 6d.
Terminals allow use as a.

REGENT RADIO SUPPLY CO.

Pvtcn/f~_,mctcr

Regentone House, 21, Bartlett's Buildings,
Holborn Circus, London, E.C.4.

sistance.

or Series Re-

Rc:;istance ralzre
soo ohms to
ISo,ooo ohlilS.

1all[:ll!g from

(Continued on page GG.)
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Telephone: 8745 (5 lines) ..
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EASY TERMS

~ \W'E specialize i_n the supply ol all good ~
:::;
quahty RadiO sets and components on ~
~ easy terms. We will give you efficient and ~
_ prompt service. A lew examples below:- ~

NEW COSSOR EMPIRE MELODY ~
MAKER Complete kit ot parts including ~
valves and cabinet
C::::a.sb P r i c e £6.:1.'7.6
or 10/- with order and

=:
=:

11 monthly payments oi 12/6 ~

NEW OS RAM "MUSIC MAGNET 4" ~
lnclud1n-2: cabinet and valves. First· =:
class longMdistance receiver in- ::::
=KIT
corporating
H.F. stages
2

Ca.sh P r i c e £1I.I5.0 ~
or 16/- with orrler and

=

11 m.onthty payments o! 21 '- ~

EKCO 2- VALVE ALL- MAINS ~
RECEIVER ~~~~ternating or Direct Current ~

~

=
=
=
=

c::::a .. h

=:

P r i c e £14.10.0

or 18'& with order and
11 monthly payments oi 26/- ~

12 EXIDE W.H. UNITS

~

(t2C V. 5000 MA.)

C::::a.sh P r i c e £3.:1.5.0
or 5/6 with order and
11 monthly oaymentE

of

71-

_ NEW BLUE SPOT 66R UNIT

=
=
=
=
=
=
~
=:

with largP. cone chass1s.
C a s h P r i c e £2.l.O.O
or 5/- with order anrl
=
10 monthly payments of 51- ~
~ Send us your e11quiry a11d a quotation will !Je sent ~
=
by return.
:.
;

~ London Radio Supply Company, ~
~ 11, OAT LANE, NOBLE ST., LONDON, E.C.2 ~
~ TELEPHOSE
NATIO.VAL 1977 "§.
;:;:-,111111111!1111111!!1111111111111111111 ililill! 11111111111111111111!111111!11:

OR

RADIOGRAM

BUILT LIKE A PIANO

A NOVEL IDEA
-continued from page 65

Using the primary winding as a
clwke, in an output filter eireuit, gave
very incliiTerent result~:>, but the
secondary winding respon,ded admirably, or rather one-half of this winding
I should say, for the two eoils in series
were not quite so good.
From the foregoing it will be seen
that an old auto-ignition coil is quite a
useful thing to get bold of, but the
illustrations given do not exhaust its
possibilities, for after adapting the
condenser to the H.T. circuit and
building one-half of the seeondary
into an output filter, the primary
winding forms a welcome addition to
the wire stock, also the secondary
wire is quite useful for re-winding
headphones or speakers.

~~***************~~*

:

~

MULTI-LANGUAGE ~
AMPLIFIERS
~

*
*
*
*
********************
By Dr. ALFRED GRADENWITZ.

arrangement has
the first time been used at
A x fortheinteresting
recent Second World-Power
Conference held in Berlin, whieh was
intended to do away with the inconvenient subsequent interpretation of
speeches and addresses and the loss of

his version chosen by himself. In
fact, the interpreters, called upon to
translate simultaneously, were not
allowed to address those present in
the ordinary way, being heard by
everybody.
They were instead expected to
speak into their microphones in a low
tone of voice, and in order entirely
to concentrate the acoustic energy
upon these and not to interfere with
the attention of listeners to any other
language the microphones had to be
fitted with acoustic funnek

Choice of Languages
The microphone currents were duly
amplified, and by separate lines of
conductors carried to the seat of
every member of the Conference.
A special line had, of course, been
provided also for the original language of the actual lecturer, who likewise spoke into a microphone placed
on hi~ desk.
Each member of the Conference
thus had on the desk in front of his
seat a pair of headphones for listening,
and a small switchboard enabling the
acoustic intensity to be controlled at
will by turning a· knob, while a switch
provided to this effect allowed any
language to be listened to. Though
only German, English and Frt>nch were
admitted at the recent Conference,
the installations made by the Siemens
& Halskc people have been developed
for simultaneous reproduction in as
many as six languages.

MAKING THEM ALL UNDERSTAND

! NOTE" PATENT" !
~BAFFLE CHAMBER.~

De Luxe Radio .Furnit;l·;~::;~~;~:.;···f·~~···~·~C~iiC'UCt;~
USED BY leadiug experts-Famous Engweers3,000 dC'lighted clients
Dtr<·d from Craftsmau's bPocb to your home
You

~~;.~;\~r/,'a ~'i ~~ r~~~~~~~;r- w:rs~~~ p;r~ w~ib art~

5

Prwcs run fr')m £5 5 0 (or £10 to £15 15 0 for
EX('lmdve models). Cash or Easy Payments
P\illtne:r<~nhs and full tmrticula.rs FREE.
PICKETT'S. Radio Furniture Mak~·rs (W. Con.),
A i bioB Hoad, Bcxleylwath, Kent.

volume
deadly
stantly
porated

controls are velvet Smooth-Silent and
Accurate. That is why they are conspecified for all circuits. and incor..
in all the best receivers.

ROTOR-llHM POTENTIOMETER (IN ALL CAPACITIES) 6!-

Rvtor Electric, Ltd., 2/3, Upper Rathbone Place, W.r.

T#w telephone, mic•·ophones and earpieces usetl at the Conference.

Make.

The DAILY SKE'rCH
~

Picture Paper _

time unavoidably conneeted therewith, a simultaneous multi·language
reproduction being substituted for the
successive rendering, so far indispensable.
This, of course, could only be done
by enabling every listener to shut
his ears hermetically to any but
66

As the translator in a given language-e.g. in English-iii lifting his
microphone, there i~ on a luminous
sign visible to a large distance seen
the word "English.'' Each member
entering the Conference Hall thus can
tell at a glance which languages are
being used for interpreting.
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~ D.C. MAINS UNITS ~

**

At•oidlny nwins sltm·t-circuits.

*~. .

~~~~~~~~~~~*~~~~~~~~

Sir,-We are writing to you with
regard to what appears to be a very
common trouble in connection with
sets used in conjunction with H. T.
~upply units on D.C. supplies.
\Ve have experienced a large number
of cases where the primary winding
of the high-frequency transformer
used in the Ferranti Screened-Grid
Three Receiver has been returned to
us and found to be completely burned
out, the trouble being caused by the
use of the set with a D.C. H.T. unit
\Yithout taking proper precautions.

I!!!
i
!!!
No. 15. Pa!. Pro. Pat. Reg. De:..
CLIX NEW " ALL-IN " TERMINAL.
Incor.poratmg the new Clix Resilient Socket and
Sulid Pin.
Entirely insulated at all time::;.
FLEX portion 4d. PANEL portion 4d.
CO:IIPLETE sd.
~~e.~

aiiCU

No. 22. Pro. Pat,
No: 25. Pat.
l\laximumtensilestrength.
For use with Resilient
Sockets.
Engraved o··

~\~~nk ..

A Safety Condenser
As most engineers ai·e aware, trouble
of this kind is likely to Dccur when
wireless sets are tJsed with D. C.
units on the negative Bide of threewire systems, that is, \Yhere the
positive main is earthed.
One source of this trouble is not
having a condenser in the earth lead
of the supply unit, a condenser which,
for safety's sake, should always be
included; the earth connection from
t J,c receiver being disconnected entirely, the actual earth being made
through the negatiYe terminal of the
~upply unit, and the isolating condenser, which should be incorporated
in it, and which is shown in our D. C.
cmpply unit constructional chart.

RESILIENT SOCKETS.
Long, uninsulated. For

SOLID PLUG.

or

Red

No. 23. Pro. Pat.
RESILIENT SOCKET.

2d.

Short, uninsulated, for
thin pa.nels. Flush
TllOUUtlllg

j
~

~

~
~

, ,

, •

ld

•

No. 24. Pro. Pm.
RESILIENT SOCKET.
Insulated with bush
bead. For metal or any
1

1

No. 6, ANODE
CONNECTOR.

RESILIENT
SOCKETS.

;1~~~~ ~~~Ja~t~s g~g.na~:;

The Clix revolutionary
method of plug anil
!;Ocket contact in which
the helically slotted
resilient socket grips
the plug, is the only
means of obtain:ng
perfect contact witb
every type of plug.

FL'niode valve terminal.
The in..;,ulated re~ment
socket \vith wire fixin~
tle\·ice givr·~ certain pushpull coHtact. Impo:3sible
to sllort anywhere.
E11graved.
Price
•

3d

No. 6.

l'rov. l?t~t • .Reg.

Free Illustrated Leaflet on request.

LECTRO

LINX,

Ltd.,

254,

VAUXHALL

BRIDGE

ROAU,

S.W.1

The best Eliminators
The best Mains Sets
Use

HYDRA
CONDENSERS
~o

_Axnps.t

Benjamin Rotary
On test the new
s at ZO volts an:.\
Switch brea~s 10 ~Dl~apid success~on.
does it 50 tnnesA
also, the swttcb
On 250 volts
. . . g its complete
behaves well, pro!:h trickle chargers
adequacY for use Wl
.
eliJllinators. ~tc.
l.ther metal o.r ~n
One·hole li:~unl, to
'ned by drtlhng
sulated panels 11 o &l

C

LOUIS HOLZMAN, LTD.,
37, NEWMAN STREET, W.1.

bt
ii!:d
<!if!b:.;;·~bti::y :-:~e·:.::~~:R~
citcu~ts 'dn w ·:h diagrams in our
descr1be
Wl

logue 1142.
,
Without tuminats, 31•

THE BEIIJAMIIl ElECTRIC lTO.
Tarot! Rd., Tottenham, N.17
'Iottenh&JD. 1000.

Per doz.
Jara (waxed) .

No. 1. No. 2.

i• ~

~ d6

Bacs····1219
Zincs • - · ·
10
11
Rubber Bands (241 1
1
Terminals • ·
~
10
'Irade Suppliei.

LONQ LIFE : SILENT : ECONOMICAL

The Picture Paper with the MOST News

FERRAXTT, LTD.

Hollinwood,
Lancashire.

1ld j-

i!.Pcte o~ d:.~~~ : 2d.

Insulating the Aerial
The other source of trouble i~ the
aerial, as if the aerial is not efficiently
msulated-and very few aerials are
insulated adequately to withstand a
supply voltage of the order of :2:30
\'Oits-a short-circuit can occur
through the aerial coil of the set,
with the result that it is destroyed,
and, further, the whole aerial is at a
pressure of 200 volts or more aboYe
earth, and is a source of considerable
danger. This trouble is still further
accentuated, even with the best aerial,
if the aerial is earthed by means of a
switch as is commonly done.
The remedy is, of course, to connect a small condenser, usually about
·005, in series with the aerial terminal
of the set inside the receiver, so as to
prevent the aerial becoming aliYe.
As we have previously indicated,
we have experienced such a lot of
trouble due to this particular cause
that we feel that it is a matter which
should be ventilated in the Press.
Yours faithfully,

p an e Is up to t i n.
thick .. Flush
mountmg
.• 2 •

SUNDAY GRAPHIC
67

i_
i

Sample dot, (18 voJts), complete witb
bands and ele<:trolyte. No.l, 411; No 2,
61·; poat9d.: terminal& extra. No. 3,
with termtna.ls, 7,6 (10,000 milU·ampa)
aample unit Gd. Orders 10/· carr. vaid.

New lllustra.ted catalogue post free.

FREE ~~rt~er~ 1!! t 0Jo!:~e~!:~:
C. TAYLOR,57, S~udley Road
well London

~
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~

j
~
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fill the whole tube with molten solder,
whiehenr you prefer.
The tube was long enough for the
drill to reach down into all kinds of
inaccessible corners, and the photograph shows it being used in a most
awbYard corner.

~ ~ DRILLING IN CORNERS •!•~ ~

~~

~

1•:•

A useful l1int for tlw honw constructor.

•i••••

By CPA
. . •

~

•:•
·:·

~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I

is very awkward when you have
ju~t finished a reeei,-e; to find
that you have left out one lead,
aml that thi,; particular lead is
situated in a corner, and that a hole
ha~ to be drilled in this corner for the
lead to go through.
T

FIXING THE DRILL

Another Scheme
Sometimes, if you don't happen to
han a long enough piece of the right
kind of tubino· you may have to solder
the drill int~ ~ short' piece of tube,
and then solder the l'hort piece into a
longer piece again.

would be of interest to other experimenters.
To change the subject for a moment,
I never throw away the ends of drills
that get broken, so that my drill box
usually has three or four pieces of
drill of different sizes all about an
inch long. '\Veil, I found a piece
that was just the right diameter for
the hole to be drilled in the baseboard,
and I soldered it into a piece of bras~
tubing (into whirh it just slipped) a"

l

'""W:> i<> Fig. I.

:

AN ALTERNATIVE

HOI..E DR/L.i..EO 7'0 7'AKI!
BROKEN PIECe OP DRILL

FtG.2.
Solid ·t·otl

t'lrtl

tulJillfl.
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Hou· tile pie<•e oj' drill is sccw•e<l to tlte
e.rtcnsio~t 1·otl.

SOLVING

This is especially likely to be the
ca~e \Yhen ;;ub-baseboanl wmng 1s
being used.

PROBLEM

Alternati\·ely if you are sui1icientlv
skilful you nil{ drill a hole up the en~1
of a piece of rod a~ shown in Fig. ::!,
and ~older the clrill into tl1is.
You
haYe to Ge sure that the hole is central
in the rod, am! that it i8 drilled
straight up it, other11·ise the drill \Yill
not ruu true.

THE

An Easy Solution
I myself came up against this snag
the other day. I hall just completed,
as I thought, a three-valve all-mains
receiYer, and I was checking over the
wiring ,,·hen I found to my dismay
that I hud omitted to connect the
cathode of the H.F. vah•e to ib automatic bias resistance under the baseboard. 'l'he cathode tag of the valYe
),older was in the corner of the
sereen, and l had not drilled the hole
for the leacl to go through the baseboard.
The solution to the problem was
an easy one, and it struck me that it

I
i
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be used quite as u·ell ns

Money-Saving Device

Vsing tl1.e th·'ill

~.rtPnsion

in an

alclnt~tn~cl

corner.

The tube was then plugged with a
piece of brass rod which was also
soldered in. Alternatively, you can
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This methocl is also a goorl one fur
making u~e of short pieces of broken
drill that wouhl otherwise be useless
and ha,·e to be thrown away, and thus
enables you to saYe the odd pence
which ~-ou wonlrl haYe to pay for a
ne11· drill, for some more import ant
purpose.
Apart from the particular instance
giYen, you will find these extended
drills useful for all manner of little
jobs.
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neither can your- set pass the full
volume and exquisite tone of that
~rlorious voice perfectly unlessyour transformer is capable of giving the
maximum amplification plus the uniformity that modern valves demand .
Nikalloy. the marvellous metallurgical
discovery, applied in a specially designed
core makes the " Hypermu" absolutely
unique in its performance and suitabiJity
for modern circuits. If you want to hear
your radio favourites' voices reproduced
louder, purer, better than ever before, fit

BYPERMU
the

L.F. INTERVALVE TRANSFORMER
with the NIKALLOY CORE
dsl• your dealer or tm-lte to us for l eaflet" giving
(uU part·ic·ulnrlt of the " llypertnu " Oll<l flw nll•er
(mnou s R .J . Nil."f1IIOII compom>ttls. Cotu pmtell lt<
llurf if.t•l ., ttPW R"f (l?l(ftartl of rotflo t!fli niPuc JI.

" H ypermu " i• one
of the famou• B ill
T hree anJ l ike the
" H yper m i te" onJ
., H ypercore " it•
secret of •uccc•• i•
the u t ili•otion of
Nikalloy core. which
t~iue a performance
i n the tranaformer•
one/ cholt• poait ively
un equalled by i m ita·
tiona onJ o ther typu.

HYPERMITE t~:!:~~~

body an opport unit y to t est the
su peri ority of R . l . Nika ll oy
core t ransformers at a price
within the r each o{ all. Eh.
cremcl y small (21 X IlX2! i ns.)
for compact set building. Em.
incntly useful when used io
con junction with
"furt~er
H ypermu
"
in
s!nges
of
amphficall on

12'6

Hypumu, tk world'• but
/ranJ/ormer - proved alikt
b11 amateur and uptrl
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